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With a recovery under way in most markets, API pinpoints the Hot 100 suburbs
and towns across the country with the best growth prospects. Whether it’s a
regional hub or a metro pocket, this is your definitive guide to the next hotspots.

Shannon Molloy, Lauren Day
and Kieran Clair

H

ear that? It’s the sound of investors,
property pundits and economists
across the country breathing a
collective sigh of relief. Those hints of

positivity we started to see in late 2012
have carried on into the New Year.
And it’s about time.
According to the RP Data-Rismark
Home Value Index, the year-on-year
home price results for January have
now moved firmly into positive territory.
Capital city dwelling values were 1.8

per cent higher than they were the
year before.
It’s not exponential by any measure,
but after subsequent years of stagnant or
negative growth, it’s a welcome sight.
The year started off strongly, with a 1.2
per cent lift in house prices across the
combined capitals for the month of January.

There was also a very modest 0.3 per
cent lift in prices across the combined
capital cities in the month of February.
Five of the eight capitals recorded
positive price growth.
But price movement isn’t the only sign
that property is bouncing back. There are
plenty more.
At the time of writing, auction clearance
rates in Melbourne and Sydney were
hovering around 60 per cent. There are
anecdotal signs that stock levels, time
on market and discounting indicators
are also starting to move in the
right direction.
Things are heating up, and who can
blame buyers? With interest rates as low
as they are, it’s incredibly affordable to
service debt at the moment. Couple that
with lower entry prices and you’ve got
ideal buying conditions, particularly with
rents continuing to grow in most areas.
The recovery trend is likely to continue
throughout 2013, according to RP Data’s
research director Tim Lawless. In his
view, there’s no doubt the housing market
has been on the path to recovery since
June last year.
“Buyers are losing some of their
negotiation power and homes are selling
faster,” Lawless says.
So, most experts agree it’s a pretty good
time to invest in bricks and mortar. But
where should you look and what sort
of dwelling is most likely to be a good
performer? What are the local and regional
considerations? Are there specific, unique
risks to investing there that should be
taken into account?
Thankfully, API has the answers to
those questions and more in this flagship
annual Hot 100 issue. We provide readers
with the 100 suburbs and towns across
the country primed for growth. Better
than that, we tell you exactly what’s
driving growth.
Regular readers of our flagship issue
might notice a shift this year back
towards metropolitan areas, reflecting
the market’s re-emerging confidence in
capital cities.
In this year’s issue, you’ll also find a
stack of bonus content, including profiles
on investors who’ve bought in some of the
Hot 100 suburbs and special video tours
of a few locations. There are also some
example property listings to give you an
idea of what’s on the market.
Plus, we’ve got an extra 40 bonus
suburbs spanning development
areas, commercial property, overseas
investments and cash flow hotspots
destined for growth.
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ABBOTSFORD,
COLLINGWOOD, VIC
Median................ $710,000 (H); $503,000 (U)
Location..............3km northeast of Melbourne
Population......................................................5,112
Rent........................................ $520 (H) $390 (U)
Yield....................................... 3.8% (H); 4.0% (U)
12-month growth...............-1.0% (H); 7.9% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	In Abbotsford, look just off Nicholson
Street. In Collingwood, the city end
near Gertrude Street.
Avoid Anywhere too close to public housing.
Buy 	Warehouse-style apartments, singlefronted period homes, warehouse
shells or double-fronted period
properties.

Local council: ............................................................Good
Both suburbs fall under the Yarra Council, which
is slightly restrictive of new development but
showing more willingness towards renewal.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Collingwood is a short walk, cycle or tram ride
away from the city so accessibility is excellent.
Abbotsford has easy access via tram or train.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Both suburbs have seen improvements in services.
Retail is incredible in Collingwood – almost the
best in the city. Education is going through a cycle
of change.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There are numerous proposals for apartment
developments, new retail and other amenities.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Changing
demographics
3 Gentrification
3 Proximity to CBD
3 Affordability

3 Small developer

Source: Paul Osborne, Secret Agent. Data shown is for Abbotsford

When describing the inner-Melbourne
suburbs of Abbotsford and Collingwood,
Paul Osborne, buyers’ agent and director
of Secret Agent, declares that “the
hipsters have arrived”.
You need only take a stroll down one of
the main thoroughfares to witness the
emergence of new cafés, trendy boutiques
and speciality retail stores.
“It’s getting younger,” Osborne explains.
Property turnover is low while demand
from buyers and renters is high, he says.
Abbotsford is seeing an influx of small
developers, snapping up infill sites
and disused industrial lots for cleverly
designed micro-units or townhouses.
Collingwood has a slightly cheaper
median house price of $690,000 and a
median unit price of $455,000.
Its housing style is in transition, with
proposals for new unit developments
under consideration, Osborne says.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 34
potential buyers for every listed property.

What’s available
An example listing:
Bath Street,
Abbotsford,
Vic 3067
Listing price: $700,000 to $750,000
Behind a Hawthorn brick façade House
that projects period aesthetics
2
of perennial elegance, this
1
instantly inviting two-bedroom
0
Victorian reveals generous
modern proportions against a
charming courtyard backdrop.
A large living-dining domain, its sense of
space enhanced by cathedral ceilings, is
intelligently designed to admit abundant
northern light with a separate kitchen.
These rooms, as well as the sky-lit spa
bathroom, feature access to the courtyard
via French doors.
The location is superb – immediately
adjacent to Victoria Park, recently
transformed into a fabulous community
asset. The CBD is mere minutes away.
Land size: 162 square metres.
www.realestate.com.au

Our guide for using the Hot 100
>> View the list of locations as a guide
for finding areas worth investing in for
future property investment.
>> Don’t buy a property in a location just
because it’s in the Hot 100. A particular
location might feature on the list, but it
doesn’t mean every single property in
that area is a guaranteed winner.
>> These suburbs have been picked for
their growth prospects over the next 12
months, as well as the longer term, and
bricks and mortar is best viewed as a
long-term investment.
>> This list isn’t your due diligence. You
must do your own more detailed
homework into any area you’re going to
invest in, as well as the property type.
>> The locations in the Hot 100 are in
alphabetical order – not in any order
of priority.
>> H = houses, U = units and
SNR = statistically not reliable.
>> All distances mentioned in the Hot 100
are as the crow flies.
>> Populations are sourced from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
figures from the 2011 Census.
>> The ‘Buyer demand’ research has been
sourced from realestate.com.au
>> Price data sourced from Australian
Property Monitors.
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ALAWA, LYONS, NAKARA,
TIWI, WAGAMAN, NT
Median...........................$553,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location............................10km north of Darwin
Population...................................................10,586
Rent............................................SNR (H) SNR (U)
Yield......................................... SNR (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth...............15.3% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look Pockets close to schools.
Avoid Housing commission areas.
Buy 	An elevated, detached home with
the potential to add a granny flat to
increase rental return.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is proactive in maintaining and
improving infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Buses service the area. Most main localities within
Darwin are a 10 to 15-minute drive away.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are public schools throughout this area and
commercial facilities are within walking distance.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Major retailer Myer is looking to move to the area
and this is expected to generate interest and buzz.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Mining
3 Population growth
3 Gentrification
3 Strong rent returns

3 Families
3 Investor
3 First homebuyer

Source: Tod Peterson, Peterson’s Property Search. Data shown is for Alawa

Alawa, Lyons, Nakara, Tiwi and Wagaman
are established residential suburbs in
Darwin’s north.
According to Tod Peterson, buyers’
agent and founder of Peterson’s Property
Search, the arrival of a major retailer will
help drive an already strong market.
“The talk is all about Myer going in. I
think that’ll be a huge shot in the arm.”
Darwin is considered an accessible
city and most destinations are within a
short drive.
The mining boom is already feeding into
the economy and will only continue with
the $34 billion liquefied natural gas project
by Inpex.
Prices have been moving in the last year
at about one per cent per month.
“This pocket is viewed as a good, stable
area for families. There are a lot of new
‘interstaters’ coming to town and more
overseas migrants arriving for the work.”
Many of those buyers are renovating to
help build equity.
“People are doing up the houses. The
most popular is in lower price brackets –
former housing commission.
“Nakara is popular because it’s
sandwiched between the shopping
centre, university and hospital.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are between 34 and
81 potential buyers for every listed property across
the five suburbs.
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ANNANDALE,
LEICHHARDT, NSW
Median................$889,000 (H); $507,000 (U)
Location..............................4km west of Sydney
Population...................................................22,189
Rent........................................ $680 (H) $380 (U)
Yield....................................... 4.0% (H); 3.9% (U)
12-month growth.............. -0.9% (H); 1.4% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look Close to cafés and shops.
Avoid 	Main roads and areas too close to
high-rise development.
Buy 	Units in small blocks of no more than
12. Two-bedroom dwellings offer the
best value.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is average when it comes to
development friendliness.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Annandale and Leichhardt are close to the CBD
with light rail to the north and feeder roads close
by. Parramatta Road runs through the southern
portion of Annandale and the City West Link to
the Western Distributor Freeway runs along the
northern border.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Ready access to the CBD provides comprehensive
facilities. There are several retailers in the area.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..... Moderate to strong
They’re both established localities and council is
proactive with maintenance and development.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Strong rent returns
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor
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ARMADALE, WA
Median.................$270,000 (H); $221,000 (U)
Location.....................25km southeast of Perth
Population...................................................12,853
Rent......................................... $320 (H) $310 (U)
Yield.........................................6.1% (H); 7.3% (U)
12-month growth.............. -3.6% (H); 2.8% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	In areas with new zoning
opportunities.
Avoid Anywhere too close to a main road.
Buy 	An older style property on a
larger block.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is proactive in improving
infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Armadale is close to several highways including
the Albany Highway, the Tonkin Highway and the
South Western Highway. It’s a transport hub with a
well-utilised train line.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
The area has the redeveloped Armadale Shopping
Centre, health services and schools.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Recent improvements include the redevelopment
of an international-standard rowing course and
white water park at Champion Lakes.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Strong rent returns

3 First homebuyer
3 Cash flow investor

Source: Jason Anderson, MacroPlanDimasi
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ASHGROVE, QLD
Median................$656,000 (H); $352,000 (U)
Location.............4.5km northwest of Brisbane
Population................................................... 12,916
Rent.........................................$475 (H) $340 (U)
Yield....................................... 3.8% (H); 5.0% (U)
12-month growth........... -1.7% (H); -10.9% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look Close to transport and schools.
Avoid Main road locations.
Buy 	Detached homes with some
renovation prospect.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council supports complying development. The
area is well maintained.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
While close to the CBD, Ashgrove has a single
major roadway to the city and this results in rushhour congestion. Buses provide a regular transport
option, but there isn’t a train station.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
This is an established area with plenty of retail
options. There are plenty of schools and familyfriendly recreational facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There are no major projects in the pipeline.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Population growth
3 Gentrification
3 Strong rent returns

3 Renovator

Source: Max Collins, freelance property valuer

Annandale and Leichhardt are adjacent
suburbs that fall within the Leichhardt
City Council area and offer a near-city
urban village lifestyle.
Santos Sulfaro, a senior property
manager with Richardson & Wrench
Leichhardt, says the area has the usual
appeal of most great inner-city suburbs.
“Leichhardt and Annandale are both
café districts with lots of shops, banks and
post offices,” Sulfaro says.
The area is appealing to aspirational
young buyers wanting to enjoy the
convenience of being so close to the city.
The housing style here consists mostly
of decent-sized two-bedroom semidetached dwellings.
There’s good rental demand, with
properties tending to lease within one or
two weeks, according to Sulfaro.
Despite already being well established,
infrastructure improvement is on the
cards for the area.
An extension of the light rail network
from Lilyfield to Dulwich is expected to be
completed by 2014.

The outer Perth suburb of Armadale
appears set for strong growth, according
to MacroPlanDimasi chief economist
Jason Anderson, with a median house
price below $300,000 and a gross rental
yield of more than six per cent.
Rental demand for units is even stronger,
with yields hovering around 7.3 per cent.
These ideal conditions make Armadale
a fairly safe investing opportunity,
without the dizzy highs and lows typically
associated with mining towns.
“Perth’s economy is transitioning, with
more people moving from the eastern
states than has been observed in the
past,” Anderson says.
“This suburb appears to be an attractive
proposition for young families seeking a
foothold in the Perth market.”
The City of Armadale is now the third
fastest-growing local government area in
Western Australia and the local population
is expected to increase strongly by
another 20,000 over the next 10 years,
reaching 85,000.
Parts of the area are also being
revitalised and zoning changes are
helping to create interesting subdivision
opportunities for savvy investors.

Ashgrove is just a stone’s throw to the
northwest of Brisbane’s CBD and is an
established residential locality dominated
by homes from the 1930s to 1960s.
It’s well regarded for its parklands and
sporting grounds and appeals to young
families looking to take advantage of
the schooling opportunities, with Marist
Brothers College and Mount Saint
Michaels forming a backbone for much of
the community activity.
Some areas of Ashgrove are more
affordable than others, with secondary
locations being those near Waterworks
Road or in less elevated positions.
Housing in ‘The Avenues’ section of
Ashgrove, close to private schools, tends
to attract higher prices.
Ashgrove has a number of good quality
double-gable designed dwellings with
opportunities to purchase and restore.
David Hyne from Herron Todd White
says it’s critical to do your numbers.
“The cost can get away from you but
there’s an opportunity to do something,”
he says.
The area has the feel of a leafy
neighbourhood that attracts second and
third homebuyers with children, who are
seeking to upgrade.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 55
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is low. There are around nine
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 66
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Chris Gray, Your Empire. Data shown is for Annandale
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ASPLEY, QLD
Median.......................... $460,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location........................ 12km north of Brisbane
Population...................................................12,594
Rent..........................................$400 (H) SNR (U)
Yield.........................................4.5% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth.................2.9% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look Proximity to transport.
Avoid Main road locations.
Buy 	Detached homes with some
renovation prospect.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council supports complying development. The
area is well established.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There’s easy access via Gympie Road, which also
provides a transport route to the Sunshine Coast.
Buses service the area with the adjacent suburbs
of Zillmere and Geebung providing rail transport.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
The Aspley Hypermarket is a good facility and the
more comprehensive Westfield Chermside is down
the road. There are good schools and a Queensland
University of Technology campus next door.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There’s not much in the pipeline.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Gentrification
3 Strong rent returns

3 Renovator
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BALLARAT, VIC
Median................ $303,000 (H); $210,000 (U)
Location........100km northwest of Melbourne
Population................................................ 146,235
Rent........................................ $260 (H) $220 (U)
Yield........................................4.4% (H); 5.4% (U)
12-month growth.............-2.4% (H); -3.5% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	As close to the town centre as
possible. There are many homes
showing great value for money.
Avoid 	Outer housing estates with no scarcity
of land or housing.
Buy 	Period homes near the centre of town.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council appears open to development.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Access to Melbourne is pretty convenient and
improving all the time.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Ballarat is well serviced from a health and
education perspective.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There are a few developments in the pipeline.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Employment
3 Strong rent returns

3 Cash flow investor

Source: Paul Osborne, Secret Agent

Aspley is packed with post-1960s houses
on good-sized allotments. The area
appeals to an affordable end of the market
which requires ready access to services
and facilities and good road transport.
Buyers tend to skew towards the
younger end of the age range.
Risk of the market softening is limited
given the level of services, according to
Herron Todd White valuer David Notley.
There’s a strong tendency towards
renovation so you can create a quality
property for a minimal outlay.
“Typically it’s those older homes that
people are starting to do up and you
can pick them up in the mid to high
$400,000s,” Notley says. “That’s for a nice
home that doesn’t need a heap of work.”
For investors looking to enter the market,
yields have also become more attractive.
“You’re getting pretty good rental
returns because it’s in a good position.
Two years ago you’d be at 4.5 per cent
in the area and now you’re running at
around five per cent to 5.5 per cent.”
Units are a different matter, he says.
Yields are good but growth is limited due
to new projects in neighbouring suburbs.

Ballarat is a town steeped in history
and not short on significance. It’s
the place where the Eureka rebellion
started, and these days it’s regarded
as one of the country’s most populated
inland settlements.
Paul Osborne, buyers’ agent and director
of Secret Agent, says there’s a steady
string of people trading in the urban,
latte-sipping lifestyle in Melbourne and
moving northwest.
“It’s seen as a big country town but it’s
only 100 kilometres from Melbourne and
access is pretty good.”
Ballarat has a strong, diverse local
economy comprising tourism, services,
manufacturing, primary industries and
even renewable energy.
“There was a housing market slowdown
in the wake of the GFC and residential
development came to a halt with the
credit squeeze, however things have
become more active recently.”
It has its own university, the University
of Ballarat, and an Australian Catholic
University campus. Throw into the mix
good primary and secondary schools and
you’ll see why it’s an education hub.
Ballarat is known for its heritage and
best described as “picturesque” thanks to
the preservation of historical buildings.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 43
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is low. There are around 10
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Max Collins, freelance property valuer
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BALMAIN, NSW
Median............. $1,055,000 (H); $675,000 (U)
Location...........................2.5km west of Sydney
Population.....................................................9,783
Rent.........................................$750 (H) $548 (U)
Yield........................................3.7% (H); 4.2% (U)
12-month growth.............. -4.1% (H); 0.6% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look Close to cafés and shops.
Avoid Main road locations.
Buy 	Units in small blocks of no more than 12.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is average when it comes to
development friendliness.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Balmain is about 2.5 kilometres from the CBD with
Montague and Darling Streets connecting with
Victoria Road and the Western Distributor. It has
regular ferry services connecting to Circular Quay
and other harbour-side destinations.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Ready access to the CBD provides comprehensive
facilities. Darling Street provides plenty of shops,
cafés and restaurants.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Authorities are constantly maintaining and
upgrading infrastructure.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Proximity to CBD
3 Lack of supply

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

Source: Chris Gray, Your Empire

Balmain offers not only a fan base for
its famed rugby league club, but also
a desirable location for high-end inner
urban professional dwellers.
A program of gentrification in the 1960s
helped create what’s now seen as one of
Sydney’s most desirable locations.
Its peninsula location ensures stunning
water outlooks and harbour-side
recreation for residents, according to
Veronica Morgan, principal of Good Deeds
Property Buyers.
“It’s got Balmain Village and lots of lovely
harbour-side parks,” Morgan says.
Given the age of the suburb, its housing
style is no major surprise: Victorian
terraces, workers cottages and sandstone
properties, some dating back to the 1800s.
“You’ve got a lot of residents who work
in the city. You still get creative types but
they’re usually ones who’ve done well.”
There’s limited major infrastructure work
under way due to the residents being
protective of their community and the
well-established nature of the suburb.
That said, there’s a cruise ship terminal
under construction at White Point, which
will bring more activity to the area.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 98
potential buyers for every listed property.
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BANYO, QLD
Median...........................$385,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location................12km northeast of Brisbane
Population.....................................................8,463
Rent..........................................$390 (H) SNR (U)
Yield.........................................5.2% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth............... -6.7% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Established pockets and areas near
lifestyle amenity.
Avoid 	Near the cemetery and industrial areas.
Buy 	Detached dwellings with subdivision
potential in the high $400,000s to
low $500,000s price range.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is relatively open to development,
with a number of people undertaking splitter block
subdivisions. Entry-level investors are doing these
and council is fairly encouraging.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There’s a train station at Nudgee. The Gateway
Motorway also provides good accessibility.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
The area has good educational facilities with the
Australian Catholic University Brisbane campus
in Banyo. Retail options are poor with the nearest
shopping centre two suburbs away in Nundah.
Nudgee is a popular cycling area with access to
many tracks and roads.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There are no projects on the horizon.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Changing
demographics
3 Gentrification

3 Renovator
3 Small developer
3 First homebuyer
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Median............... $300,000 (H); $205,000 (U)
Location......................... 158km west of Sydney
Population................................................... 33,110
Rent.........................................$310 (H) $220 (U)
Yield........................................5.4% (H); 5.5% (U)
12-month growth...............7.7% (H); -6.4% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Focus on the outer, less desirable
suburbs on the Sydney side of
Bathurst, such as Kelso.
Avoid 	The inner city – it’s beautiful but the
heritage homes are expensive to
maintain and not investment material.
Buy 	A house with at least three bedrooms on
a block of around 600 square metres.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is proactive and keen to see the region
grow, so they’re encouraging of development.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Bathurst is well serviced by road and rail links.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
It has a ‘triple whammy’ of education facilities,
health services and employment hubs.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There’s an expansion under way of Westpoint
Shopping Centre, a new retail/bulky goods facility
under way and development of a new freight hub.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Changing
demographics
3 Gentrification

3 Renovator
3 Small developer
3 First homebuyer

Source: Margaret Lomas, Destiny

While the close proximity to both an
airport and a motorway may seem
unappealing, this ready access to major
transport infrastructure is just the reason
Banyo is one to watch in Brisbane’s north.
Banyo is also handy to Moreton Bay
and, best of all, a gentrification movement
is well under way, according to Zoran
Solano, a buyers’ agent with Metropole
Properties Brisbane.
“The area has a reputation of being a
low socio-economic area but this stigma
is slowly dying out.”
It appeals to families due to its good
education facilities and the chance to buy
renovatable homes on big blocks, he says.
“Price movement has been stagnant but
time on market has reduced and this is an
indicator that there’s growing demand.”
Some pockets have overland water flow
issues, so buyers should get a flood report
and check where easements and sewer
lines cross properties, Solano says.

As well as being the home of motor
racing in Australia and the late Prime
Minister Ben Chifley, Bathurst is famous
for education. In fact, this regional town
is home to more than 50 educational
institutions, including a university.
Margaret Lomas, founder of Destiny,
believes this quaint and historic spot
west of Sydney has something to offer just
about everyone.
“Bathurst is large enough to have all the
conveniences and experiences of a city,
yet small enough to reflect its country
lifestyle,” Lomas says.
And it seems more and more people
are flocking there. The council models
its infrastructure projects on an eventual
projected population of 80,000 – more than
double the current number of residents.
It boasts its own diverse economy
comprising horticulture, tourism,
professional services and education, with
the added benefit of a gold mine nearby.
“It’s also for investors who’d like a solid
cash flow, with six per cent yields on offer
in many cases.”

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 32
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is low. There are around three
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Zoran Solano, Metropole Properties Brisbane

New to property investing?
Building your portfolio?

BATHURST, NSW
Investor Snapshot

Village
atmosphere
in the city

Name: Alexis Janes
Invests: Summer Hill
Properties: 2
Strategy: Buy and hold

Alexis Janes has commuted from Parramatta to the city for
years, after buying a one-bedroom property in Sydney’s west
for $250,500 back in 2009.
Her first investment has done wonders and is now worth
more than $300,000. At the same time, the court reporter has
worked hard to pay down the debt, enabling her to eventually
use the equity to buy another property. This time, she looked
closer to the city and discovered a suburb that was just 19
minutes by train from the CBD, yet had a more intimate sense
of community and a warmer ambience than Parramatta.
“Summer Hill has a lovely air of permanence and all the
necessary shops as well as great cafés. I’ve always loved the
area and its proximity to the city,” Alexis says.
“It’s a central location with a good train line. It’s in the middle
of everything. You feel like you’re far away from the city, yet
you’re so close to it. It’s a leafy area with lovely walks and
beautiful old federation homes.”
Alexis also likes the fact Summer Hill has fantastic transport
options for renters, including train, bus and the soon-to-be
built Inner West Light Rail extension.
Alexis paid $451,000 for her one-bedroom Summer Hill
apartment. It has a split-level and a garage and is also just
a short walk to the train station. While Summer Hill is quite
different to Parramatta, Alexis believes buying for capital growth
is essential and both areas are good for different reasons.
“Many businesses are relocating to Parramatta, making it
ideal for employment and therefore investors alike. I originally
purchased in Parramatta as I was employed there at the time,
and it seemed a good option for a first homebuyer, as it was
more affordable than Sydney. Although Parramatta has served
its purpose and is a great city, Summer Hill is more ideal for my
current situation.”
Both her Parramatta and Summer Hill apartments are large
in size, about 73 square metres. They’re also off the main road,
allowing easy access in and out of the complex.
Alexis plans to move to the Summer Hill apartment as soon
as it settles, making the most of Summer Hill’s convenient
location and easy access to her work, and rent out the
Parramatta apartment for $340 per week.
TOP 10 best-rated councils FROM THE HOT 100 LIST
NO.

COUNCIL

WEBSITE

1

Ashfield Council, NSW (metro)

www.ashfield.nsw.gov.au

2

Bathurst Regional Council, NSW (regional)

www.bathurst.nsw.gov.au

3

Brisbane City Council, Qld (metro)

www.brisbane.qld.gov.au

4

Camden Council, NSW (outer metro)

www.camden.nsw.gov.au

5

City of Belmont, WA (metro)

www.belmont.wa.gov.au

6

City of Onkaparinga, SA (metro)

www.onkaparingacity.com

7

City of Perth, WA (metro)

www.cityofperth.wa.gov.au

8

Cockburn City Council, WA (metro)

www.cockburn.wa.gov.au

9

Marrickville Council, NSW (metro)

www.marrickville.nsw.gov.au

10

Wagga Wagga, NSW (regional)

www.wagga.nsw.gov.au

Let us help you create wealth
through property.
No spin.
Just facts
and f igures.
Philippe Brach CEO
Multifocus Properties

Exclusive!! Join us for

An evening with Tim Lawless
Head of Research-RP Data

“The property market in 2013 and beyond”

Check our website for more details
7th May 2013

Philippe Brach and his team at Multifocus Properties
are experienced investors who:
• Present clear messages about the benefits of
developing a strategy for your retirement
• Know how to use savvy property investing to
create wealth
Talk to us about:
•
•
•
•
•

Setting up long term goals
Buying the right type of investment properties
Structuring your finances
Using your equity effectively
Controlling your holding costs

Our services don’t stop after your property investment.
We offer ongoing FREE advice to ensure you continue
to create wealth over time.

email: invest@multifocus.com.au web: www.multifocus.com.au

Call us now on 1300 266 350 for a no obligation
appraisal of your current strategy or to subscribe
to our monthly newsletter.
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BAYSWATER, WA
Median................$520,000 (H); $240,000 (U)
Location................... 6.6km northeast of Perth
Population........................................................ 824
Rent.......................................$450 (H); $300 (U)
Yield........................................4.5% (H); 6.5% (U)
12-month growth............ 4.0% (H); -12.7% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look Close to amenities and services.
Avoid Anywhere too close to noise or traffic.
Buy 	Houses, villas and townhouses are all
good options.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council has a reasonable attitude to
development.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
It’s very easy to get around and access to the CBD
is convenient.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Parks, golf courses and recreational centres are
found throughout the area.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
As part of the Local Housing Strategy, council has
identified the Bayswater town centre and Ashfield
precinct as areas for change. There are long-term
plans to branch a new train line from Bayswater to
service the airport.

12
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BELLA VISTA, CASTLE HILL,
CHERRYBROOK, KELLYVILLE,
ROUSE HILL, NSW
Median...........................$881,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location................. 21km northwest of Sydney
Population...................................................91,833
Rent......................................... $720 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................4.2% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth................-2.7% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	Close to shops and transport as well as
schools and parks.
Avoid 	Proximity to high-tension power lines
and cheaper public housing localities.
Buy 	It depends on the buyer’s intention.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is average when it comes to
development friendliness.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Access to the M2 Motorway is via Old Northern
Road and Castle Hill Road. Buses service this
location. The nearest train station is in Pennant
Hills, a suburb adjacent to Cherrybrook.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
There are good retail facilities, schools and lifestyle
amenities throughout this pocket.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The area will benefit from the North West Rail Link
as well as a widening of the M2 Motorway.

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Strong rent returns
3 Gentrification
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Renovator
3 First-time investor
3 First homebuyer

3 Population growth
3 Employment
3 Infrastructure

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor
3 Small developer

Source: Damian Collins, Momentum Wealth.

Property prices in Bayswater have risen
sharply recently and the rate of growth is
“higher than the Perth norm”, according
to Damian Collins, managing director and
founder of Momentum Wealth.
“The area is still perceived as having
an older, dated style of housing but
change is occurring through some new
developments and renovations.”
Collins rates Bayswater due to its
proximity to the CBD, as well as its
renovation and subdivision opportunities.
“Much of the land is zoned up to R25,
which facilitates in the subdivision of
most blocks in the area.
“A number of properties are utilising
this potential for development and
revitalisation is occurring.”
There’s easy access to the city via
Guildford Road or the Midland-Perth train
line, with stops at Meltham, Bayswater
and Ashfield stations.
“In the adjoining suburb of Ashfield,
there’s the planned relocation of the train
station and substantial private sector
redevelopment of the industrial area.
“Helpfully, the council is considered
quite development friendly.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 37
potential buyers for every listed property.

hot 100 \\ cover story

Hold your smartphone or tablet over this page and use the free Layar app to watch a video
of Bayswater with Damian Collins from Momentum Wealth. See page 9 for instructions.

Source: Jacque Parker, House Search Australia. Data shown is for Bella Vista

The suburbs of Bella Vista, Castle Hill,
Cherrybrook, Kellyville and Rouse Hill
cover an expansive region north of Sydney
across two local government areas.
Most buyers perceive the area as
a safe family location although there
are inexpensive areas of modest
quality housing.
Property is considered relatively
affordable although there has been some
recent price strengthening, according
to buyers’ agent Jacque Parker of House
Search Australia.
Property options are diverse. Castle
Hill provides a mix of low and mediumdensity housing. While the majority of
properties are detached, there are some
low-rise projects and townhouses within
the suburb.
Kellyville is a mix of older, established,
semi-rural properties and newer
dwellings. Prices can vary from affordable
to affluent.
The area looks set to benefit from
improvements to transport infrastructure,
which will make commuter access to the
Sydney CBD and inner suburbs easier.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 51
potential buyers for every listed property.
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SALTWATER

OVER 50% SOLD
ONLY ONE APARTMENT LEFT AT THIS PRICE

BELMONT, CLOVERDALE,
WA
Median.................$470,000 (H); $331,000 (U)
Location...............................6.5km east of Perth
Population.....................................................6,263
Rent.......................................$420 (H); $330 (U)
Yield........................................ 4.6% (H); 5.1% (U)
12-month growth............. 5.0% (H); 16.4% (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look Pockets with potential for renewal.
Avoid 	Anywhere too close to major
arterial roads.
Buy 	Decent sized block that’s developable
and priced under $550,000.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is very supportive of development and
has a dedicated housing strategy.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
The area has great transport links and the major
arterial is being upgraded at the moment. The
airport is just down the road.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Lifestyle and recreational amenities are in
abundance and Curtin University is close by.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Residential development is on the increase.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Proximity to CBD
3 Gentrification
3 Population growth

3 Cash flow investor
3 Small developer

Source: Gavin Hegney, Hegney Property Group. Data shown is for Belmont

Being so close to the Perth city centre, it’s
hard to believe the suburbs of Belmont
and Cloverdale haven’t taken off sooner.
Sure, they’ve had a good run, but Gavin
Hegney of Hegney Property Group
believes their best days are still to come.
It’s in the thick of the action, with
Burswood Crown Casino a few minutes
away. There’s also a golf club, tennis club
and racecourse in the neighbourhood.
“It has been a typically lower socioeconomic area but it’s in the midst of a
facelift,” Hegney says. “Older houses are
being replaced with new, boutique two to
six-apartment complexes.”
Much of that new development is taking
place in central pockets, especially around
the town centre retail precinct.
The proposed site of a new AFL stadium
falls within the area, which would see a
major $1 billion investment and a major
upgrade of the train station, Hegney says.
“Burswood is also proposing a new sixstar hotel to be added to its complex, so
there’s no shortage of activity.”
Cloverdale has a cheaper median house
price than Belmont, of $440,000 – and
that’s risen 4.8 per cent in a year.
“This area is suited to developers,
especially those looking for smaller, older
houses on developable sites.“
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 32
potential buyers for every listed property.

Investor Snapshot
Name: Gavin Willis
Invests: Blacktown,
NSW
When it comes to property Properties: 1
investment, Gavin Willis is Strategy: Renovate and sell
no novice first-timer.
The 34-year-old is a property valuer, but that didn’t stop
him getting some help from more experienced operators
when it came to renovation.
Gavin and his girlfriend have applied the lessons learned
from a property renovation course to their first project in
Blacktown, about an hour’s drive west of Sydney.
They bought the fibre cement and corrugated iron
three-bedroom, one-bathroom house just before Christmas
last year.
After paying $319,000 for the property, the plan is to
spend $24,000 to turn the drab abode into a flash pad.
Gavin is confident the renovation will yield an end value of
$410,000 when it hits the market in a few months.
“(We’ll) rip up the carpet and lino, polish all the
floorboards, gut and redo the bathroom and also reconfigure
it,” he says.
Gavin also plans to tile floors and walls, install downlights
and wardrobes plus put in ceiling fans and air conditioners.
“We’ll knock half the wall out between the lounge room
and the kitchen and just open it up so it’s a bit more
open plan.”
While he’s likely to sell, Gavin has done the right thing
and checked the numbers on the rental. As is, the property
would achieve $320 per week, but the spruce up would raise
the rent to $410 per week.
Gavin also considered a plan to generate even more cash
out of the project by spending $100,000 on constructing
a granny flat in the backyard and boosting the income by
another $350 per week.
“The reason we decided not to is that when you sell it, it
would be overcapitalising.”
If the intention is to sell the place, the granny flat makes
no sense, but if the property was being held as a rental, the
flat would make for a profitable addition.
“It actually bumps it (the total rent) up to nine per cent
return on average. It’s about 20 per cent on the granny
flat alone.”
Gavin thought carefully about the things he’d learnt at the
renovation course before applying them to the market.
They needed transport nearby and with the M2, M4
and M7 motorways handy, plus a train station of its own,
Blacktown looked good.
Gavin also looked for a location where the proposed
renovation works would make a dramatic difference to a
property’s value.
“One of the criteria for renovating is that there should be
at least 75 to 100 property sales per year and Blacktown has
about 500 per year so you’ve got that turnover covered.
“We’ve actually bought in northwest of Blacktown in an
area that doesn’t have a premium, however the street we’ve
bought in isn’t a bad street.
“It’s reasonably close to the train station and public
transport and it’s a tree lined street as well.”

Blacktown
renovation gold

See API’s website for an interactive tour: www.bit.ly/147-35
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Waterfront
Apartments in Australia’s
Hottest Property Location...
Birtinya at Oceanside, the heart of the Sunshine Coast
45,000 jobs within 1km created during Oceanside development
$2.03 billion hospital project – NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION
4,500 hospital staff with $.6 billion annual operating cost
New Town Centre, Parklands and 5,000 student TAFE campus
$5.3 billion in infrastructure
Strong rental demand

RAR AN EX
E OP T R E
POR M E LY
TUN
ITY
BROADWATER

Under construction – completion August 2013
2 BEDROOM
FROM

$360,000

NRAS APPROVED - UP TO $200,000
TAX FREE INCENTIVE *CONDITIONS APPLY

AS D
NR ROVE
APP
www.broadwaterapartments-nras.com.au
For an information pack phone:

Gail Hunter on 0419 513 529

Birtinya & Regatta Blvrds Birtinya at Oceanside

gail@rgdproperty.com.au
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Median...........................$320,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location........ 132km northwest of Melbourne
Population.................................................. 86,079
Rent.........................................$290 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................4.7% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth.................1.6% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Proximity to train links should be a key
consideration.
Avoid There aren’t any specific no-go zones.
Buy 	Established houses around the
mid-$200,000s.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council seems to be a strong and proactive
advocate for growth.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Connections between Bendigo and Melbourne are
good. Many locals make the commute each day via
road or rail links. The Regional Rail Link will boost
this when complete.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
The region is well served, particularly from an
education and health perspective.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There are numerous projects on the go, including a
$630 million hospital redevelopment, an upgrade
of the airport, new recreational facilities and the
Regional Rail Link.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Infrastructure

3 First homebuyer

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au

Despite being more than 130 kilometres
away from Melbourne’s CBD, the regional
town of Bendigo is home to a lot of
commuters who travel to the Victorian
capital for work each day.
Some brave the drive while others
utilise rail services for a more consistent
trip, according to Terry Ryder, founder of
hotspotting.com.au
“There are various transport projects on
the cards that’ll improve this.”
It’s also a popular location for students,
thanks to the local La Trobe University
campus and the Institute of TAFE.
Residential development is on the
increase, with the town’s first major
masterplanned residential community
under way. Authorities have earmarked
the Marong township as a future satellite
town to absorb some of Bendigo’s growth.
“The area is growing steadily and
population growth is projected to
continue,” he says.
In Ryder’s view, Bendigo is one of the
strongest regional economies in the state.
“I think Bendigo is a safe place to invest.
It’s at the low-risk end of the spectrum.”
Buyer demand is low. There are around 10
potential buyers for every listed property.
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BLACKTOWN, NSW
Median................$639,000 (H); $290,000 (U)
Location........................... 30km west of Sydney
Population.................................................. 43,374
Rent....................................... $380 (H); $350 (U)
Yield........................................ 3.1% (H); 6.3% (U)
12-month growth................ 1.9% (H); 3.6% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	Close to shops and transport as well as
schools and parks.
Avoid 	Proximity to busy roads and cheaper
public housing localities.
Buy 	It depends on the buyer’s intention.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is supportive when it comes to
development friendliness.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There are good road networks including Sunnybolt
Road to the Westlink M7 as well as the M4
Western Motorway via the Prospect Highway.
Blacktown has a rail line as well as bus services.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Retail facilities revolve around the town centre.
Medical facilities are comprehensive. There’s a mix
of public and private schools.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
A recent buy up of Blacktown’s Ashlar golf course
for residential development is set to stimulate
the local economy. There are ongoing upgrades to
roads and transport infrastructure.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Changing
demographics
3 Strong rent returns

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor
3 Cash flow investor
3 Small developer

Source: Jacque Parker, House Search Australia

Blacktown is a large, established
community west of the Sydney CBD with
a broad multicultural demographic.
It’d likely appeal to those investors
interested in adding value and income
potential through improvements,
according to Jacque Parker, a buyers’
agent with House Search Australia.
“You’ve got the capacity to add dual
occupancy through granny flats. There’s
also the option for subdivision with a
corner block if it meets requirements.”
Blacktown does carry some stigma but
buyers shouldn’t tar all the streets with
the same brush, she says.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 19
potential buyers for every listed property.

Blacktown
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BONDI, NSW
Median............. $1,373,000 (H); $635,000 (U)
Location....................6km southeast of Sydney
Population..................................................... 9,614
Rent....................................... $950 (H); $590 (U)
Yield........................................3.6% (H); 4.8% (U)
12-month growth.............-5.0% (H); -5.2% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look Close to cafés and shops.
Avoid 	Main road locations and away from
high-rise development.
Buy 	Units in small blocks of no more
than 12. Two-bedroom units offer
the best value.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The local council is average when it comes to
development friendliness.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
The primary access route is Bondi Road, connecting
to Oxford Street.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Bondi has a busy retail and entertainment strip
along the beach as well as smaller specialty
shopping further back from the water.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Bondi’s infrastructure is well maintained by local
council.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Proximity to CBD
3 Lack of supply
3 Affluent buyer
demand

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

As a property investor you’re savvy enough to spend wisely.
That’s why an HSBC Home Value Loan should be on top of your
list. Not only will you benefit from a low variable rate of interest
but you’ll have a dedicated Relationship Manager to make the
process easy for you, and show you how you could save.

Source: Chris Gray, Your Empire

Few locations are more deserving of the
description ‘icon’ than Bondi.
Bondi Road is dominated by attached
housing of medium and high-density
configuration and it’s a case of buyers
dealing with a lack of available stock,
according to Chris Gray of Your Empire.
“It’s pretty hard to build any more
properties and people are paying
$10 million-plus for penthouses, so if
you’re buying around the $600,000 to
$900,000 level it shows there’s plenty of
affordability for people.
“If you want a short walk to the beach
and parking, there aren’t many options.
There are no massive high-rises in Bondi
and stock doesn’t turn over much.”
One recent development has bolstered
the chances of the older stock in the area
making some impressive gains.
“If you can buy a two-bedroom with
maybe an ocean glimpse for around
$800,000, you’re getting it for half the
price of the new stuff without strata fees.”
While yields are better elsewhere, the
4.8 per cent return for units is pretty good
for the prospect of capital growth.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 39
potential buyers for every listed property.
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What you save on your home loan,
you could spend on your property

WWW.APIMAGAZINE.COM.AU

It’s also worth considering HSBC for any of your properties.
Not just your latest investment property.
What you could save each month you could spend adding value
to your investment property with fresh paint, or new carpet.
Or maybe let the savings help with your levies.
As a smart investor, you’ll appreciate how much an HSBC Home
Value Loan could see you save.
For more information please go to
hsbc.com.au/homeloansave
or visit your local HSBC branch.

5 Good Reasons to Refinance
1. You could save money with a lower interest rate
2. Use existing equity to purchase investment properties
3. Renovate your home
4. Access better product features and benefits eg.
repayment flexibility on a fixed rate loan
5. Consolidate your personal loan and credit card debts
under one home loan

Research. Before you make any decisions about
refinancing your home loan, it’s important to take a good look
at your current situation and research the market. HSBC can
make this step easier via an interest rate comparison table.
Visit hsbc.com.au/homeloansave
Make Contact. Once you’ve done your research,
get some personal advice on refinancing from the experts.
HSBC’s Relationship Managers will take the time to provide
a full review of your current home loan, understanding your
needs, and then working out ways to help you save money or
years off your mortgage.
Apply. When you’re ready, you can make an application
to refinance with HSBC by contacting your HSBC Relationship
Manager. Your dedicated Manager will personally guide you
through the entire refinancing process from start
to finish.
Approval. From the moment you apply, we’ll keep
you updated so you’ll always know where things are up to,
and what comes next. If your loan is approved, HSBC will
send you a confirmation letter to advise settlement has
occurred. You can then start enjoying the savings you’ll gain
by switching. If you have any further banking needs, your
Relationship Manager will always be on hand to assist you.

For more expert refinancing advice and tools,
Go to hsbc.com.au/refinance
Call an HSBC Relationship Manager on 1300 694 722
Credit provided by HSBC Bank Australia Limited ABN 48 006 434 162. Australian Credit Licence 232595. Terms, conditions, fees, charges and HSBC lending criteria apply. Low variable rate is based

on comparing HSBC’s advertised rate against the average standard variable rate for comparable home loans from 15 of the top mortgage lenders within Australia. Maximum loan amount is $2,000,000.
WWW.APIMAGAZINE.COM.AU
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BENDIGO, VIC

Courtesy Blacktown City Council
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BOULDER, KALGOORLIE,
WA
Median................$324,000 (H); $230,000 (U)
Location...................549km northeast of Perth
Population...................................................13,949
Rent....................................... $390 (H); $370 (U)
Yield........................................6.2% (H); 8.3% (U)
12-month growth............4.4% (H); -15.0% (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look 	As central as possible. The suburbs
of Somerville and Broadwood are well
placed near the train.
Avoid 	On the main roads or under the
flight path.
Buy 	Houses for less than $400,000 are
the best option.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is relatively supportive of
development.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
Kalgoorlie is accessible through the airport, the
Great Eastern Highway and it’s also on the eastwest rail corridor across Australia.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
The area is well serviced, considering how remote
it is. It features three high schools, 10 primary
schools and a Curtin University campus. It has its
own hospital and shopping facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
A new $16 million sporting complex, golf course
and a youth centre are the main projects planned.
Large mining initiatives are being undertaken.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Strong rent returns
3 Mining

3 Speculator
3 Cash flow investor
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BOWEN, QLD
Median................$350,000 (H); $335,000 (U)
Location........... 960km northwest of Brisbane
Population.....................................................8,850
Rent.......................................$360 (H); $260 (U)
Yield....................................... 5.3% (H); 4.0% (U)
12-month growth.............. -1.4% (H); 0.0% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Proximity to the beach is a key factor
in the Bowen market.
Avoid There aren’t any specific no-go zones.
Buy 	Houses can be expensive but there are
affordable small units available.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council seems to be an advocate for growth.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
The nearest airport is 80 kilometres away at
Proserpine. Bowen is connected to Cairns and
Brisbane via the Tilt Train rail service.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Bowen has three primary schools, one high school
and a TAFE campus. It’s home to a hospital,
cinema, hotels and motels, and a golf course.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Big-ticket projects relate to the Abbot Point coal
export facility, which is undergoing a multi-billion
dollar expansion. There are new rail links from the
Galilee Basin mining region.

$

Median.................$399,000 (H); $321,000 (U)
Location.....................15.7km north of Brisbane
Population...................................................16,799
Rent.......................................$390 (H); $360 (U)
Yield........................................ 5.1% (H); 5.8% (U)
12-month growth............... 1.1% (H); -9.3% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look Close to schools.
Avoid 	Main road locations and modern
townhouses in large complexes.
Buy 	Detached homes are preferable over
townhouses.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council supports complying development and
the area has redevelopment options available.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
The Gateway Motorway is close by and Gympie
Road is to the west. Buses service the suburb and
neighbouring Bald Hills has a train station.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
Schooling is provided by public high and primary
facilities and there’s a Queensland University of
Technology campus in the adjacent suburb.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There are plans to replace the Telegraph Road
open level crossing that’ll incorporate an overpass
and road extension.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Mining
3 Employment
3 Infrastructure

3 Investor

3 Affordability
3 Changing
demographics
3 Strong rent returns

3 Homebuyer

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au

Buyer demand is low. There are around five
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is low. There is around one potential
buyer for every listed property.
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BRACKEN RIDGE, QLD

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

Strong employment opportunity is
seeing Kalgoorlie’s population swell and
putting pressure on housing availability,
according to Damian Collins, managing
director and founder of Momentum
Wealth. Despite a lull post-GFC, this
mining town is starting to bounce back.
“Its growth isn’t as strong as Karratha
or Port Hedland but it comes with more
consistency and less volatility. Also
prices are much lower for a mining town,
limiting downside risk.”
Kalgoorlie isn’t a one-dimensional town
and was just removed from Westpac’s list
of ‘risky, single-industry mining towns’.
“It isn’t seen as so much as a bubble
like other mining towns, as prices are
still reasonable and haven’t grown
significantly,” he says.
However, Collins warns Kalgoorlie, along
with nearby Boulder, still holds an element
of risk.
“If the price of gold dropped significantly
or mine activity slowed or closed, it would
impact the town,” he says.
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KEY DRIVERS

Bowen experienced strong property price
growth for several years prior to the GFC,
with a long-term growth rate of 15 per
cent each year – one of the best in the
country outside of mining towns. There
has been little growth in recent years, but
a massive employment boost is expected
to lift housing demand.
Terry Ryder, founder of hotspotting.com.
au, says Bowen is a tropical Queensland
location close to the Whitsundays with
a diverse economy comprising tourism,
agriculture and mining.
Major projects on the horizon will create
thousands of new jobs, leading to an
increase in housing demand, he says.
“There’s likely to be a jobs spike
while new export facilities are built but
eventually that demand will subside.”
There has been a lift in residential
construction but it’s anticipated to ramp
up as work accelerates.
“There’ll be a considerable (level) of
construction of new dwellings once these
projects start work.”
Given its lower prices, Bowen could also
become an area where workers from the
region’s mines settle with their families.

Source: Damian Collins, Momentum Wealth. Data shown is for Kalgoorlie
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Hold your smartphone or tablet over this page and use the free Layar app
to see photos of the local sights in Kalgoorlie. See page 9 for instructions.

Source: Max Collins, freelance property valuer

Bracken Ridge has a mix of home styles
and provides an affordable standard
of dwelling with a reasonable level of
services nearby.
Herron Todd White valuer David Notley
says the attraction would be for detached
housing with renovation potential.
“You can pick up entry-level property in
the low $300,000s so it’s good pricing and
people are renovating those.”
There has been substantial townhouse
development in the northern portion of
the suburb, however given the number
of investor purchasers in these projects,
growth has been negative, he says.
“Jump to a more boutique complex of 12
units, they’ll hold their values better.”
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 19
potential buyers for every listed property.

3+26+3041

Investor Snapshot

Settling on stability

Name: Warren Tomlinson
Invests: Geraldton, WA
Properties: 4
Strategy: Buy and hold

When Warren Tomlinson went in
search of a place to park his hardearned money, he insisted on a
property market that wasn’t reliant on a single industry as the
basis of its economy.
The 48-year-old lives and works in South Hedland in the
heart of Western Australia’s booming mining sector. Rather
than be lured by one of the high yielding but riskier prospects
in his backyard, he went 1800 kilometres south.
“Geraldton has agriculture, tourism, fishing, a bit of oil going
out from the port there, a good light industrial area… its
economy is mixed and more stable,” Warren says.
However he could still see solid medium-term potential for
the town to grow. His mind was made up.
In 2008, he started looking for a manageable investment
and came across a three-bedroom unit. His wife travelled down
to look at it and shortly after the pair snapped it up
for $330,000.
A year later they bought another three-bedroom unit for
$380,000 that was fully furnished.
“We bought the units because we wanted something pretty
low maintenance. We figure people who rent a unit are
typically pretty busy and don’t want to spend their weekends
looking after a garden or mowing.”
In the years since, the rents for both have grown solidly and
these days they bring in $380 per week and $450 per week
respectively. That makes them cash flow neutral holdings.
Happy with how the two investments were performing,
Warren decided last year to add two more properties to his
portfolio. He stuck with the area he knew and bought two fourbedroom houses in Geraldton.
The first set them back $345,000 and rents for $420 per
week – an impressive result. The second was a bargain buy
and delivers an incredible yield, and Warren explains it all came
about by surprise.
“There was a bit of a sting just after plans for the Oakajee iron
ore port were shelved. I think people panicked a bit thinking
things would really change, but they haven’t. The vacancy rate
in town is still about two per cent.”
In the midst of that brief uncertainty, he spotted the
second house and made a lowball offer of $260,000. To his
amazement, it was accepted. The weekly rent of $440 results
in an 8.8 per cent gross return.
“Down the track we’d like to look at putting some units at the
back behind the house.”
These four properties are part of a 10-year plan that’ll allow
the couple to “live the dream”. In five years’ time, Warren will
look at how the investments have performed.
“If things have gone well, my wife and I will take off in a
caravan around Australia. That’s the dream.”

25.7%

30.2%

Invest in high-yielding rentals
in the resource sector
Narrabri is constantly seen as one of
the top 10 investment areas with
economic and population growth
Executive Oasis serviced apartments offer
w 8.5% annual return
w 3-year capital growth average 7.5%
that makes it a 16% return!
w 10-year term lease back at $600 pw
(CPI indexed)
w Cash flow positive

$365,000
furnished

w 2-bedroom
w 2 bathroom
w 2 car garage
w Ensuites
w Furnished
w Air-conditioning/heating
w Built-in wardrobes
Take advantage of the NSW home grant of $5,000

This is a set-and-forget
high yielding investment
Great for SMSF

5 of 10 already sold

Hurry time is running out to secure your townhouse

bracken ridge household type

41.7%

SUCCESSFUL
INVESTORS

2.4%
n Rented (1,472)
n Owned outright
(1,727)
n Mortgaged (2,389)
n Other (136)

WWW.APIMAGAZINE.COM.AU

The first Geraldton house

One of the Geraldton units

Contact Gordon Burke
p: 1300 768 648 m: 0407 908 392
www.constructprecision.com.au
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BRANXTON, NSW
Median...........................$328,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.....................1,047km north of Sydney
Population..................................................... 1,826
Rent.........................................$360 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................5.7% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth.................7.4% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look In newer pockets of the suburb.
Avoid Anything too close to a main road.
Buy 	Newer houses.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is proactive in a development sense.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Branxton is distant from major centres and the
airport but is accessible via the New England
Highway and also Wine Country Drive.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There’s the Branxton Golf Course, Branxton Park
and a train station.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
It’ll benefit from the Hunter Expressway upgrade.
KEY DRIVERS
3 Affordability
3 Infrastructure
3 Strong rent returns
3 Mining

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT
3 First homebuyer
3 Speculator
3 Cash flow investor

Source: Jason Anderson, MacroPlanDimasi

Nestled in the heart of wine country
to the west of Newcastle, the area of
Branxton offers very attractive rental
yields for investors right now, according
to MacroPlanDimasi chief economist
Jason Anderson.
It’s also affordable for families and
therefore likely to experience population
growth in the future.
“It continues to attract young
households from across the Hunter and
Central Coast regions and is also popular
with retirees from Sydney,” he says.
The Hunter Expressway project will
provide a new dual carriageway between
the F3 and the New England Highway
near Branxton and make access to the
area much easier.
“The project will provide six strategic
interchanges along the route to service
local communities and provide significant
traffic relief to the New England
Highway between Weakleys Drive and
Branxton,” according to the Australian
Government Department of Infrastructure
and Transport.
“The Australian Government is
contributing $1.451 billion to the project
and the NSW Government has committed
$200 million.”
Construction of this major project is
expected to be completed in late 2013.
Buyer demand is low. There are around 11 potential
buyers for every listed property.
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BROKEN HILL, COBAR,
NSW
Median............................$115,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.........................934km west of Sydney
Population....................................................18,777
Rent......................................... $210 (H); SNR (U)
Yield........................................ 9.4% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth...............-8.0% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look Anywhere – the towns are small.
Avoid Nowhere in particular.
Buy 	A house in the middle-range price.

Local council: ............................................................Good
New businesses in Cobar are supported by the
Cobar Enterprise Facilitation project.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It has good access for a remote rural town, with
access by sealed roads along the Barrier Highway
and the Kidman Way.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are two primary schools, one high school, a
range of medical services and strong growth in the
retail services.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
The main infrastructure is mining-related.
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BRONTE, CLOVELLY,
COOGEE, TAMARAMA, NSW

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Cash flow investor
3 Renovator
3 First homebuyer

3 Employment
3 Proximity to CBD
3 Lack of supply

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

Mining towns Broken Hill and Cobar offer
positive cash flow opportunities.
Property Power Partners chief property
consultant John Lindeman is especially
excited about Cobar and mining
developments around the area.
“Endevour mine, operated by Sydneybased mineral resource company CBH
Resources Limited, has mine reserves in
excess of six million tonnes and is actively
exploring in and around the mine to
further add to the resource base,” he says.
“The mine is the largest zinc, lead and
silver producer in the region, employing
about 200 people.”
Peak Gold Mine is a gold and copper
mine and its operating company
Newgold is investigating new
infrastructure, improved methods and mill
enhancements.
Buyer demand is low. There are around five
potential buyers for every listed property.

Broken Hill from the air

NO.
1

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is average when it comes to
development friendliness.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Alison Road and Moore Park Road provide primary
road access. Buses regularly service these areas.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There’s high street and boutique shopping
available and lots of restaurants and cafés.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
The locality is well established with no major
infrastructure in the pipeline.

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Mining

Source: John Lindeman, Property Power Partners. Data shown is for Broken Hill

TOP
TOP 1 COMMERCIAL INVESTMENT HOTSPOTS
10

Median............$2,000,000 (H); $686,000 (U)
Location....................7km southeast of Sydney
Population.................................................. 26,870
Rent.....................................$1,375 (H); $595 (U)
Yield........................................3.6% (H); 4.5% (U)
12-month growth................8.2% (H); 3.7% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look Close to cafés and shops.
Avoid Main road locations.
Buy 	Units in small blocks of no more than
12. Two bedrooms offer the best value.

REGION
Brisbane

STATE

AREA

Qld

New Farm, Fortitude
Valley, Albion or Milton

TYPE OF PROPERTY

$500,000 to $2,000,000

Strata offices or standalone
commercial premises.

7% to 8.5%

The city is becoming
too congested.

GROWTH DRIVERS

8.5%

Serious dynamics happening
here in mining and gas.

2

Darwin

NT

Almost anywhere

$800,000-plus

Strata offices or standalone commercial
premises, warehouse, factory or warehouse.

3

Gladstone

Qld

Almost anywhere

$750,000 to $1,500,000

Strata offices or standalone commercial
premises - but with flexibility for other
uses in the future.

8.5% to 9%

Huge gas and other industry
investments. Consultants
aplenty need offices.

4

Hobart

Tas

The edge of town

$2,000,000 to $4,000,000

3 to 4-star accommodation.

9%

Tasmania has slumped but
Hobart is still a tourism
winner. Select tourist-geared
accommodaiton will do well.

5

Mackay

Qld

Almost anywhere

$600,000-plus

Small to medium-sized office.

8.25%

Huge mining investment - the
myriad of consultants and
contractors need premises.

6

Melbourne

Vic

Eastern suburbs,
inner north

$1,000,000 to $3,000,000

Industrial.

8%

Proven evergreen industrial
areas with constantly
strong demand.

7

Perth

WA

Middle suburbs

$750,000-plus

Medium-sized office.

8%

The mining and mineral boom
has some long-term legs.

8

Sunshine
Coast

Qld

Various

$600,000-plus

Good quality industrial or office
with a strong lease in place.

8.25%

Confidence is low and
unemployment is up, so look
for a minimum five-year lease.

9

Sydney

NSW

10km radius of the city

$750,000 to $1,500,000

Serious suburban business centre,
strata offices or standalone premises.

7% to 8%

Cheaper rents and less time
in traffic, closer to clients.
Property should have ample
car parking.

10

Townsville

Qld

Close to airport,
rail or port

$500,000 to $2,000,000

Office, warehouse or industrial.

8.5%-plus

Broad-based economy - the
best buy in north Queensland.

Source: Gil Williams, ThePropertyAdvisory.com.au

Source: Chris Gray, Your Empire. Data shown is for Bronte

Bronte, Clovelly, Coogee and Tamarama
are an enclave of established coastal
suburbs that are considered among the
most desirable residential areas in Sydney.
The four-kilometre Bondi to Bronte
Coastwalk is one of the area’s highlights.
Upcoming infrastructure in Bronte and
Clovelly is limited but that’s part of the
location’s appeal.
Homes in the area are predominately
post World War II federation bungalows
but a lot of money has been spent in the
past decade or so on upgrading dwellings
to create some pricey real estate.
Shaun Thomas, a property valuer with
Herron Todd White, says the location
has good prospects for this year but
buyers need to be selective with their
value segments.
“It depends on your price point. If it’s
$1.5 million or below these suburbs
should see reasonable growth, but people
around the $1.5 million to $2 million
mark and above are taking a wait-andsee approach.”
Despite the upper sector of the market
being cautious, he says these areas have
the right qualities for a growth hotspot.
“The area will always be reasonably
strong given the access to beaches and
good transport. Infrastructure here is
also good.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are between 37 and
46 potential buyers for every listed property in the
four suburbs.
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BRUNSWICK, COBURG,
COBURG NORTH, VIC
Median................$620,000 (H); $426,000 (U)
Location...................... 5km north of Melbourne
Population...................................................22,764
Rent....................................... $470 (H); $360 (U)
Yield........................................3.9% (H); 4.4% (U)
12-month growth............. -3.1% (H); -0.9% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Close as possible to the CBD. Try and
get parking with the property.
Avoid 	Areas close to commercial, on main
roads or opposite train lines.
Buy 	Period-style housing on small lots at
around the $650,000 price point.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council has a justifiably well-regulated
approach to development.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Accessibility is great with easy access to the
Tullamarine Freeway. Surrounding suburbs are
easily accessed.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
It has ready access to all major services and
facilities including retail, educational and health.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Upgrade works in the pipeline include
reconstruction of the Brunswick Baths and
development of a youth centre at Coburg.
KEY DRIVERS
3 Population growth
3 Employment
3 Gentrification
3 Proximity to CBD
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BUNBURY, WA
Median................$480,000 (H); $470,000 (U)
Location............................175km south of Perth
Population...................................................31,348
Rent.......................................$360 (H); $400 (U)
Yield........................................3.9% (H); 4.4% (U)
12-month growth............... 2.7% (H); -4.1% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Close to the ocean and town centre.
Avoid 	Anything too close to the main roads
or further inland.
Buy 	A house with a reasonable land area.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is considered proactive and this is seen
by the substantial number of planned projects and
new infrastructure in or near the town centre.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
Bunbury is linked to Perth via the new extension of
the Kwinana Freeway, called the Forrest Highway.
The local airport and port also boost accessibility.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
The area has its own health care, retail and
educational facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There’s lots of infrastructure planned, including
a $3.5 billion urea plant at Collie, a $1 billion
desalination plant and a $2.8 billion expansion of
the Worsley Alumina project.
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Median.................$419,000 (H); $310,000 (U)
Location................ 52km southwest of Sydney
Population.....................................................3,244
Rent........................................$410 (H); $355 (U)
Yield........................................5.0% (H); 5.9% (U)
12-month growth................ 6.1% (H); 2.5% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Newer pockets.
Avoid 	Anything too close to a major road.
Buy 	New houses.

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

3 Population growth
3 Employment
3 Infrastructure

3 Speculator

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Strong rent returns

3 First homebuyer
3 Cash flow investor

There’s almost a perfect combination
of factors at play in Brunswick and
Coburg, according to Phil Manning, a
property adviser with the WBP Property
Group. Infrastructure, accessibility and
gentrification will lead to big things for
this inner-urban pocket, he believes.
“The area is well serviced by transport
with trains, trams and buses throughout.”
The area is feeling pressure on its
facilities as its population grows, but this
influx will help strengthen capital gains.
“Gentrification has been a gradual
factor over the past 15 years to 20
years but continues at a greater rate
than ever as properties are relatively
affordable compared to other similarly
located suburbs.”
Manning notes that with established
places of employment nearby, demand for
housing should remain good.
“That’s a big a factor as well as
the pocket’s closeness to Melbourne
University and six major hospitals.”
The area is seen as culturally diverse.
Manning expects it’ll only continue to
grow in appeal.
Buyer demand is strong. There are between 30
and 46 potential buyers for every listed property
across Brunswick and Coburg.

Source: Damian Collins, Momentum Wealth

Source: Jason Anderson, MacroPlanDimasi

The port city of Bunbury is the third
largest in Western Australia after Perth
and Mandurah. The area is bursting
with billions of dollars worth of planned
infrastructure, according to Damian
Collins, managing director and founder
of Momentum Wealth. That’ll push
population growth and fuel demand
for housing.
“It’s viewed as more of a slow-paced
beach-orientated town, but it’s planned to
be one of the major regional towns in the
state,” he says.
A $30 million proposal for a marina at
Koombana Bay is likely to be given the
green light and would provide a link
between Busselton and Mandurah.
Collins warns regional properties always
have increased risk.
“A large reason for the high expectations
of Bunbury is based off future planned
initiatives which aren’t guaranteed
to occur.”
He adds a lot of development has already
started, with new duplex halves and
apartment buildings starting to increase.
Units are cheaper than houses, yet have
a higher median rental price.

Students love Camden, thanks to its
proximity to the University of Western
Sydney’s campus at Campbelltown and
its own University of Sydney campus,
MacroPlanDimasi chief economist Jason
Anderson says.
For this reason, it’s a strong area for
rental properties. At the moment, units
can be bought for around $310,000 and
rented for $355 per week.
Anderson says families are moving to
the area as they seek affordable housing
options and investors should target newer
houses, which will be more in demand.
The town is also home to a number of
carefully restored heritage properties.

Buyer demand is low. There are around seven
potential buyers for every listed property.

$

$

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is fairly proactive when it comes to
development.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It’s close to major roads like the Camden Bypass,
Narellen Road, Old Hume Highway and M31/Hume
Motorway. Train services are lacking.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Camden Hospital is just off Menangle Road. Many
eateries can be found along Argyle Street. Mount
Annan Botanic Gardens and the Camden Golf Club
are also nearby.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
The State Government has committed to
complete the remaining section of the Camden
Valley Way upgrade, from Oran Park Drive to
Bringelly Road.

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

Source: Phil Manning, WPB Property Group. Data shown is for Brunswick
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CAMDEN, NSW

Buyer demand is medium. There are around 15
potential buyers for every listed property.

Historic Camden Park House

CAMPBELLTOWN, NSW
Median................ $310,000 (H); $325,000 (U)
Location.................41km southwest of Sydney
Population..................................................69,508
Rent....................................... $360 (H); $370 (U)
Yield....................................... 6.0% (H); 5.9% (U)
12-month growth................3.3% (H); 4.8% (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	First homebuyer markets.
Avoid 	Ex-housing commission or high
crime areas.
Buy 	A median-priced, three-bedroom
family home.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council’s Social Plan cites urban renewal,
medium density and smaller scale masterplanned
estates as the major focus for future development.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
The M5 links Campbelltown to Sydney although it
suffers during peak hour.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are a range of education facilities including
the University of Western Sydney, a variety of
shops and sports stadiums and clubs.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The NSW Joint Regional Planning Panel granted
development consent for the first stage of the
Campbelltown Residential Development of about
850 residential dwellings. It’s an example of a
transit oriented development, aimed at reducing
car dependence and boosting public transport use.

courtesy Camden City Council
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MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Proximity to CBD

3 First homebuyer
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CARLISLE, WA
Median................$500,000 (H); $385,000 (U)
Location....................... 6km southeast of Perth
Population.....................................................5,959
Rent....................................... $420 (H); $355 (U)
Yield....................................... 4.4% (H); 4.8% (U)
12-month growth...............3.1% (H); -3.4% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	Close to transport and in a
quiet location.
Avoid 	Main roads and near higher
density projects.
Buy 	Set and forget investors should
look at a small villa with minimal
maintenance. Alternatively renovators
will find plenty of options.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is proactive in improving
infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There’s access to major highways and two train
stations. It’s also 15 minutes from the airport.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There’s Polytech West Carlisle Campus. Most other
schooling is in adjacent suburbs. Parks, retail and
health services are well catered for.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There are plans to develop a light rail network
with access to Curtin University and the CBD. The
National Broadband Network is due for rollout.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Gentrification
3 Infrastructure

3 Investor

Source: John Lindeman, Property Power Partners

Source: Catherine Cashmore, National Property Buyers

Campbelltown covers a huge area of 33
suburbs to the west of Sydney.
“It’s a multicultural community with a
good spirit, with a comparatively large
indigenous population,” Property Power
Partners chief property consultant John
Lindeman says.
“It’s clean and family friendly, with good
facilities and entertainment venues.”
Campbelltown is also affordable for
Sydney buyers and offers relatively easy
access to the CBD. Lindeman estimates
house prices could start to rise on the
back of a first homebuyer-led recovery.
“New urban release areas will develop
at Edmondson Park and Menangle Park,
but the most significant sites likely to
experience growth and development
are the Campbelltown, Ingleburn CBDs,
Bardia, part of the University of Western
Sydney site, Menangle Park and areas
within Macquarie Fields, Minto, Airds
and Ambarvale-Rosemeadow.”
Units are in high demand, with the
median rental price at $370 per week,
compared to $360 per week for houses.

Carlisle’s market fundamentals are
about as strong as they come, according
to Catherine Cashmore of National
Property Buyers.
“Western Australia is undergoing the
fastest population growth in Australia,”
Cashmore says.
“Suburbs such as Carlisle that are
well facilitated with infrastructure
and transport amenities will undergo
challenges keeping up with the demand
for affordable accommodation.
“This will push rental yields higher and
foster a competitive environment.”
A move to Carlisle, particularly from
the more affluent southern suburbs, still
carries a certain ‘stigma’, she says.
As with all suburbs, this will slowly
change as the population increases and
gentrifiction kicks off.
The area is ripe for renovation projects,
she believes.
“Investors should buy with the
intention of holding for the long term as
infrastructure projects roll out.”

Buyer demand is medium. There are around 15
potential buyers for every listed property.
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CESSNOCK, NSW
Median.................$255,000 (H); $195,000 (U)
Location.........................116km north of Sydney
Population...................................................20,013
Rent...................................... $310 (H); $185 (U)
Yield........................................6.3% (H); 4.9% (U)
12-month growth.............. 0.8% (H); -5.5% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Close to the central retail strip on
Vincent Street or near the golf course
on the fringe of town.
Avoid 	There are several pockets where
housing commission is prevalent.
Buy 	Large lots with a dwelling near the
front and room to develop at the rear.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council appears to be helpful in regards to
development and what’s required in the area.
Accessibility: ............................................................. Poor
The state of roads is poor, with limited investment
in recent years. The airport allows for small fixedwing aircraft only.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
Larger areas have adequate essential services like
schools, health facilities and retail.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Work is under way on the Hunter Expressway, due
for completion early next year. That’s about it.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Tourism
3 Mining investment
3 Affordability

3 First-time investor
3 Small developer
3 Cash flow investor

Source: Leigh Mather, Herron Todd White

Cessnock has long been known as a hot
tourist destination with a plethora of
vineyards and quaint bed-and-breakfast
lodges to draw in visitors.
While that’s still a main driver of this
northern New South Wales town, Leigh
Mather, a valuer with Herron Todd White,
believes mining is creating big change.
Development and gentrification, demand
for housing from a new demographic
and improvements to infrastructure are
helping to lift up the town, he adds.
“Many miners live in town and commute
to the mines around Singleton, so the
average wage is quite high.”
The town’s population is growing and
the State Government is considering the
establishment of a new mega suburb just
north of Cessnock, he says.
“It’d allow for 3500 lots to be developed
over a number of years.”
The region has been identified in the
Lower Hunter Growth Strategy as one
that’ll be home to many more residents in
the coming 20 years, he says.
Buyer demand is low. There are around six
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 70
potential buyers for every listed property.
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Median...........................$209,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location................. 220km north of Melbourne
Population.....................................................6,018
Rent.......................................... SNR (H); SNR (U)
Yield......................................... SNR (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth.................. 10% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Close to the shopping precinct.
Avoid 	Areas too far out or flood-prone parts
of town.
Buy 	A three-bedroom house in the middle
price range.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The recent development of the Oasis village
indicates council is supportive of affordable
retiree housing. Green Palms village has also been
approved.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
The Murray Valley Highway runs through Cobram.
Countrylink connects Cobram to Echuca and
Wagga Wagga. The town has a bus service.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Cobram has a public and private high school and
primary school, a district hospital and a commercial
centre.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
A new $3 million community rehabilitation centre
at Cobram Hospital has been approved.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment

3 Speculator
3 Cash flow investor

Source: John Lindeman, Property Power Partners. Data shown is for Cobram

Cobram is on the road to recovery after
years of prolonged drought, according to
Property Power Partners chief property
consultant John Lindeman.
He says the area is part of a rich
pastoral, dairy, fruit and wine-growing
industry, thanks to irrigated water
supplied by the Murray River and a warm
climate. The health of the Murray is in
turn creating a healthier property market,
drawing tourists back to the region.
“There has been a 10 per cent population
increase since 2006,” Lindeman says.
“There’s an influx of fruit-pickers at
harvest, seasonal workers, some of whom
require accommodation. The picking
season goes from November to May.”
There are good cash flow positive
opportunities for buyers in Cobram,
Echuca and Yarrawonga.
Lindeman says the $14.2 million Port
of Echuca revitalisation project will be
of benefit.
“Our research indicates asking prices
have risen by about 28 per cent in the
past few months.”
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COFFS HARBOUR, NSW
Median................$345,000 (H); $265,000 (U)
Location........................434km north of Sydney
Population...................................................24,581
Rent.......................................$350 (H); $230 (U)
Yield........................................5.2% (H); 4.5% (U)
12-month growth.............-1.4% (H); 18.8% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Coastal positions and northern
beaches, which will benefit from the
Pacific Highway upgrade.
Avoid 	Be aware of Pacific Highway deviation
proposals.
Buy 	A basic three-bedroom brick house.

Local council: ......................................................Average
There’s a variable performance on development.
Infrastructure costs are significant.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
The airport provides a good link to metropolitan
areas. Roads and public transport are poor. The
Pacific Highway through the centre of the city is a
major problem.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
There’s the Southern Cross University Coffs
Harbour campus and a TAFE, health services,
public and private schools and retail. Public
amenities are basic.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The Pacific Highway is being upgraded from north
of Coffs Harbour to Woolgoolga.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Infrastructure

3 Investor
3 First homebuyer
3 Retiree/SMSF

Source: Ken Potter, Herron Todd White

Coffs Harbour is a desirable lifestyle
location with affordable prices, Herron
Todd White valuer Ken Potter says. He
believes the lower end of the market has
now stabilised, although the top end
remains sensitive.
“The area is changing due to an
increasing need for qualified professionals
and specialists to replace banana, fishing
and rural industries,” Potter says.
The students that flock to the area help
keep rental vacancies tight. Coffs Harbour
is also attracting more retirees and selfmanaged super fund investors, seeking
affordable and attractive lifestyle options.
Buyer demand is low. There are around seven
potential buyers for every listed property.
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Investor Snapshot

Median................ $575,000 (H); $355,000 (U)
Location.................4km southeast of Brisbane
Population...................................................14,944
Rent....................................... $450 (H); $345 (U)
Yield........................................4.1% (H); 5.0% (U)
12-month growth..............-3.0% (H); 0.0% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Proximity to transport hubs.
Avoid 	Main road locations and flood
prone areas.
Buy 	Two-bedroom, two-bathroom units are
a good pick. Homes on decent-sized
blocks are great for renovation as well.

Grange: a
vintage location
ageing well

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is open to development in this area,
particularly transit-oriented development.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
It’s serviced by the Eastern Busway and a train
station that’s six stations from the CBD.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There are a number of public and private schools.
Nearby medical facilities include Greenslopes
Private Hospital and Princess Alexandra Hospital.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
The Eastern Busway ends at Main Avenue. There
are plans for it to be extended along Old Cleveland
Road.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Infrastructure
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Renovator
3 Investor

Being an established residential area
with plenty of services and within
a short radius of the Brisbane CBD,
Coorparoo offers good fundamentals for
capital growth.
The Eastern Busway is stimulating
transit-oriented development, which
should prove positive, according to Zoran
Solano, a buyers’ agent with Metropole
Properties Brisbane.
The suburb has a wide mix of property
types across a reasonably broad price
point creating plenty of options for
potential investors. As with many
suburbs, different property types and
price points can move at varying speed.
“Units have performed well, recovering
very fast from the dip in the market,
however homes in the higher end have
taken a little longer to come back.”
Given the neighbourhood is well
established, the potential for large-scale
redevelopment is restricted, but smaller
projects are yielding results and are
stimulating the growth of facilities.

Coffs Harbour

Ross Cannings’ lifestyle doesn’t allow time to stroll wistfully
through the real estate form guide of his Saturday newspaper,
let alone line-up a strict schedule of open homes to inspect.
The 60-year-old works in the mining industry, which means
plenty of travel to regional localities for weeks at a stretch –
hardly the perfect scenario if you’re keen on doing some handson research about your local property market.
When it came time to invest, Ross relied on people with
more property experience plus plenty of contacts and time to
ensure his investment would be a winner. He found buyers’
agent Scott McGeever who steered Ross away from his initial
investment intentions.
Scott suggested Ross consider a home in Grange, five
kilometres north of the Brisbane CBD. The suburb was within
his price tolerance and offered strong capital gain prospects.
“The normal areas like Paddington were probably a
little overpriced. I thought going out one or two suburbs
beyond that was an
advantage in price and
potential future value
improvement.”
With the decision
made, Ross locked in
on the $750,000 to
$800,000 range and
defined what he wanted
in an investment.
“We decided to get
something that was
large enough with a reasonable block of land. Not too large
that it would require a lot of work but a stylish block with a
good facility that was presentable and rentable.”
The home required nothing in the way of improvement and
was ready to rent from day one. Ross had no trouble in locking
in a tenant at around $800 per week, reflecting a gross yield of
about 5.3 per cent on the purchase price of $780,000.
The property fits Ross’s long-term hold criteria and he
hasn’t anchored himself
to any specific growth
expectations.
“You just accept that the
market is going to change
from year to year and you
hope to buy in a good
period and sell in an even
Grange investment property
better period.”
hot 100 Top 5 yields – houses

hot 100 Top 5 yields – UNITS

No.

SUBURB

YIELD

No.

SUBURB

YIELD

1

Broken Hill, NSW

9.4%

1

Kalgoorlie, WA

8.3%

2

Mount Isa, Qld

7.7%

2

Emerald, Qld

7.6%

3

Emerald, Qld

6.9%

3

Armadale, WA

7.3%

4

Mackay, Qld

6.4%

4

Mackay, Qld

6.8%

5

Cessnock, NSW

6.3%

5

Jesmond, NSW

6.4%
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Name: Ross Cannings
Invests: Grange, Qld
Properties: 1
Strategy: Buy and hold

æI thought going out
one or two suburbs
beyond that was an
advantage in price and
potential future value
improvement.Æ

Source: Zoran Solano, Metropole Properties Brisbane

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 64
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is low. There are around two
potential buyers for every listed property.

Mackay

COORPAROO, QLD

courtesy Property Searchers Buyers’ Agent

$

COBRAM, ECHUCHA,
YARRAWONGA, VIC

courtesy NSW Government
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New builds $5000 dep
no progress payments
10 in complex
Rapid growth suburb
1, 2 or 3 bedrooms
Priced from $269,000

3 Economically diverse
3 Historically low vacancy rates
3 Excellent yield predictions
3 Strong, continuing growth
3 Gateway to mining areas
3 1 hour flight to Brisbane
5 in complex
High demand location
2 or 3 bedrooms

red pepper realty

147-147-0062

cover story // hot 100

www.redpepperrealty.com.au

07 49 533 633

Open
7 days
to 7pm
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Median................$425,000 (H); $356,000 (U)
Location..............................20km north of Perth
Population.....................................................5,602
Rent......................................... $410 (H); SNR (U)
Yield........................................ 5.0% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth............... 3.8% (H); 8.0% (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Within the proposed rezoning area
in close proximity to the parks and
Whitford City Shopping Centre.
Avoid 	The eastern pocket, near the water
treatment plant.
Buy 	Houses with a land area of more
than 600 square metres within the
proposed rezoning area.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council would be considered fairly proactive.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There’s a frequent bus network along the major
roads to the residential areas. The Mitchell Freeway
links the city to the northern suburbs.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
The area is well serviced with Whitford City
Shopping Centre and Craigie Plaza. Belridge Senior
High School is only one suburb away and there are
several primary schools within Craigie. There are
parks, sports reserves and a leisure centre.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Rezoning is planned around the major shopping
centres and train stations.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Changing
demographics
3 Proximity to CBD

3 First homebuyer
3 Small developer
3 Renovator

Source: Damian Collins, Momentum Wealth

Craigie’s shelf-life is ‘short-term’ because
prices are already on the move, according
to Damian Collins, managing director of
Momentum Wealth.
“Values have increased above the metro
average,” Collins says. “This is partly due
to proposed rezoning. Once the rezoning
is gazetted, subdivision will occur and a
greater mix of housing will be available.”
Those rezoning changes are still in the
planning phase and could change or be
“some years away”, he warns.
“Currently the area is zoned R20 with
the average house size being well below
900 square metres, meaning development
isn’t permitted.”
The population is likely to increase over
time due to its accessibility to the CBD.
“As urban sprawl increases, it’ll be
considered more and more ‘inner city’ and
with the train and freeway, it’s attracting
a more professional demographic.”
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CREMORNE, NSW
Median.............$1,220,000 (H); $640,000 (U)
Location.............................5km north of Sydney
Population...................................................11,048
Rent.......................................$900 (H); $530 (U)
Yield........................................3.8% (H); 4.3% (U)
12-month growth.............. 0.0% (H); -1.0% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Close to cafés and shops.
Avoid 	Main road locations.
Buy 	Units in small blocks of no more than
12 or less where possible.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is of average standard when it comes
to development friendliness.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
It’s five kilometres from the CBD with Military Road
providing connection through to the Bradfield
Highway and the Harbour Bridge and tunnel. Buses
regularly service the area.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Easy access to the CBD and the larger Neutral Bay
commercial district provides for comprehensive
services and amenities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
A well-established locality with most of its
necessary infrastructure already established.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Proximity to CBD
3 Lack of supply
3 Affluent buyer
demand

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

Source: Chris Gray, Your Empire

Cremorne’s position on Sydney’s lower
North Shore within a good stone-throwing
distance from the CBD has ensured its
place as a safe growth prospect.
Its prime location and proximity to the
CBD are reasons for its popularity, Chris
Gray of Your Empire says.
“It’s a hop, skip and jump across the
Harbour Bridge,” Gray says.
Cremorne provides that ready city
access that professionals want with other
lifestyle benefits as well.
Gray says it’s best to steer clear of highrise buildings if you want to maximise
your growth chances.
Buyer demand is strong. There are about 76
potential buyers for every listed property.
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DIANELLA, YOKINE, WA

NO.

1

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council has a strategic growth plan in place.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Both have good roads with direct routes to the CBD
as well as bus facilities.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There’s a good range of primary and secondary
schools, two major shopping centres and plenty of
recreational facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There’s a prospective light rail route set to
transform a number of areas, however it’s a
long-term prospect. There are also ongoing local
projects such as the Dianella Plaza Precinct.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Infrastructure

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor
3 Small developer

Source: Catherine Cashmore, National Property Buyers. Data shown is for Dianella

The City of Stirling is providing plenty of
infrastructure for residents, with a number
of local projects set to enhance prospects
for Dianella and Yokine, according
to Catherine Cashmore of National
Property Buyers.
“The Coastal Aquatic Facility and
development of the Dianella Plaza
Precinct will improve the overall look of
the area and provide a range of additional
residential and shopping facilities.
“There’s also an ongoing initiative
to provide all households with
underground power.”
Both suburbs are well placed for the set
and forget investor, Cashmore says.
“Prices in the area are underpinned
by homebuyers who love the suburb’s
quiet, safe and well facilitated ambience,
however should the light rail eventuate as
planned, a population surge should spur
the potential for good price growth.”
Buyer demand is medium. There are between 20
and 27 potential buyers for every listed property
across both suburbs.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 52
potential buyers for every listed property.

TOP
top 10 CASH FLOW HOTSPOTS
10

Median................$545,000 (H); $356,000 (U)
Location........................6km northeast of Perth
Population...................................................33,134
Rent....................................... $405 (H); $310 (U)
Yield........................................3.8% (H); 4.5% (U)
12-month growth............... 0.0% (H); -1.1% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	Close to schools and parks. Look for
city views in the higher price brackets.
Avoid 	Get clarity on the proposed route for
the light rail network to avoid areas
that will be affected by construction.
Buy 	Homes that suit families. Detached
homes on large lots with good
facilities nearby.

Cremorne

SUBURB

Emerald

STATE

Qld

DISTANCE
FROM
CAPITAL

655km

12-MTH
GROWTH

MEDIAN
UNIT
PRICE

12-MTH
GROWTH

MEDIAN
HOUSE
RENT

12-MTH
CHANGE

MEDIAN
UNIT
RENT

12-MTH
CHANGE

POPULATION

REASON PICKED

17,000

Located between the established
Bowen Basin mining region and
the developing Galilee Basin.
Low vacancies, strong rents,
good growth.

$450,000

11.1%

$355,000

18.3%

$600

20.0%

$540

35.0%

$329,000

SNR

SNR

SNR

$500

SNR

SNR

SNR

2

Mount Isa

Qld

1,563km

22,000

Key mining town and regional
centre surrounded by major new
mining-related infrastructure. Will
benefit from the lift on the ban on
uranium mining.

3

Mudgee

NSW

207km

10,000

A strong regional centre
being boosted by growing
resources activity.

$354,000

10.5%

$263,000

7.1%

$430

22.9%

$290

20.7%

$466,000

0.8%

$328,000

0.9%

$480

2.1%

$355

1.4%

4

Palmerston

NT

15km

28,000

Has the most affordable housing
options in the Darwin market, but
rents are likely to keep rising. Well
situated to major multi-billion
dollar projects.

5

Roma

Qld

431km

8,000

Regional town servicing
agriculture industries and boosted
by coal seam gas activity in the
Surat Basin.

$337,000

14.1%

SNR

SNR

$550

12.2%

SNR

SNR

6

Chinchilla

Qld

251km

4,000

Another agricultural hub
benefiting from the emerging
coal seam gas industry.

$365,000

10.6%

$315,000

8.6%

$500

38.9%

$420

27.3%

7

Moree

NSW

507km

9,500

A key regional centre for one of
the country’s richest agricultural
regions. Set to be boosted by coal
and coal seam gas activity.

$216,000

-6.1%

SNR

SNR

$233

-1.3%

SNR

SNR

8

Newman

WA

1,032km

7,000

A remote town in the Pilbara
region surrounded by massive
iron ore mining activity.

$830,000

19.6%

SNR

SNR

$1,600

SNR

SNR

SNR

$308,000

-7.6%

SNR

SNR

$210

5.0%

SNR

SNR

$390,000

14.7%

$320,000

-7.2%

$500

28.9%

$350

8.6%

9

Broken Hill

NSW

935km

20,000

An iconic mining town evolving
into a major regional centre with
a more diverse economy. Lots
of planned projects nearby in
renewable energy and mining.

10

Mackay

Qld

805km

90,000

Major regional centre boosted by
its proximity to the Bowen Basin.

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au. Suburbs are not ranked in any particular order. SNR = statistically not reliable.
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CRAIGIE, WA

DUTY

NCESSIO

N

Courtesy Raine and Horne
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DUBBO, NSW
Median.................$270,000 (H); $195,000 (U)
Location..............302km northwest of Sydney
Population...................................................32,327
Rent........................................$290 (H); $185 (U)
Yield........................................5.5% (H); 4.9% (U)
12-month growth............. -1.0% (H); -5.5% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Close to schools and shopping centres.
Avoid 	There aren’t any specific no-go zones.
Buy 	Established houses near the city
priced around $275,000.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is ambitious and proactive in
promoting the city and encouraging development.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Dubbo is strategically located in the Orana
region and sits at the intersection of three major
highways. It’s linked with Sydney via rail.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
It has excellent retail, medical, education,
entertainment and recreational services.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Dubbo Base Hospital is undergoing a $73 million
upgrade. There’s a trade training centre under
construction and the University of NSW is
establishing a mining school in the area.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Infrastructure

3 First homebuyer
3 Investor

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au
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DULWICH HILL, NSW
Median................ $842,000 (H); $473,000 (U)
Location................... 7km southwest of Sydney
Population................................................... 12,981
Rent.......................................$580 (H); $400 (U)
Yield........................................3.5% (H); 4.4% (U)
12-month growth................. 1.1% (H); 2.7% (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look 	Anywhere close to transport, shops
and amenities but in a quiet street.
Avoid 	High-rises on busy roads, anything too
dark or dingy.
Buy 	An apartment in a small complex with
good capital growth prospects.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council’s development friendliness is on a
case-by-case basis.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
This pocket is close to the CBD and very accessible
to the airport.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Most shops and amenities are within walking
distance.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Work continues on the 5.6-kilometre Inner West
Light Rail Extension from Lilyfield to Dulwich Hill,
with construction on track to be completed in
2014.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Infrastructure

3 Speculator
3 First homebuyer
3 SMSF/retiree

Dubbo isn’t typically regarded as a
dynamic growth area, according to
hotspotting.com.au founder Terry Ryder. It
has also attracted its fair share of negative
publicity over the years in relation to
social issues, leaving it with a stigma.
However, Ryder says those perceptions
are outdated and thinks this regional hub
is full of potential.
Dubbo saw good median house price
growth across 2012, especially in contrast
to other regional areas.
Helping to drive demand and optimism
is the recent addition of mining to its
economic mix. Dubbo is increasingly seen
as a service centre for resource sector
operations in the region.
In addition, the University of New South
Wales is establishing a multi-million
dollar specialist school – the Centre for
Sustainable Mining Practices.
There’s plenty of other activity going on
in the area and Dubbo is changing.
Areas once seen as “trouble spots”
are being replaced with new, modern
developments or taken over by renovators.

Source: Michael Yardney, Metropole Property Strategists

Buyer demand is low. There are around eight
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 40
potential buyers for every listed property.

Dulwich Hill was previously considered to
be a ‘working class’ area, but these days
it’s in demand from younger professionals.
Michael Yardney of Metropole says the
area is becoming a lot trendier with cafés
and restaurants. Many buyers are also
renovating their properties, attracted to
Dulwich Hill because of the quiet streets,
amenities and accessibility offered there.
“Like any property purchase, it’s always
the case of one making sure that they’re
buying in the right location, the right
street, the right property, the right price,”
Yardney says.
“If we’re discussing an investor, we
should be looking at an apartment in a
medium-density building in the $400,000
to $550,000 mark.”
Dulwich Hill will also benefit from the
Inner West Light Rail extension when
it’s complete.
This new transport link will operate
from Central to Lilyfield and run along the
former Rozelle freight rail corridor, through
the inner west to Dulwich Hill.
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DUTTON PARK, QLD
Median............... $660,000 (H); $446,000 (U)
Location..........................3km south of Brisbane
Population...................................................... 1,471
Rent....................................... $450 (H); $280 (U)
Yield........................................3.5% (H); 3.2% (U)
12-month growth............ -7.5% (H); 13.0% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Near transport and employment
opportunities.
Avoid 	Low-lying areas.
Buy 	A newer property in a prime location
with good depreciation benefits.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is open and receptive to development,
provided it’s in the right location.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It’s close to Annerley Road and the Pacific
Motorway. There are two train stations.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
The University of Queensland School of Pharmacy
is located here. It’s close to the Brisbane River,
Mater Private Clinic and Dutton Park State School.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Dutton Park has benefited from the Clem Jones
Tunnel.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Population growth
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Investor
3 Renovator
3 Small developer

Source: John Tsoulos, Indigo Financial

Many young students and professionals
are flocking to Dutton Park, based on its
proximity to a TAFE and the University of
Queensland campus, managing director
of Indigo Financial John Tsoulos says.
“Southbank is very accessible and
there are trendy pubs and clubs in South
Brisbane and Woolloongabba.”
Improved infrastructure has made
access to Dutton Park much easier.
“Rents are being pushed up due to the
lack of supply and are increasing by about
five per cent per annum.”
Many homes are being renovated and
this should help property prices rise over
time. Units are also proving popular, with
the median price increasing a massive 13
per cent over the past 12 months.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 28
potential buyers for every listed property.
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EDGEWATER, WA
Median...........................$485,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.................... 20km northwest of Perth
Population..................................................... 4,531
Rent.........................................$445 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................4.7% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth................. 1.5% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Anywhere with a protected view on
a quiet street. Small parks are an
added bonus.
Avoid 	There aren’t any specific spots to steer
clear of.
Buy 	Older homes present renovation
opportunities and the potential to
add value.

Local council: ............................................................Good
This suburb is right next to Joondalup, which has
been earmarked as one of two major regional areas
in Perth. Council views development accordingly.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There are road and rail links in the area that make
commuting to the city fairly easy.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
It’s on Lake Joondalup, a major recreational
spot. There are good health, education and retail
facilities in neighbouring suburbs.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
The State Government’s Directions 2031 plan
outlines a range of projects to make this a growth
hub.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Strong rent demand
3 Gentrification
3 Population growth

3 Cash flow investor
3 Renovator
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ELWOOD, VIC
Median................ $960,000 (H); $513,000 (U)
Location...................7.4km south of Melbourne
Population...................................................14,638
Rent....................................... $600 (H); $375 (U)
Yield........................................3.2% (H); 3.8% (U)
12-month growth.............-2.5% (H); -3.3% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Along the bay, between Ormond Road
and the beach. Addison Street and
Ruskin Street are also popular.
Avoid 	Brighton Road, which is overpopulated
with apartments. Also the section
between Broadway and Goldsmith
Street is former swampland.
Buy 	For investors, a quality apartment in a
small building in an established street.
For homebuyers, something with
period detailing.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is mostly proactive.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There’s a train line on the northeast side of the
suburb or alternatively, trams on Brighton Road.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
It’s close to St Kilda Marina, Elwood Sailing
Club and cafés along Marine Parade. There are
numerous schools in the area.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
Elwood lacks strong tram and train services.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Proximity to CBD
3 Population growth
3 Gentrification

3 Speculator
3 Homebuyer
3 Renovator
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EMERALD, QLD
Median................$450,000 (H); $353,000 (U)
Location............655km northwest of Brisbane
Population................................................... 13,218
Rent.......................................$600 (H); $520 (U)
Yield........................................6.9% (H); 7.6% (U)
12-month growth................ 1.1% (H); 0.7 % (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Pockets in the western side of town.
Avoid 	There aren’t any specific no-go zones.
Buy 	Cheap units with strong rental returns
and positive cash flow.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council seems to be an advocate for growth.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Emerald is a crossroads town, sitting at the
intersection of major highways that provide links
north, south, east and west. It’s also home to one of
the state’s busiest regional airports.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are five primary schools and three high
schools plus a Central Queensland University
campus. Fairbarn Dam is a popular attraction for
people from across the region.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Another airport upgrade is likely – there was one
two years ago – with plans for a separate fly-in,
fly-out terminal.
KEY DRIVERS
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Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au

When it was first developed, the northern
Perth suburb of Edgewater was marketed
as an upmarket pocket. It hasn’t really lost
that status, according to Gavin Hegney of
Hegney Property Group.
“It’s positioned right next to the regional
centre of Joondalup, alongside a lake
and parkland,” Hegney explains. “It was
developed in the 1980s and so comprises
mostly larger family homes of three or four
bedrooms, many of which have lake and
hinterland views.”
And those are the sort of properties
buyers should be targeting, he says.
Homes with protected views that are
walking distance to Lake Joondalup are
especially good bets.
“You’re talking a price level or two
up from ‘affordable’ but there are good
prospects and buyers like the area,”
senior economist with Australian Property
Monitors Andrew Wilson says.

Infolio’s Cameron Deal is a huge fan of
Elwood, based on the fact it’s a popular
location for young singles and families.
“People obviously feel very safe and
secure there,” Deal says.
“The main reason Elwood is a good
performing suburb is that it borders St
Kilda. Lots of people want to be near St
Kilda, but not right in it.”
Most streets in Elwood are tree-lined
and quiet, full of period homes and art
deco apartment blocks.
Deal says Elwood is an established
suburb, with no land available for
more development.
“What you see is what you get. Its
proximity to the beach makes it popular.”
Deal says most rental properties get
snapped up within a week and the
vacancy rate is always tight.
“Elwood is a more relaxed, less touristy
‘look at me’ version of St Kilda and has a
more stable population,” he says.

The central Queensland town of Emerald
has long been a pivotal link in the state’s
mining sector chain, but is experiencing a
new influx of people with connections to
the resources sector.
This will grow considerably as new
projects in the Galilee Basin kick off,
according to Terry Ryder, founder of
hotspotting.com.au.
“It’s a strategically located regional town
that services the agricultural sector as
well as the mining industry,” Ryder says.
As projects evolve and expand, demand
for accommodation is starting to see
major growth, he says.
The town has experienced flood events
in recent years so there are pockets of
town where homes are likely to have been
recently inundated. It’s a consideration
potential buyers should keep in mind.
Ryder says Emerald’s prospects from an
investment perspective rely heavily on the
continued health and robustness of the
resources sector.

Buyer demand is medium. There are around 29
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 42
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is low. There are around three
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Gavin Hegney, Hegney Property Group; Andrew Wilson, Australian
Property Monitors

Source: Cameron Deal, Infolio
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ENMORE, MARRICKVILLE,
NSW
Median................$790,000 (H); $496,000 (U)
Location............... 4.5km southwest of Sydney
Population...................................................28,185
Rent....................................... $650 (H); $355 (U)
Yield........................................4.3% (H); 3.7% (U)
12-month growth................ 1.9% (H); 6.5% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Quiet streets, close to shops and
amenities.
Avoid 	Big high-rises on busy roads and older
dark and dingy apartments.
Buy 	The best investments in these
suburbs are established two-bedroom
apartments in medium-density
buildings in the $400,000 to
$550,000 price bracket. Try to also
add value through renovation.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is proactive in regards to services and
infrastructure. Development friendliness is treated
on a case-by-case basis.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
This area is close to the CBD and both suburbs are
well serviced by public transport.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Most shops and amenities are within walking
distance and both suburbs are close to Sydney
University and University of Technology Sydney.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Work is continuing on the Inner West Light Rail
Extension from Lilyfield to Dulwich Hill with
construction on track to be completed in 2014.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Population growth
3 Changing
demographics
3 Gentrification
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

Source: Michael Yardney, Metropole Property Strategists.
Data shown is for Enmore

The Enmore and Marrickville area
has seen a changing demographic
with an increasing number of young
professional people enjoying the easy
access to Sydney’s CBD. This has already
resulted in price growth, according
to Michael Yardney from Metropole
Property Strategists.
“Prices continue to rise, especially for
apartments,” Yardney says.
“These suburbs are going through
gentrification and becoming pretty trendy.
New shops, cafés and restaurants are
popping up, attracting more people into
the area.”
Buyers see the suburbs as aspirational
lifestyle locations and that certainly bodes
well for their growth potential.
Buyer demand is strong. There are between 57 and
72 potential buyers for every listed property across
both suburbs.
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FRENCHS FOREST, NSW
Median.......................... $844,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location...........................13km north of Sydney
Population................................................... 13,192
Rent......................................... $760 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................4.7% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth............... -1.0% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	Close to shopping. Elevated property
with bush views.
Avoid 	Main road locations such as near
Warringah Road.
Buy 	Detached homes on big blocks priced
below the suburb median. Larger
blocks with granny flat potential to
increase rental yield.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council isn’t flexible but development that
adheres to the Local Environment Plan for the area
is acceptable.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There are two major traffic routes into the CBD.
The commute time via bus is 30 minutes.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There’s a mix of public and private schools. There
are three shopping centres in the area and good
recreational facilities including a golf course.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The proposed Northern Beaches Hospital is a
$600 million project set to improve employment
prospects and stimulate the local economy.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Infrastructure
3 Employment
3 Lifestyle

3 Renovator
3 First homebuyer
3 Families

Source: Rich Harvey, managing director of propertybuyer.com.au

Frenchs Forest has some good growth
prospects but Rich Harvey, managing
director of propertybuyers.com.au, says
it has some catching up to do with
its neighbours.
That cheaper entry point means the
area has always appealed to families,
with the demographics remaining mostly
unchanged over the past 10 years,
according to Harvey.
“The area has a great reputation for
being a green and leafy family friendly
suburb,” he says.
“It’s also at the gateway to the Northern
Beaches. It’s well located in terms of
lifestyle with adequate access to main
arterial roads and bus routes.
”There are a growing number of
renovations, and ‘knockdown, rebuild’
construction happening, in order to
exploit the generous block sizes of
existing dwellings in the area.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 74
potential buyers for every listed property.
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GAYTHORNE, QLD
Median................ $468,000 (H); $381,000 (U)
Location.................7km northwest of Brisbane
Population.....................................................2,655
Rent....................................... $405 (H); $375 (U)
Yield........................................ 4.5% (H); 5.1% (U)
12-month growth.............-9.2% (H); -6.0% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Close to transport and within walking
distance of facilities.
Avoid 	Busy roads and any industrial
development in the area.
Buy 	Post-war homes on larger blocks.
Low-rise, older units or townhouses
with value-add potential.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is very active in terms of planning for
large-scale population growth.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
It’s within reasonable proximity to the CBD and
well serviced by trains and buses. The road network
can be congested during rush hour.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Education, shopping and health services are
located close by and easily accessible.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
An upgrade of the nearby Enoggera Army Barracks
will boost rental demand in the area.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Population growth
3 Infrastructure
3 Changing
demographics
3 Strong rent returns

3 Speculator
3 First homebuyer

Source: Catherine Cashmore, National Property Buyers

Major planning changes in Brisbane will
have an impact on the Gaythorne area
and make higher density development
possible. However Catherine Cashmore of
National Property Buyers attaches a note
of caution.
“The draft plan will have both positive
and negative effects in terms of price
growth across the region,” she says.
“Unit development in particular has
experienced periods of oversupply with
a boom in the high-rise culture and
investors must bear this in mind when
assessing their long-term options.”
The suburb is well established and
facilities are comprehensive.
“Gaythorne does have a shopping strip
of its own and a growing ‘coffee’ culture
with an increasing number of street
side cafés.”
Gaythorne has a high percentage
of renters and a growing number of
young homebuyers.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 42
potential buyers for every listed property.
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GEELONG, VIC
Median................ $463,000 (H); $510,000 (U)
Location.......... 67km southwest of Melbourne
Population.................................................143,921
Rent....................................... $343 (H); $320 (U)
Yield........................................3.8% (H); 3.2% (U)
12-month growth............. -4.1% (H); -4.6% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Close to transport and shopping.
Avoid 	Areas with housing commission.
Buy 	Land at affordable prices that can be
developed or subdivided or properties
with value-add potential.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is developing a new city plan to help
cater for upgrading residents’ facilities.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It’s a 40-minute train commute to Melbourne with
good road links to inner suburban areas.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
It has good established services, a thriving
university campus, good retail facilities and both
public and private schools.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The new East West Link will connect the Eastern
Freeway to City Link and eventually to the Port of
Melbourne. A rail tunnel is also planned.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Proximity to CBD
3 Infrastructure
3 Changing
demographics
3 Gentrification

3 Homebuyer
3 First homebuyer
3 Investor
3 Retiree

Source: Catherine Cashmore, National Property Buyers

Geelong’s accessibility and pending
infrastructure projects make it an ideal
hotspot, according to Catherine Cashmore
of National Property Buyers.
“A new city library and heritage centre
along with various urban renewal projects
such as the proposed West Link rail and
road network will greatly benefit this area
and should bear effect on property prices.”
Cashmore suggests investors study the
lay of the land carefully before deciding on
the position that’s best for their purchase.
“As with other suburbs, there are
the good and bad pockets. In addition,
it’s important to stay abreast of new
developments which may adversely affect
the values of established homes.”
The median unit price is slightly higher
than the median house price.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 27
potential buyers for every listed property.

$540,137
Average median house price
across this year’s Hot 100 list
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GERALDTON, WA
Median...........................$374,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location............................372km north of Perth
Population...................................................35,749
Rent.........................................$340 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................4.7% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth................ 4.8% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Proximity to the ocean.
Avoid 	Areas too far inland.
Buy 	Houses with reasonable land.

Missing
out on the
best Perth
Properties?

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council seems open to development that helps
the region’s growth ambitions.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
Geraldton has an airport. Accessibility to the area
is mainly via the Brand Highway. The Indian Ocean
Drive was opened in 2011 and is another main road
linking the area to Perth.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
The area has several high schools. There’s also a
health facility. The port is a major employer.
Infrastructure on the radar: ...................................Low
Even though the Oakajee Port and Rail project has
been put on hold, there’s still iron ore shipped out
of Geraldton.
KEY DRIVERS
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3 Infrastructure
3 Employment

3 Speculator
3 Cash flow investor

Source: Damian Collins, Momentum Wealth.

Geraldton’s massive Oakajee Port project
was meant to be a major boost for the area
and cause short-term house price growth.
While it has now been put on hold,
Damian Collins, managing director of
Momentum Wealth, believes it only slows
the town’s potential from short-term to
medium-term.
“Iron ore prices have rebounded, so
it’s expected the plans will be reviewed
again,” Collins says.
Collins notes the population of Geraldton
has increased by 11.7 per cent to 36,500
since 2006 and it’s expected to continue
growing – up to 50,000 people by 2026.
“This increase in population will put
pressure on the housing market,” he says.
“Geraldton is underpriced, considering
the amount of investment in and around
the area in comparison to most mining
regions. It’s believed these prices are
poised for growth.”
Geraldton also has a planned $3 billion
Square Kilometre Array project, which
will be the world’s largest sensitive
radio telescope.

That’s because
Property Wizards
clients get in
ahead of the rest
Property Wizards Buyer’s Agents
can show you
which properties to buy,
how to secure them in
Perth’s surging market,
and how to develop them
into a portfolio.
Property Wizards works
for YOU the buyer,
and will help you take
the first step to building
a million dollar property portfolio.
Set yourself up financially.
Take the first step
and download the FREE
starter pack from our website.

www.propertywizards.com.au

Buyer demand is low. There are around four
potential buyers for every listed property.

Tel (08) 9381-7450
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GIRRAWEEN, HERBERT, HOWARD
SPRINGS, VIRGINIA, NT
Median...........................$565,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.............................30km east of Darwin
Population.....................................................8,736
Rent.......................................... SNR (H); SNR (U)
Yield......................................... SNR (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth............... -3.4% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Girraween and Herbert for more
affordable options.
Avoid 	Properties that flood in the
wet season.
Buy Acreage.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is proactive in maintaining and
improving infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There are buses servicing the area and most
localities within Darwin are a 10-minute to
15-minute drive away.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are public schools within a reasonable
driving distance, as are retail facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: .................................Good
Nearby Coolalinga is set for the completion of
the Coolalinga Shopping Village and associated
commercial project and this is expected to
continue stimulating demand.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Changing
demographics
3 Mining
3 Gentrification

3 Families
3 Homebuyer

Source: Tod Peterson, Peterson’s Property Search. Data shown is for Girraween

Girraween, Herbert, Howard Springs and
Virginia are established rural residential
suburbs located west of Darwin.
According to Tod Peterson, buyers’
agent and founder of Peterson’s Property
Search, the area’s initial popularity
extends from more central property
owners wanting to recapture the rural
nature of living in Darwin. As areas
closer in have become more established,
suburbs such as Girraween have grown
in appeal.
“I think it’s upper middle-class buyers
moving out that way.”
Somewhat surprisingly, there was
a decision to build apartments at the
Coolalinga Shopping Village project.
Given the rural lifestyle on offer,
Peterson can’t see much demand for the
attached housing.
He offers some sage advice for those
keen on acquiring some acreage – do
your checks because come the change of
season, you may find your rural property
becomes a waterfront holding.
Buyer demand is medium. There are between 19
and 26 potential buyers for every listed property
across the five suburbs.
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GOLD COAST, QLD
Median.................$462,750 (H); $350,000 (U)
Location...............73km southeast of Brisbane
Population............................................... 494,500
Rent.......................................$400 (H); $350 (U)
Yield........................................4.5% (H); 5.2% (U)
12-month growth............ -4.0% (H); -2.8% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Cheap waterfront or beachfront
properties below replacement cost.
Inner suburbs like Ashmore and
Benowa are also worth a look.
Avoid 	Areas dominated by high-rise
complexes.
Buy 	A four-bedroom brick house in an
inner area on a good block and priced
up to $400,000.

Local council: ............................................................. Poor
Council is seen as pro-development but can be
very difficult and strict.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
The region has good road and rail links, a good bus
network and an international airport.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Health, education, community and recreational
facilities are well above par.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Development is starting to pick up. There’s a
range of infrastructure projects, from light rail to
Commonwealth Games facilities.
KEY DRIVERS
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Source: Paul Flynn, Paul Flynn Properties. Data shown is for local government area

The Gold Coast copped the brunt of the
post-GFC downturn from both a property
market and economic perspective. The
region has struggled through tourism
sector slumps, a near-standstill in
construction, house value tumbles and
dips in a range of other industries.
Buyers agent Paul Flynn of Paul Flynn
Properties says jobs and businesses on
the glitter strip were decimated after
2008, but things are starting to look up.
“I think house prices for detached
dwellings priced up to $400,000 have
stabilised but things are still patchy in the
high-rise sector though,” Flynn says.
Like other property markets around the
country, the Gold Coast’s recovery won’t
be universal. There are some dwelling
types coming off a low base while others
are ripe for the picking now, he says.
Cheap waterfront homes are currently
priced well below replacement cost and
represent exceptional buying, he believes.
Land is also in relatively short supply and
could be a good long-term asset.
Flynn warns you’ll need patience when
chasing development approvals from the
local council.

“An experienced consultant once
suggested to me that anyone filing a
material change of use with council
should lodge a case in the Planning
(and Environment) Court at the same
time. That’s the only way you’ll get a
quick result.”
Buyers’ agent Catherine Cashmore says
some recent positive data is encouraging,
coupled with a “rush to market” in late
2012 and early 2013.
In another positive sign, Japan Airlines
recently announced it’d recommence
some flights to the Gold Coast, thanks to
a pick-up in visitor numbers after many
quiet years.
Continued direct flights from southern
China also point to the strength of that
emerging market.
Of course, there’s the Commonwealth
Games to be hosted on the Gold Coast
in 2018. In addition to drawing millions
of TV eyeballs to the region and a slew
of tourists to boot, this major event will
soon see the start of development of
competition venues and the athletes’
village. The athletes’ village will become
part of another significant project – the
Gold Coast University Hospital precinct –
at the completion of the Games.
There are also transport-related projects,
such as the light rail link that’ll make it
quicker and easier to get around.
And in a surprising trend, the Coast
experienced its strongest sales period
in two years for new unit sales in the
December quarter.
“Overall, I think the Coast will remain a
volatile market in those areas dominated
by high-rise accommodation,” Cashmore
believes. “There’s too much up in the
air – I’d be careful about investing in
this region.”
John Lindeman of Property Power
Partners is also cautious and says the
several mini-markets that make up the
Gold Coast each have vastly different
years ahead of them.
One thing he is optimistic about is the
fortune of properties in the hinterland
region, which he thinks will experience a
relatively good year.
Doubts aside, the fundamentals are
interesting – a global event in five years,
major infrastructure investment to cope
with it, the start of an upturn in tourism,
years of little-to-no new housing supply,
bargain priced properties and early signs
of some development activity.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 13
potential buyers for every listed property.
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GRANGE, KEDRON,
LUTWYCHE, STAFFORD, QLD
Median........................... $661,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.......................6.5km north of Brisbane
Population...................................................21,599
Rent.........................................$480 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................3.8% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth................ 4.0% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Close to transport, schools and
amenities.
Avoid 	Close to or on main roads. Watch out
for low-lying homes with overland
flow issues.
Buy 	Established homes in a residential
area. Units within close proximity of
lifestyle amenities like cafés and shops
are also appealing.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is supportive of approvals for both
single unit and multi-unit dwellings.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
New transport infrastructure has improved the
accessibility of these suburbs. Roadways and
tunnels have cut commute times to the city,
airport and regionally while the Northern Busway
has boosted public transport.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Educational facilities are well catered for. Medical
facilities include smaller surgeries as well as
Chermside Hospital and Royal Brisbane Hospital is
within close proximity.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Work continues on the Northern Busway program
as well as high-density development in nearby
Chermside.

courtesy Jeff Jones Real Estate
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GRANVILLE, NSW
Median................$425,000 (H); $309,000 (U)
Location............................16km west of Sydney
Population...................................................13,989
Rent....................................... $420 (H); $360 (U)
Yield........................................5.1% (H); 6.0% (U)
12-month growth.............. 2.4% (H); -0.3% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Apartments with stronger rental yield.
Avoid 	Anything too close to a main road
or station.
Buy 	A well-located apartment in a
smaller block.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council wants the State Government to
introduce planning controls that prohibit or limit
the size of boarding houses in residential zones.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It’s near the M4 Western Motorway, which takes
you straight into the CBD. Granville and Clyde train
stations are also within easy walking distance.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Granville Youth Centre was recently given a
facelift. There are a few good schools, a medical
centre and a TAFE, which includes a children’s
centre.
Infrastructure on the radar: ...................................Low
There’s nothing significant on the radar.
KEY DRIVERS
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3 Strong rent returns
3 Changing
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3 First homebuyer
3 Cash flow investor

Source: Jason Anderson, MacroPlanDimasi

The suburb of Granville is well located,
according to MacroPlanDimasi chief
economist Jason Anderson, just 16
kilometres from the CBD and right
near Parramatta and the M4 Western
Motorway. Although it has a slight stigma,
Source: Scott McGeever, Property Searchers. Data shown is for Grange
rising rental prices and more apartment
projects will increase the population and
These four suburbs have benefited
encourage people to buy.
directly from improved transport options
“We highlight Granville as a central point
and increased development densities.
in an arc across Sydney’s middle ring,
The market has been showing recent
stretching from Ryde local government
signs of strengthening, according to
area to Canterbury local government
Scott McGeever, managing partner at
area,” he says.
Property Searchers Buyers’ Agent, but
“Solid yields are available across the
price growth has lagged which bodes well
middle ring and these suburbs are
for investors.
anchored by retail and social services,
“The renovation of post-war homes
catering for migrant communities.”
and construction of new contemporary
Apartments in particular are well
dwellings on small lots are prevalent.”
placed for growth and prices are still
If you’re an owner-occupier looking to
settle here, you’d best be careful about the relatively affordable.
Granville also has good train services,
location as there could be an unwanted
which go southeast into Strathfield and
increase in your neighbour numbers.
the city, north to Parramatta and south to
“Some areas have been zoned for multiMerrylands and Fairfield.
residential development.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are between 44 and
83 potential buyers for every listed property across
the four suburbs.
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Buyer demand is medium. There are around 24
potential buyers for every listed property.
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GREENSLOPES, QLD
Median.................$543,000 (H); $317,000 (U)
Location..........................5km south of Brisbane
Population.....................................................8,565
Rent....................................... $450 (H); $335 (U)
Yield........................................4.3% (H); 5.5% (U)
12-month growth.............. 3.3% (H); -5.5% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Walking distance to parks.
Avoid 	Main roads and areas impacted by
overland flow paths.
Buy 	Detached timber dwellings on decent
blocks with around three bedrooms
and some development potential.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is allowing more subdivision. It seems
proactive in approving higher densities.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
The busway that follows along the M1 makes
commuting easy to both the CBD and Garden City.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are three major hospitals within a 10-minute
drive. There are good education options. Retail
services include local shopping centres and strips.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There are no infrastructure projects in the pipeline.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Employment
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Renovator
3 Cash flow investor
3 First homebuyer

Source: Zoran Solano, Metropole Properties Brisbane

Greenslopes is slowly undergoing
gentrification as long-term owners move
on, according to Zoran Solano, a buyers’
agent with Metropole.
“The population demographics haven’t
dramatically changed as there are still a
lot of the older generation in this area but
this gives the investor the opportunity to
buy and renovate,” he says.
Greenslopes has limited large-scale
development opportunities with most
projects being renovations or small-scale
splitter projects, he says.
When considering property here, buyers
must be aware of environmental impacts
that could affect growth. A number of
properties are close to the M1 freeway,
meaning more noise and traffic flow.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 55
potential buyers for every listed property.

Greenslopes
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GRIFFITH, NSW
Median.................$263,000 (H); $213,000 (U)
Location.........................478km west of Sydney
Population....................................................17,616
Rent........................................ $260 (H); $175 (U)
Yield........................................ 5.1% (H); 4.2% (U)
12-month growth............ -0.9% (H); -3.4% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	North Griffith, Driver and Collina,
along with outlying villages including
Hanwood and Lake Wyangan.
Avoid 	Areas too close to wineries or food
processing industries, as offensive
odours and noise can be an issue.
Buy 	A modern family home or a modern
brick unit.

Local council: ......................................................Average
In the past, the local council was developer
unfriendly. However, there has been a recent
change in both management and councillors,
which will hopefully make it more receptive.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It’s located on two major highways and has both
bus and taxi services. The airport has daily flights
to Sydney and Melbourne.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Griffith is a major regional rural service centre, with
shopping, public and private education facilities
and specialist medical services.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
A new private hospital is about to be built near the
existing public hospital. The city has completed a
major upgrade of the sewerage treatment plant
and the airport runway has been lengthened. The
airport terminal is also being upgraded.
KEY DRIVERS
3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Strong rent returns

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT
3 First homebuyer
3 Cash flow investor
3 SMSF/retiree

Source: Peter Gunn, Herron Todd White

The agriculture area of Griffith is once
again in “full production” since the
drought broke two years ago, Herron Todd
White valuer Peter Gunn says.
The region just had one of its biggest
irrigation seasons in years and is
experiencing a skills deficit as a result.
“With competition from mining,
employment prospects are promising,”
Gunn says.
Although house prices have declined
in recent years, he believes Griffith
is now at the bottom of the cycle.
Numerous infrastructure projects will
benefit the region and the rental market
remains tight.
Some developers have inflated houseand-land package prices, so it’s important
to do research before buying, he warns.
Buyer demand is low. There are around three
potential buyers for every listed property.

hot 100 \\ cover story
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HACKHAM WEST, SA
Median...........................$244,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location...............26km southeast of Adelaide
Population.....................................................3,609
Rent......................................... $270 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................5.7% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth............... -0.6% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	There are good value-for-money
opportunities in the suburb’s older
pockets.
Avoid 	The coast – Seaford and Christies
Beach have already gone up in value
too much.
Buy 	A house with land and three
bedrooms.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is one of the most progressive around
and very amenable to development. ‘Infill’ is the
buzz word at the moment.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
The recent duplication of the freeway and new
rail line means the commute to the CBD has been
reduced to about 25 minutes.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Hackham West has good health services, a range
of community services and facilities, good schools
and a nearby TAFE campus.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There are a number of projects under way, with a
focus on transport infrastructure.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Changing
demographics

3 First-time investor
3 Cash flow investor

Source: Margaret Lomas, Destiny

For API’s full report on Hackham West,
turn to page 116.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 47
potential buyers for every listed property.

What’s available
An example listing:
Seville Road,
Holland Park,
Qld 4121
Listing price: Low to mid $400,000s
This property features three
House
bedrooms, an eat-in kitchen,
3
entertainment deck, secure lock1
up garage plus two carports.
3
It’s a stroll from Glindermann
Parklands and accessible to
transport, schools and shops.
There’s scope to enhance this home
further, whether you’re an owner-occupier
or investor, but it’s comfortable as is.
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HOLLAND PARK, Qld
Median............... $500,000 (H); $436,000 (U)
Location............. 6.8km southeast of Brisbane
Population.....................................................7,849
Rent........................................$430 (H); $315 (U)
Yield........................................4.5% (H); 3.8% (U)
12-month growth............ -1.0% (H); 20.2% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Walking distance to parks.
Avoid 	Main roads and areas impacted by
overland flow paths.
Buy 	Detached homes on decent blocks
with some development potential.

Breakdown of Hot 100 locations
HOT 100 suburbs
most likely to suit
Small developer....... 22
First homebuyer.......31

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT
3 Renovator
3 Cash flow investor
for units
3 First homebuyer

Source: Zoran Solano, Metropole Properties Brisbane

Holland Park is a well-established south
Brisbane suburb with good access to the
CBD and major traffic routes. The area
is progressively being gentrified as older
long-term residents move on, according
to Zoran Solano, a buyers’ agent with
Metropole Properties Brisbane.
“This gives the investor the opportunity
to buy and renovate,” he says.
Well-renovated and elevated new homes
are starting to attract higher income
families into the suburb.
Property at the higher price point and in
more desirable locations has been resilient
to any recent overall market softening too.
Secondary locations include those
properties closer to the M1 freeway with
any associated noise or access problems
affecting resale potential. Investors need
to consider this and their investment
goals when looking to purchase in the
suburb, according to Solano.
Holland Park has limited large-scale
development prospects with most projects
being renovation or small splitter projects.

WA

Homebuyer.............. 32
Cash flow investor... 33

QLD

14
3
SA

Renovator................. 29
Retirees/SMSF.......... 11

35
NSW

14
VIC

1
ACT

35%

MEDIAN PRICE BREAKDOWN

Regional
areas

Under $300K.................................10.......19
Between $300K and $400K......23...... 25
Between $400K and $500K...... 21.......21
number with
strong
infrastructure
on the radar

number Likely
to see quick
growth
number with
Median yields
above 7%

42
21
7

Positive house
price growth in
past 12 months
Positive unit
price growth in
past 12 months
number of median
house prices
under $350,000

65%
Capital
cities

48
33
26

number Within
30km of a capital
city
number with
Populations
over 20,000

63
33

Suburbs with
strong buyer
demand
Suburbs tipped
for population
growth
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NRAS Properties = 7%+ potential returns and capital growth.
Experts pick Bowen for explosive growth. Position yourself to capitalise on it.

Boutique development
of just four x 2 bed,
2 bath villas in perfect
location.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 98
potential buyers for every listed property.

Go to www.omira.com.au for further info
or call Alasdair on 0432 333 377

Land size: 617 square metres.
www.realestate.com.au
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Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council has been proactive in allowing splitter
block projects and higher density development.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
The busway has substantially improved
commuting times to the CBD and Garden City
Shopping Centre.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are several hospitals within close proximity
and a selection of private and public schools.
Retail is well catered for by local shopping centres.
Broader amenities include comprehensive parks.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There are no infrastructure projects on the horizon.

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Employment
3 Proximity to CBD

Investor..................... 32

5
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INDOOROOPILLY, Qld
Median................ $653,000 (H); $375,000 (U)
Location................ 6km southwest of Brisbane
Population....................................................11,670
Rent....................................... $496 (H); $410 (U)
Yield........................................3.9% (H); 5.7% (U)
12-month growth............ 2.0% (H); -12.9% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	South of Swan Road near the St Lucia
border for premium or north of Moggill
Road for affordability.
Avoid 	Main road locations such as Moggill
Road and the Western Freeway. Also
check for any flood impacts.
Buy 	Queenslander-style home prerenovation on 450 square metres to
550 square metres.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is pro-development for locations like
Indooroopilly, which have been identified as transit
oriented development (TOD) areas. TODs will see
increased densities around transport hubs.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
The Western Freeway runs through the suburb
providing easy access to the Ipswich Motorway
and the Logan Motorway. Public transport options
include buses and trains. The Legacy Way Tunnel,
due to open in 2014, will connect the Western
Freeway to the northern suburbs.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Indooroopilly Shopping Centre is a major outlet
and it’s undergoing a $450 million expansion.
There are a wide range of educational institutions
located within Indooroopilly and nearby.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The Legacy Way tunnel and the shopping
centre expansion provide for the two primary
infrastructure improvements.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Infrastructure
3 Strong rent returns

3 Renovator
3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide

Indooroopilly can count on improved
transport options to help boost its capital
growth potential, Aaron Maskrey, research
director at PRDnationwide, believes.
Indooroopilly is already well regarded
as an established area with a mix of
detached and attached dwelling options.
There’s usually a property type and price
point to suit most potential buyers.
Indooroopilly’s neighbouring suburbs
provide for some of Brisbane’s best quality
housing and this has a flow-on benefit.
“Residents who wish to reside in these
suburbs but can’t afford the near milliondollar prices look to Indooroopilly.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 42
potential buyers for every listed property.
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JESMOND, NSW
Median.................$323,000 (H); $241,000 (U)
Location........................389km north of Sydney
Population.....................................................2,607
Rent.......................................$350 (H); $300 (U)
Yield........................................5.6% (H); 6.4% (U)
12-month growth........... -5.1% (H); -23.5% (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Close to the university – but not
too close.
Avoid 	Main roads or opposite the shopping
centre, due to noise and traffic.
Buy 	A property with three or more
bedrooms from $325,000 to
$450,000.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The local council often finds itself hamstrung on
certain issues with high community sensitivity. It
appears to struggle to make crucial decisions.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Public transport runs through Jesmond and there’s
a railway line along its northern boundary. Work is
under way on the Newcastle Bypass, which will run
through the centre of Jesmond.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
The main campus of Newcastle University is
located on the northern border, while Stockland
Jesmond provides great shopping facilities. John
Hunter Hospital is also close by.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Work on the Newcastle Bypass is progressing.
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Kangaroo Point, Qld
Median............... $468,000 (H); $500,000 (U)
Location................. 2km southeast of Brisbane
Population.....................................................7,000
Rent.......................................$485 (H); $465 (U)
Yield........................................5.4% (H); 4.8% (U)
12-month growth............. -17.9% (H); 8.7% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Pockets with good views.
Avoid 	Areas prone to flooding, busy roads
and off-the-plan developments.
Buy 	Solid older-style units with potential
to add value through cosmetic
renovations.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is very developer friendly in this area
due to its proximity to the CBD.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
The Brisbane River separates Kangaroo Point from
the CBD. Access is excellent, with ferry and bus
services providing appealing commuter options.
The southern end of the Story Bridge terminates
here and there’s access to the Pacific Motorway.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are two hospitals close by and a range of
schools within a reasonable distance. The CBD
provides for most retail requirements but a more
substantial trip may be needed for groceries.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There are no prospective infrastructure projects in
the works.

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Strong rent returns

3 Student housing
investor
3 Cash flow investor

3 Population growth
3 Infrastructure
3 Gentrification
3 Strong rent returns
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Renovator
3 Retiree/SMSF
3 Homebuyer

Source: Leigh Mather, Herron Todd White

Jesmond’s location will be a key driver
for its growth, according to Herron Todd
White valuer Leigh Mather.
The suburb’s fortunes are likely to
be boosted by the Newcastle Bypass,
currently under construction, plus it’s also
a trendy hub for university students.
Demand for housing from students is
one factor leading to strong rental growth
and near full occupancy of properties,
Mather says. In some cases, student
accommodation houses can achieve
rental yields of up to 10 per cent.
“Investors are converting houses into
informal student accommodation,”
he says.
Properties are still very affordable but
development has been slow, Mather says.
This is leading to supply issues.
However, some student accommodation
properties don’t have adequate fire
protection systems or evacuation
procedures in place, so investors need to
make sure anything they buy is legal.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 23
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Zoran Solano, Metropole Properties Brisbane

For API’s full report on Kangaroo Point,
turn to page 98.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 23
potential buyers for every listed property.

What’s available
An example listing:
Blue Gum Road,
Jesmond,
NSW 2299
Listing price: $399,000
What an investment! This tidy
four-bedroom home is furnished
and in a prime position. And it
returns $765 per week.

House
4
2

YEARS

0
It has new solar panels and
two air conditioners. The new
kitchen leads to an open plan living and
dining area. The main bathroom has also
been upgraded.
Land size: 315 square metres.
www.realestate.com.au
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Hold your smartphone or tablet over this page and use the free Layar app to watch a video of Randwick, Kensington
and Kingsford with Steve Tancred of Herron Todd White and see photos of the area. See page 9 for instructions.

KARAMA, NT
Median........................... $515,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location....................11km northeast of Darwin
Population.....................................................4,845
Rent..........................................$515 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................5.2% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth................ 4.6% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Streets where it’s apparent renovation
and gentrification are about to kick off.
Avoid 	Those older parts of the suburb where
renewal is a way off.
Buy 	A single-level, three-bedroom former
Housing Commission property.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is favourable of development that
fits into its growth strategy.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Road links are good and there are reliable bus
services in Karama.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
There are a number of decent schools in the area
and some small health service providers, with
major facilities not far away in larger suburbs.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There’s not much happening locally.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Gentrification
3 Strong rent returns
3 Affordability

3 Cash flow investor
3 Homebuyer

Source: Tod Peterson, Peterson’s Property Search

Like many parts of Darwin, Karama is a
suburb that’s rapidly changing as demand
for housing pushes buyers into areas
previously off limits.
Tod Peterson, buyers’ agent and founder
of Peterson’s Property Search, says this
enclave is shaking off its stigma.
“Karama has had issues with crime, a
bit of a reputation, but it’s now looked
upon as a decent, affordable and family
friendly area to move to. It’s also very
price-friendly compared to other parts of
Darwin,” Peterson says.
A growing number of old Housing
Commission properties are slowly being
snapped up by families, renovated and
given a new lease on life. It’s having a
ripple effect, he says.
Getting around is relatively convenient,
with good road links to the CBD and
nearby satellite city of Palmerston. There
are also semi-regular and convenient bus
services, he adds.
Adding to the family friendly flavour,
Karama is home to a number of primary
and secondary schools.
Like Darwin generally, rents have grown
strongly in recent times so there are good
returns on offer for investors who buy well,
he says.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 39
potential buyers for every listed property.
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KENSINGTON, KINGSFORD,
RANDWICK, NSW
Median.............$1,434,000 (H); $564,000 (U)
Location............................ 4km south of Sydney
Population....................................................12,776
Rent....................................... $878 (H); $500 (U)
Yield........................................ 3.1% (H); 4.6% (U)
12-month growth............. -2.7% (H); -2.0% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	In quiet streets close to transport,
shops and amenities.
Avoid 	High-rises on busy roads or anything
dark and dingy.
Buy 	An apartment in a small building with
a price range between $400,000 and
$550,000.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is proactive in regards to
development.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
The area is well serviced from a public transport
perspective and also situated close to the airport.
Bus services run along Anzac Parade, however
there’s no train line.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Kensington is close to the University of New South
Wales, Royal Randwick Racecourse, Centennial
Park and Prince of Wales Private Hospital. Most
shops and amenities are within walking distance.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
A 12-kilometre light rail extension from the CBD to
Randwick and Kingsford will benefit the area.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Changing
demographics
3 Population growth
3 Gentrification
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor
3 Retiree/SMSF

Source: Michael Yardney, Metropole Property Strategists. Data shown is for
Kensington

For API’s full report on Kensington, turn to
page 104.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 33
potential buyers for every listed property.

What’s available
An example listing:
Falkland Way,
Kinross,
WA 6028
Listing price: $520,000 to $540,000
Looking for a spacious home in
a fantastic location? With four
bedrooms, two bathrooms and
an activity room for the kids,
you’ve found it.

House
4

Other living areas include a
meals area and family room with raised
ceilings and feature timber beams.
Outside you’ll find manicured gardens
and space to sink the family pool.
Land size: 608 square metres.
www.realestate.com.au

2
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KINROSS, WA

60

Median...........................$481,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.................... 28km northwest of Perth
Population......................................................7,173
Rent.........................................$478 (H); SNR (U)
Yield......................................... 5.1% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth.................5.2% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Near one of the several small parks in
the area.
Avoid 	Stay away from Marmion Avenue,
which is a major and busy road.
Buy 	A decent sized house for about
$450,000 would represent
good value.

$

$

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is favourable of development that
fits into its growth strategy.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Road and rail links aren’t far away so commuting to
the city is relatively easy.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
Kinross is mainly residential but there are good
educational, health and recreational facilities in
neighbouring Joondalup.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There’s not much happening locally.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Population growth
3 Strong rent demand
3 Gentrification

3 Cash flow investor

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 30
potential buyers for every listed property.

Median...........................$375,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location...........77km northwest of Melbourne
Population.................................................... 4,460
Rent.........................................$320 (H); SNR (U)
Yield........................................ 4.4% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth................ 3.0% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Close to the centre of town.
Avoid 	There aren’t any specific no-go zones.
Buy 	A home with character on a good block
of land.

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Tourism
3 Proximity to CBD
3 Growing popularity

3 Speculator

Source: Paul Osborne, Secret Agent

Source: Gavin Hegney, Hegney Property Group

Kinross was developed as an affordable
suburb in the 1980s, but back then you
got more bang for your buck, according to
Gavin Hegney of Hegney Property Group.
“It came about at a time when the
project home builders in Perth were
designing and constructing four or fivebedroom homes with lounge, family rooms
and dining rooms,” he says.
The only slight issue was that Kinross
blocks were a bit smaller than elsewhere,
so all of that living is compressed into a
150-square-metre footprint.
That said, this area is pretty popular. For
one, it’s right on the beach and the local
surf spot – Burns Beach – is a drawcard.
It’s mainly a residential suburb with a few
of its own dedicated services, although it’s
just off the Northern Freeway and next to
the major Joondalup pocket, he says.
As demand for housing grows, spurred
on by the resources boom and population
growth, he believes rejuvenation will
occur in suburbs like these.
That demand at least is already
evident in Kinross, with high demand for
housing and a very tight rental vacancy
rate. Investors could expect a five per
cent yield.

KYNETON, Vic

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is becoming much more progressive
but it’s conscious of maintaining Kyneton’s
integrity.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
Road accessibility is fine but public transport is
very average.
Services and amenities: ........................................ Poor
It’s lacking. Kyneton’s charm is that it’s a getaway
location – the food and wine scene is good. It has
good primary and secondary schools, plus a TAFE.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There isn’t anything of note happening.

courtesy C&A Real Estate

cover story // hot 100

When Melbourne folk discover a good
thing, they don’t beat around the bush
embracing it. The same can be said for
food and wine hotspot Kyneton, about an
hour’s drive northwest of the city in the
Macedon Ranges.
Paul Osborne, buyers’ agent and director
of Secret Agent, says the quaint township
is being inundated with former city
slickers lured by the increasingly famed
gastronomic flavours and plonk.
“There’s also a strong cohort of older
people who are in search of a tree
change,” Osborne says.
There’s no shortage of trees. Natural
beauty is in abundance, with various
gardens and pristine waterways to
explore. Pollution is so low out here
that it’s a popular spot with amateur
astronomers who love a clear night sky.
Kyneton’s growing reputation – and
hence popularity – is seeing a lot of
money start to flow into the town, he says.
“The property market has been busy,
especially for cottages close to town.
Turnover is low which fuels demand.”
Buyers looking for a slice of land on
which to build their dream home should
consider that some plots aren’t connected
to services like town water, electricity and
sewerage, he says.
Buyer demand is low. There are around 11 potential
buyers for every listed property.
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LARRAKEYAH, PARAP,
STUART PARK, NT
Median................ $920,000 (H); $481,000 (U)
Location................. 1.3km northwest of Darwin
Population.....................................................8,967
Rent....................................... $805 (H); $570 (U)
Yield........................................4.6% (H); 6.2% (U)
12-month growth..................SNR (H); 7.1% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Smaller unit blocks of 20 or less units
in quieter streets.
Avoid 	Avoid busy road frontages.
Buy 	Older units around $450,000 and
newer units around $500,000.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is proactive in maintaining and
improving infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
You’re three minutes’ drive from the CBD. Buses
run through the locality.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are public schools within a reasonable
distance as well as retail facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Six new unit projects are up and running and
Darwin is benefiting from the Inpex liquid natural
gas project.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Changing
demographics
3 Mining
3 Gentrification

3 Families
3 Homebuyer

Source: Tod Peterson, Peterson’s Property Search. Data shown is for Larrakeyah

Larrakeyah, Parap and Stuart Park are well
deserving of their place in the Hot 100,
according to Tod Peterson of Peterson’s
Property Search.
The suburbs form an enclave just
minutes from the city centre and this area
is undergoing substantial redevelopment.
The area benefits from a nearby naval
base and mining projects. Inpex is
completing a $45 billion liquefied natural
gas pipeline project, for starters.
“Most of the area is for renters. A lot of
guys are in mining and they love the fact
that everything is so close. The average
median age for the area is under 30.”
This pocket’s edge comes from its
proximity to restaurants, bars and the
casino. Also Central Plaza for shopping is
only five minutes away.
It’s the newer units that are attracting
the trendy, vibrant, young crowd, but
more established homes are also available
in the locality, Peterson says.
He adds prospective buyers should
check the body corporate records of the
block they’re buying into and watch out
for certain projects in terms of quality.
Buyer demand is medium. There are between 19
and 21 potential buyers for every listed property
across the three suburbs.
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LEWISHAM, NSW
Median.................$851,000 (H); $481,000 (U)
Location...........................6.1km west of Sydney
Population...................................................15,906
Rent.......................................$650 (H); $390 (U)
Yield........................................3.9% (H); 4.2% (U)
12-month growth............ -0.2% (H); 14.4% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	In a quiet street, close to transport,
shops and amenities.
Avoid 	High-rises along main roads.
Buy 	Apartments in smaller complexes
ranging from $400,000 to $550,000.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The local council is development friendly in regards
to services and infrastructure. Development
friendliness is on a case-by-case basis.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Lewisham is located close to Sydney’s CBD and
well serviced from a public transport perspective.
It’s also close to the airport.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Most shops and amenities are within walking
distance.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Work continues on the 5.6-kilometre Inner West
Light Rail extension.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Changing
demographics
3 Population growth
3 Gentrification

3 Homebuyer
3 Retiree/SMSF
3 Investor

Source: Michael Yardney, Metropole Property Strategists

Like nearby Summer Hill, Lewisham is
expected to benefit from the Inner West
Light Rail extension.
The extension will provide easier access
to the area and help drive demand for
the inner west, with suburbs including
Dulwich Hill and Leichhardt.
The extension will connect with the
existing light rail service, which operates
from Central to Lilyfield, and will run along
the former Rozelle freight rail corridor,
through the inner west.
Lewisham has a vacancy rate of just
1.4 per cent and has great accessibility,
close to both Old Canterbury Road, New
Canterbury Road and Sydenham Road.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 40
potential buyers for every listed property.

Lewisham
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Hold your smartphone or tablet over this page and use the free Layar app to watch a video of Maroubra with Josh
Masters and Chris Gray from Your Empire, plus see photos of the stunning coastline. See page 9 for instructions.

MACKAY, Qld
Median................$390,000 (H); $290,000 (U)
Location........... 805km northwest of Brisbane
Population................................................. 166,811
Rent.......................................$480 (H); $380 (U)
Yield....................................... 6.4% (H); 6.8% (U)
12-month growth............ 0.0% (H); -11.0% (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Many jobs will be created by port
expansions and rail links south of
Mackay, so look on the south side
of town.
Avoid 	There aren’t any specific no-go zones.
Buy 	Established houses that deliver
strong rents.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council seems to be forward-thinking and prodevelopment.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Mackay has good road, rail and air links.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
The town is well served in the areas of health,
education, retail and public amenities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The local hospital is undergoing an upgrade. There
are also plans for an expansion of export facilities
just outside Mackay.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Population growth
3 Infrastructure
3 Mining

3 Investor
3 Small developer
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MAITLAND, NSW
Median...........................$333,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location........................130km north of Sydney
Population..................................................... 1,833
Rent.........................................$320 (H); SNR (U)
Yield........................................ 4.9% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth...............15.8% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	In those newer pockets.
Avoid 	Anywhere too close to a noisy road.
Buy 	A newer three-bedroom house.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council seems fairly proactive.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There’s access via the New England Highway and
Cessnock Road/Maitland-Wollombi Road. A train
service runs to Newcastle and there’s also the
Maitland Airport.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There’s the Maitland Hospital, a Bunnings,
Rutherford High School and All Saints College.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Maitland will benefit from the Hunter Expressway
upgrade.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Strong rent returns
3 Mining
3 Infrastructure

3 Speculator
3 First homebuyer
3 Cash flow investor

Source: John Anderson, MacroPlanDimasi

The major regional city of Mackay
on Queensland’s central east coast
is surrounded by tourism hotspots,
agricultural assets and major mining.
Terry Ryder, founder of hotspotting.com.
au, says rents have grown strongly in past
years and house prices are about to follow.
“This city is growing on the back of
resources activity and the expansion of
nearby export ports,” he explains. “It’s
quite a prosperous tropical city with good
beaches and a relaxed lifestyle.”
Many locals are fly-in, fly-out or drivein, drive-out mine workers who base
their families in town and commute to
work sites in the Bowen Basin. Mackay
has a diverse economy so there are other
employment prospects outside of mining.
Residential development is without
a doubt on the increase, both via new
housing estates in town and on its
outskirts and attached product like units
and townhouses, Ryder says.
The town itself is also seeing an
emergence of trendy new retail and
lifestyle facilities, from swanky bars to
coffee shops. The local shopping centre
recently underwent a major upgrade too.

The mining town of Maitland has
benefited from the recent resources boom,
but it also has other things going for it.
Retirees from Sydney are moving to the
area and its proximity to the Hunter Valley
and wine heartland is also attractive.
Rental properties aren’t only
experiencing capital growth but also
strong demand from tenants and most
probably rental increases.
MacroPlanDimasi chief economist Jason
Anderson says Maitland is more than a
‘one tier’ area and is set to benefit from
major infrastructure projects on the radar.
The New South Wales Government
has committed $45 million towards road
upgrades and $16.8 million towards
planning and land acquisition for the new
Hunter Valley Hospital in 2013-14.
“It appears likely that the proposed
Hunter Valley Hospital will be located in
close proximity, which will boost local
employment,” he says.
“Completion of the Hunter Expressway
at the end of 2013 will enable more
efficient travel to Newcastle and Sydney.”
West of Maitland, the Hunter
Expressway project will provide a new
dual carriageway between the F3 and the
New England Highway near Branxton and
make access to Branxton much easier.

Buyer demand is low. There are around seven
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is medium. There are around 18
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au
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MAROUBRA, NSW
Median.............$1,051,000 (H); $572,000 (U)
Location............................ 9km south of Sydney
Population.................................................. 29,594
Rent....................................... $740 (H); $520 (U)
Yield........................................ 3.7% (H); 4.7% (U)
12-month growth.............. -0.1% (H); 0.0% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Close to cafés and shops.
Avoid 	Main road locations.
Buy 	Units in small blocks of 12 or less.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The City of Randwick council is average when it
comes to development friendliness, services and
infrastructure.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Maroubra is nine kilometres from the Sydney CBD
with Malabar Road and Anzac Parade providing
major road connections. Buses service the locality
and a light rail extension is planned.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Maroubra is well serviced by facilities with
Maroubra Junction providing a central point for
retail and commercial uses.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The recent approval of the Kingsford Light Rail
extension should prove beneficial.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Proximity to CBD
3 Lack of supply

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

Source: Chris Gray, Your Empire

Maroubra’s beach location provides
the centre point for life in the suburb.
The area has plenty of established retail
outlets and access is good.
Local agents report the strongest start
to a year they’ve seen in more than a
decade. And not just for sales – but rent
demand too.
It’s proving especially popular with
students thanks to its close proximity to
the University of New South Wales and
access to the CBD.
There’s a higher proportion of young
professionals moving to the area looking
for lifestyle too.
Attached houses are dominant in the
suburb with a variation in property.
Chris Gray of Your Empire believes
Maroubra is very underrated and bursting
with potential.
“It’s still the ugly duckling of the eastern
beaches,” he says
Gray believes a growing gentrification
movement will help drive capital growth
and a wider renewal of the suburb.
Buyers should stick to the north end of
the beach, where they’re likely to save
about $100,000 compared to similar
product in Coogee or Bondi, he says.
Buyer demand is medium. There are about 22
potential buyers for every listed property.
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MILDURA, Vic
Median................ $220,000 (H); $145,000 (U)
Location........476km northwest of Melbourne
Population.................................................. 30,647
Rent........................................$248 (H); $170 (U)
Yield....................................... 5.8% (H); 6.0% (U)
12-month growth..............0.0% (H); -3.3% (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Close to town where there are work
opportunities.
Avoid 	Leasehold land, which isn’t
freehold title.
Buy 	A three-bedroom property in the
median-price range.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is proactive in planning for the future.
Locals have lobbied the State Government to
take an interest in the city as a possible centre for
population and decentralisation.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Mildura has the third busiest airport in Victoria. It’s
accessible by train, car and bus.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
La Trobe University has a campus at Mildura. The
CBD has more than 350 traders and Centro Mildura
houses major retailers.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Council is currently undertaking a $13.3 million
project to enhance the Mildura Murray River
riverfront. The project will enhance a 1.2-kilometre
stretch of parklands and facilities.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Changing
demographics

3 Speculator
3 First-time investor
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MOOROOKA, SALISBURY,
Qld
Median................$458,000 (H); $385,000 (U)
Location...................... 6.7km south of Brisbane
Population..................................................20,648
Rent.......................................$420 (H); $380 (U)
Yield........................................ 4.8% (H); 5.1% (U)
12-month growth..............-1.6% (H); -1.9% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	Close to public transport.
Avoid 	Main road locations.
Buy 	Detached homes on good size
allotments at an affordable
price point.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is of a good standard when it comes
to development friendliness, services and
infrastructure.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There’s ready access to the CBD and the South East
Freeway is a short drive, providing a major roadway
to northern and southern localities. The area is
serviced by both rail and bus.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
The suburbs have average standard convenience
facilities. There’s a shopping centre at Moorooka
but limited high-end village hub-style facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There are no major infrastructure projects
earmarked for the coming year.
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MORNINGSIDE, Qld
Median................$524,000 (H); $429,000 (U)
Location............................ 5km east of Brisbane
Population.....................................................9,399
Rent....................................... $435 (H); $395 (U)
Yield........................................4.3% (H); 4.7% (U)
12-month growth.............. 0.7% (H); -2.5% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	The northside of Wynnum and
Junction roads, bordering Bulimba.
Avoid 	Properties on main roads or too close
to the railway line.
Buy 	Cheaply priced two-bedroom units
would offer a good prospect.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is very proactive and has
earmarked this area for future development and
gentrification.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There are main arterial roads into Morningside and
regular, reliable bus services. There’s a rail station
and good access to the Gateway Motorway.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There are excellent schools in the area, great cafés
and restaurants, a couple of shopping centres and
a strong level of amenity.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
The council is proactive but there aren’t any major
projects on the horizon.
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MOUNT ISA, QLD
Median...........................$338,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.........1,565km northwest of Brisbane
Population.................................................. 20,569
Rent.........................................$500 (H); SNR (U)
Yield......................................... 7.7% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth............... -5.2% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Almost anywhere. Location isn’t
important – it’s all about rental return.
Prioritise a strong lease over area.
Avoid 	It’s wise to stay away from the top end
of the market.
Buy 	Something well-rented that delivers
positive cash flow.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is distinctly pro-mining and fairly
parochial about the town, which gets plenty of
criticism – especially when it comes to pollution.
Accessibility: ............................................................. Poor
Mount Isa is one of the most remote regional cities
in Australia.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
Mount Isa has a hospital, fairly good retail facilities
and a TAFE campus.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There’s a new water pipeline being built to improve
supply to the city. A new $500 million power
station will also boost electricity capacity.
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Source: John Lindeman, Property Power Partners

Source: Max Collins, freelance property valuer. Data shown is for Moorooka

Mildura’s image is rapidly changing,
according to Property Power Partners
chief property consultant John Lindeman.
“Mildura Tourism has a strategic plan,
which aims to change people’s views of
Mildura,” he says.
“Its objective is to position the region
as a modern and vibrant tourism
destination, centred on the iconic Murray
River and a highly desirable place to
live that’s continually growing, evolving
and improving.”
Mildura has lots of sports and recreation
facilities, especially when it comes to
motorsports. There are beautiful gardens,
art galleries and water activities on the
Murray River.
But Lindeman says perhaps its most
exciting drawcard is the fact it could
soon be a strategic centre designated for
population growth.
“Council is also currently developing a
housing and settlement strategy for the
Mildura region,” Lindeman says.

Moorooka and Salisbury are established
southern Brisbane suburbs that have a
mix of housing types mostly of the 1920s
to 1950s construction.
The area began as a working class
locality, however its proximity to the CBD
is encouraging gentrification.
The Moorooka high street provides for
all necessary convenience facilities while
there are nearby commercial uses along
Ipswich Road in Annerley.
The area has undergone a change in
demographic over the past few years with
Moorooka hosting an increasing number
of immigrants of Sudanese descent.
The image of the area is considered poor
to fair but fundamentals are stable.
David Hyne, a director at Herron
Todd White, says the area provides an
affordable option but buyers need to
consider what they’re trying to achieve.
“You’ve got to pick your market. The
better-located pre-war homes have better
prospects for growth in these suburbs.”

Buyer demand is low. There are around seven
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is strong. There are between 31 and
49 potential buyers for every listed property across
both suburbs.

Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide

The inner-eastern Brisbane suburb
of Morningside is seen as an area “in
transition”, according to PRDnationwide
research director Aaron Maskrey. Given
it’s nudged between the more affluent
pockets of Bulimba and Hawthorne, there
are big things tipped for this cheaper
ugly duckling.
“Homes are being purchased and
renovated, providing a fresh look for the
dated, older stock,” Maskrey says. “You’ll
see Morningside benefit from a ‘ripple
effect’ from its neighbours in years to
come. There’s already a steady flow of
unit developments, with over 30 projects
in the pipeline at the moment.”
Population growth in the area is strong,
with a 3.2 per cent average annual
increase recorded over the past five
years. Young professionals especially are
flocking to the area, Maskrey says.
“They’re attracted to the easy commute
to the CBD on the railway line.”
A price disparity has emerged between
Morningside’s houses and units, he adds.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 39
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au

Mount Isa’s population has fluctuated
extensively over the years, in line with the
fortunes of Queensland’s resources sector.
While that’s never a comforting sign for
investors, hotspotting.com.au founder
Terry Ryder says there are some things
working in this regional city’s favour.
For one, the State Government has
overturned a long-time ban on uranium
mining. There are major deposits in the
northwest, so a resumption of exploration
and extraction could be profitable.
“Mount Isa is entering a new phase of
real estate growth, boosted by several
ventures in the region and related
infrastructure development. There was
strong rental growth in 2012 and prices
are expected to follow.”
The council is seeking to facilitate the
development of a new suburb that could
accommodate 400 homes, Ryder says.
This isn’t a town without problems.
Aside from pollution, there are social
issues to contend with too.
As Ryder points out, areas like Mount Isa
are ‘high risk’ due to their single-industry
status and volatile population trends.
Buyer demand is low. There are around six
potential buyers for every listed property.
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NARELLAN, NSW
Median...........................$370,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.................47km southwest of Sydney
Population.....................................................3,492
Rent........................................ $400 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................5.6% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth............... -4.4% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look Within newer pockets.
Avoid Anywhere too close to a noisy road.
Buy New houses.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
Council is very proactive.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There’s easy access to The Northern Road,
Remembrance Driveway, Camden Bypass and the
M31/Hume Motorway.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There’s the huge Narellan Town Centre, the
Narellen Library, Aviation Museum and Elyard
Reserve.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
The State Government has committed to complete
the remaining section of the Camden Valley Way
upgrade, from Oran Park Drive to Bringelly Road.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT
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3 Cash flow investor

Source: John Anderson, MacroPlanDimasi

MacroPlanDimasi chief economist Jason
Anderson believes the suburb of Narellan
is poised for growth.
“Sydney’s economy is on the verge
of a strong construction cycle, with
Barangaroo, a new convention centre,
passenger rail lines and proposals for light
rail and major road projects,” he says.
“Narellan is remote from most of these
projects, but it’s had a high proportion
of building and construction contractors
and workers.
“The southwest region has suffered from
Sydney’s construction downturn over the
past decade and should benefit greatly
from a recovery. A second-round effect
will come from stronger local demand for
new housing.”
Narellan is close to both the University
of Sydney-Camden Campus and
the University of Western Sydney
Campbelltown Campus, making it popular
with students.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 31
potential buyers for every listed property.

$383,631
Average median unit price
across this year’s Hot 100 list
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NEWTOWN, NSW
Median.................$772,000 (H); $438,000 (U)
Location...................4km southwest of Sydney
Population................................................... 14,148
Rent....................................... $650 (H); $410 (U)
Yield....................................... 4.4% (H); 4.9% (U)
12-month growth............... -1.9% (H); 6.1% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	Close to shops and transport as well as
schools and parks.
Avoid 	Proximity to busy roads.
Buy 	Will depend on the buyer’s intention.

Local council: ............................................................. Poor
The local council is difficult to deal with.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Newtown has ready bus and rail access to the CBD
and King Street provides the primary roadway
through the suburb.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Schools are a mix of public and private. Retail
outlets are located along King Street including the
Marrickville Metro Shopping Centre.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Infrastructure upgrades in the area include the
Fanny Durack Aquatic Centre at Petersham, a new
library at Marrickville and the light rail upgrade.
KEY DRIVERS
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Source: Jacque Parker, House Search Australia

Newtown is just a few kilometres from the
CBD. It’s perceived as a trendy, urban hub
appealing to a younger demographic and
the cultural mix is broad.
Jacque Parker, a buyers’ agent with
House Search Australia, says the housing
style in this area is mostly detached.
“It’s predominately freestanding housing
and most of it is character. You do have
semis and new unit developments too.”
Given the range of housing, most buyers
will find something to fit their profile.
“Proximity to transport is important
because the type of people who
usually rent in Newtown are looking for
somewhere that’s handy to everything.
“It’s not so much that they’re concerned
about whether it’s a unit or house, though
housing has more land value content and
there’s capacity to add value through
housing. It’s more an affordability issue.”
Planned infrastructure is also creating a
buzz among residents and owners alike.
“The prospective light rail upgrade has
definitely made an impact in the area.
The inner west is pretty well serviced by
transport as it is but that just adds to the
capacity for capital growth.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 56
potential buyers for every listed property.
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NORTH MELBOURNE, VIC
Median................$648,000 (H); $320,000 (U)
Location.......................1km north of Melbourne
Population....................................................11,755
Rent....................................... $500 (H); $370 (U)
Yield....................................... 4.0% (H); 6.0% (U)
12-month growth............0.0% (H); -18.5% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Close to schools, train and
tram stations.
Avoid 	Anywhere close to a main road,
industrial or mixed use zone.
Buy 	A terrace house.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is proactive in improving
infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There are great train, tram and road networks and
easy access to the airport.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
North Melbourne is close to the popular North
Melbourne Primary School and The University
High School. It’s also close to the Royal Melbourne
Hospital and on the doorstep of CBD shopping,
including Victoria Street.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There isn’t much happening.
KEY DRIVERS
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Source: Richard Wakelin, Wakelin Property Advisory

North Melbourne is an up and coming
inner-north suburb that has been
underappreciated and undervalued for
some time, according to Wakelin Property
Advisory director Richard Wakelin.
The area’s population has increased by
41 per cent over the past decade and is
likely to continue to grow, he says. This
is based on the fact North Melbourne has
such a great location.
“It’s on the doorstep of the city with
great cafés and restaurants,” he says.
“On the positive side, there’s
gentrification. But on the negative side,
there are lots of high-rise developments in
the area. Avoid these.”
Secret Agent buyers’ agent Paul
Osborne adds North Melbourne property
values have lagged behind its neighbours
Carlton and Parkville, but that could soon
change as rental demand grows. It also
means there are bargains on offer.
“North Melbourne is one of the most
desired rental locations in Victoria, thanks
to Queen Victoria Market, hospitals and
the University of Melbourne. Investors
should head here,” Osborne says.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 36
potential buyers for every listed property.
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NORTHBRIDGE, WA
Median............... $490,000 (H); $420,000 (U)
Location.........................1km northeast of Perth
Population.....................................................1,005
Rent.......................................$420 (H); $300 (U)
Yield........................................4.4% (H); 3.7% (U)
12-month growth................-1.0% (H); 1.7% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	The area surrounding Russell Square
provides a point of difference in the
market and has a nice outlook.
Avoid 	Stay away from the main freeways.
Buy 	Units that appeal to the widest
range of tenants, typically being
two-bedroom dwellings with
two bathrooms.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is supportive of private investment
and is focused on revitalising the suburb. It prefers
a diversity of dwelling types and sizes.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
It’s next to two main freeways (the Graham Farmer
and Mitchell Freeways) and Central Station is a
stone’s throw to the south.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There’s good retail, restaurant and nightlife
amenities and it’s close to the Perth Arena.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Northbridge will benefit from the multi-faceted
Perth City Link transport and renewal vision. The
suburb will eventually have a direct connection to
the CBD for the first time in 100 years.
KEY DRIVERS
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Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide

Despite being right next to the CBD,
Northbridge is framed by busy roads that
act as a barrier and effectively shut off this
inner-urban pocket. As PRDnationwide
research director Aaron Maskrey points
out, that’s all about to change thanks to
the Perth City Link project.
About 13.5 hectares of space will be
revitalised with improved access, new
residential and lifestyle amenities, public
spaces and transit projects.
“It’s a tightly held market due to limited
supply but there’ll be an influx of new
residents once stock becomes available
through this initiative. New residents are
likely to be professionals and miners.”
He describes the scale of the looming
revitalisation as “massive” and believes
investor activity is already ramping up.
Council is pro-investment but wants
to strike the right balance in the area,
Maskrey says.
“There’s a diversity of housing and about
10 to 15 per cent affordable housing.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 30
potential buyers for every listed property.
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NUDGEE, QLD
Median...........................$525,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location................13km northeast of Brisbane
Population.....................................................2,856
Rent......................................... $470 (H); SNR (U)
Yield........................................ 4.6% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth.................2.4% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look 	In newer areas close to schools.
Avoid 	Properties adjacent to the rail line.
Buy 	Lowset brick and tile with four
bedrooms and priced around
$500,000.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council has typically been developer-friendly.
In this area its focus is on new housing estates.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
There’s easy access to the Gateway Motorway,
which links to the airport, the Gold Coast and
Sunshine Coast.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Nudgee is home to the Australian Catholic
University campus, a number of schools and a
range of public services.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There aren’t any major projects on the horizon.
KEY DRIVERS
3 Affordability
3 Population growth

TOP
TOP 1
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECT HOTSPOTS
SUBURB

STATE

DISTANCE
FROM
CAPITAL

Baulkham Hills

NSW

23km

$612,000

12-MTH
GROWTH

WHAT TO TARGET

TYPE OF PROJECT

END BUYER TYPE

INDICATIVE
PROFIT
MARGIN

1.2%

Old dwelling on a large block

Townhouses

Downsizers, young families

20%

2

Charlestown

NSW

112km

$393,000

7.7%

Block zoned mixed-use

Units, small office complex

Young couples, investors

30%

3

Hawthorn

Vic

6.5km

$922,000

-17.7%

Old dwelling on a large block

Townhouses

Downsizers, first homebuyers

25%

4

Heidelberg Heights

Vic

11km

$483,000

-6.4%

Old dwelling on a large block

Townhouses

Investors, first homebuyers

20%

Townhouses

Young families

25%

Investors, first homebuyers

20%

5

Kew

Vic

6km

$1,115,000

-15.2%

Corner block, old dwelling
on a large block

6

Ormond

Vic

12km

$703,000

-12.2%

Old dwelling on a large block

Side-by-side terrace homes

7

Pooraka

SA

11km

$320,000

1.6%

Old dwelling on a large block

Dual occupancy

Investors, first homebuyers

20%

8

Preston

Vic

9km

$561,000

-3.4%

Old dwelling on a large block

Townhouses

Investors, first homebuyers

25%

Downsizers, first homebuyers

25%

Investors, young couples

20%

9

Rostrevor

SA

8km

$470,000

-1.1%

Old dwelling, infill land

Side-by-side terrace homes,
dual occupancy

10

Yamanto

Qld

36km

$343,000

0.1%

Large block of land

Units

Source: Peter Bozinoski, Project Facilitator

SubuRbs making an encore appearance in the Hot 100
SUBURB

STATE

HOUSES*

UNITS*

SUBURB

STATE

HOUSES*

UNITS*

Armadale

WA

6.1%

7.3%

Moorooka

Qld

-1.6%

-1.9%

Ballarat

Vic

-2.4%

-3.5%

Nundah

Qld

12.9%

-11.0%

Belmont, Cloverdale

WA

5.0%

16.4%

Orange

NSW

5.0%

3.8%

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

Bendigo

Vic

1.6%

SNR

Palmerston

NT

SNR

SNR

3 Renovator
3 Homebuyer
3 First-time investor

Blacktown

NSW

1.9%

3.6%

Rockhampton

Qld

0.0%

-3.5%

Bunbury

WA

2.7%

-4.1%

Roma

Qld

13.3%

SNR

Coorparoo

Qld

-3.0%

0.0%

South Brisbane

Qld

-7.4%

5.7%

Dutton Park

Qld

-7.5%

13.0%

Stafford

Qld

-4.0%

5.8%

NSW

15.9%

2.0%

Vic

1.1%

-1.6%
9.9%

Source: Tim Bodman, CSA Valuers

Nudgee is one of those Brisbane suburbs
that was hit hard during the market falls
in the wake of the GFC.
Andrew Wilson, senior economist with
Australian Property Monitors, believes it’s
about to bounce back. In fact, there are
already signs of a recovery, starting with a
lift in the inner-northern suburb’s median
house price.
“Nudgee is one of those middle-ring
pockets that’ll see growth this year,”
Wilson tips. “It represents good value for
first homebuyers and investors. There are
bargains on offer given its low base.”
The area is particularly appealing for
families, given the larger homes and
bigger block sizes on offer, as well as a
range of primary and secondary schools.
Tim Bodman of CSA Valuers agrees and
says Nudgee is in a prime position – near
transport and surrounded by services.
“Nudgee is home to a golf course,
recreation reserves and boat ramp access
to the Brisbane River,” he says.
It’s not far from major transport links
and has its own train station and reliable
bus services. Also just down the road are
major shopping centres at Chermside and
Toombul, he adds.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 32
potential buyers for every listed property.

Edgewater

WA

1.5%

SNR

Summer Hill

Enmore, Marrickville

NSW

1.9%

6.5%

Thornbury

Granville

NSW

2.4%

0.3%

Toowoomba

Qld

-9.0%

Indooroopilly

Qld

2.0%

-12.9%

Turner

ACT

-3.8%

1.1%

Mackay

Qld

0.0%

-11.0%

Whyalla

SA

6.4%

-4.3%

Maitland

NSW

15.8%

SNR

Yeerongpilly

Qld

14.3%

SNR

Maroubra

NSW

-0.1%

0.0%

*12 month median growth

Brisbane Sherwood
Boutique Project
3 bedroom townhomes

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

• Blue chip suburb
7km from city

• Stroll to train, cafe
and local village shops

API
HOT 100
LOCATION
2012

• High yield and
STRONG rental
demand

• Stunning inclusions

• API Top 30 suburb
for Growth and Yield
• Under construction
settling in approx
3 months

• Price from $539,500

Contact Pauline Williams 0410 630 685

Artist impression only

Email: townhome@bigpond.net.au • For more information: www.highsidesherwood.com.au
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NUNDAH, QLD
Median................$486,000 (H); $347,000 (U)
Location..............8.5km northeast of Brisbane
Population...................................................10,386
Rent....................................... $405 (H); $390 (U)
Yield........................................4.3% (H); 5.8% (U)
12-month growth...........12.9% (H); -11.0% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Close to shops and transport nodes.
Avoid 	There aren’t any specific pockets to
steer clear of.
Buy 	Unit rents are relatively strong,
which is appealing from an investor’s
perspective.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council has traditionally been fairly developerfriendly. In this area its focus is on lot subdivision
and community title development.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Nundah has good access to the Gateway
Motorway, which links it to the airport, Gold Coast
and Sunshine Coast. Airport Link provides access
to the city and Clem7 tunnel. There’s also a rail
station and good bus routes.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There are several schools in the area, a shopping
centre down the road and lifestyle amenity.
Infrastructure on the radar: .......... Low to moderate
Work is nearing completion on the first stages of a
major residential, retail and lifestyle precinct.
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ORANGE, NSW
Median................ $325,000 (H); $226,000 (U)
Location..............206km northwest of Sydney
Population.................................................. 39,329
Rent....................................... $350 (H); $250 (U)
Yield........................................5.6% (H); 5.7% (U)
12-month growth............... 5.0% (H); 3.8% (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look 	The whole of Orange is popular. East
Orange is gaining in popularity –
especially among renovators.
Avoid 	Busy main roads.
Buy 	Established houses under $400,000
or small hobby farms under $500,000.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The local council is more reactive than proactive
and seems intent on creating hurdles rather than
assisting project proponents.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There are a lot of roadworks going on to improve
the condition of vital links. There’s a good rail link
to Sydney.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There’s a new hospital that services the whole
central west region. Orange is also well regarded
for its educational services.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Work on a new airport is due to start this year and
development of the Summer Centre precinct is
under way.

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Population growth
3 Gentrification
3 Infrastructure

3 Homebuyer
3 Renovator
3 Small developer

3 Changing
demographics
3 Population growth
3 Employment

3 Homebuyer
3 Cash flow investor
3 Renovator

Source: Tim Bodman, CSA Valuers

If you’d last seen Nundah five or six years
ago, you might not recognise it now. Back
then, it was a largely established and
lower-end blue-chip suburb in Brisbane’s
inner north. Most of the dwellings were
older-style houses on big blocks.
Things have changed. For one, the
population has soared by 25 per cent
since the 2006 Census to 10,392. The
housing style has also shifted, with an
influx of medium-rise apartments and
townhouse complexes.
Tim Bodman of CSA Valuers says the
area went through a development boom,
thanks to its sought-after status and
comparatively low house prices.
Its proximity to good transport makes it
popular with students and young couples.
The completion of the Airport Link
tunnel has improved travel times. The
exit-entry ramp at Nundah means you can
be on the edge of the CBD in minutes.
Work is nearing completion on the first
stage of a major residential, retail and
lifestyle precinct in Nundah Village, which
is expected to drive wider gentrification.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 21
potential buyers for every listed property.
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PALMERSTON, NT
Median*............. $600,000 (H); $450,000 (U)
Location..............................15km east of Darwin
Population................................................... 27,618
Rent*.....................................$650 (H); $500 (U)
Yield........................................5.6% (H); 5.7% (U)
12-month growth................. SNR (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Close to major employment nodes.
Avoid 	There aren’t any specific pockets to
steer clear of.
Buy 	Small units provide the most
affordable option.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is proactive and encourages
development.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Connections with downtown Darwin have been
greatly improved by the recent Tiger Brennan Drive
upgrade.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Palmerston is home to several large shopping
centres, a range of sports facilities and plenty
of schools.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Construction is under way on a $110 million
hospital. A marine supply base is being built
nearby too.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Population growth
3 Mining
3 Strong rent returns

3 Cash flow investor

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au
*Based on anecdotal research from agents

While other markets experienced a
stagnation or downturn in property prices
in recent years, Orange kept on keeping
on. The regional hub continued to grow
both its resident base and home values.
Local town planner Greg Toner of Toner
and Associates says the population is
rapidly approaching 40,000.
As an added investment tick, the
area has a strong and diverse economy,
from tourism to agriculture and wine
production. There’s also a large open cut
gold and copper mine in the region.
“The perception is that Orange is a
good place to invest,” Toner says. “People
either move here to retire or to enjoy the
renowned vineyards and cooler climate.”
Savvy investors are taking advantage
of good buying opportunities and the
possibility to add value.
There’s a Charles Sturt University
campus on the outskirts of town, as well
as a TAFE campus.
Toner says the population is changing,
with a younger cohort of new residents.

Palmerston is more aptly described as an
emerging satellite city to the Northern
Territory capital of Darwin.
While wider Darwin’s population shows
regular seasonal fluctuations – it’s rising
at the moment thanks to major projects
kicking off – this pocket tends to absorb a
large number of new residents.
Palmerston is seen as mostly
‘downmarket’ and a place with its share
of social issues, according to Terry Ryder,
founder of hotspotting.com.au. However, a
pick up in development and the planning
of new mini-suburbs in the area will likely
change that perception. But being home
to a prison and an immigration detention
centre won’t help soften the stigma.
As competition for available housing
intensifies, those cosmetic features tend
to matter less and less. In fact, demand for
accommodation is incredibly strong and
that has driven price increases and sharp
uplifts in asking rents, Ryder points out.
“Palmerston has a strong record when it
comes to capital growth,” he says.
Despite efforts to boost supply, the
market remains relatively expensive.

Buyer demand is low. There are around four
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is medium. There are around 25
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Greg Toner, Toner and Associates

Replace Your Income in 5 Years or Less
With Positive Cash Flow Property

Retirement within five years
– impossible? Find out how
many everyday Australians
are achieving just this.
Whether it is your first
property or your next
investment property,
you’ll learn of exclusive
opportunities and
strategies that you
won’t see elsewhere.

We’ll show you:
The three simple steps
to investing in positive
cash flow property.
The real facts on the
mining boom and why
it is only 1/3 of the way
through its cycle.
How you can invest
like a developer and
create instant equity.
Why you’ll never need
to accept less than 10%
rental yields again.

Your 5 year
retirement plan
Achieve your
financial dreams
sooner.

Take the step to secure
your financial freedom
and book now.

COMING SEMINARS

$29700

FREE

BRISBANE
GOLD COAST
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
PERTH

30
2
4
7
9

APR
M AY
M AY
M AY
M AY

BONUS: Complimentary 30-page Property Hotspots Report

Limited Places Available
Call 1300 884 916 or register now at:

7-9.30PM
7-9.30PM
3-5.30PM
7-9.30PM
7-9.30PM
VALUED AT

$24700
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PRAHRAN, VIC
Median............... $860,000 (H); $450,000 (U)
Location............. 4km southeast of Melbourne
Population.....................................................11,191
Rent....................................... $580 (H); $335 (U)
Yield........................................3.5% (H); 3.8% (U)
12-month growth.............. 4.3% (H); -6.3% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Close to schools, train and
tram stations.
Avoid 	On or close to main roads, industrial
and mixed-use zones.
Buy 	Older-style apartments and
single-fronted cottages.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is proactive in improving
infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Prahran has a very good public transport network,
with both train and tram lines.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Prahran is close to trendy shopping streets
including High Street, Chapel Street and Toorak
Road. It’s also close to The Alfred Hospital.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
A proposed Melbourne metro rail tunnel would
benefit the area.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Gentrification
3 Proximity to CBD
3 Population growth

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor

Source: Richard Wakelin, Wakelin Property Advisory

Wakelin Property Advisory director
Richard Wakelin describes Prahran as a
cool, grungy Melbourne suburb “where
edgy mingles with eastern suburbs
establishments”.
He believes it’s set for growth due to its
vibrant shopping strips, easy access to
the CBD and proximity to South Yarra and
Toorak. Trendy and popular Chapel Street
runs through the suburb and is full of good
shops and cafés.
“Prahran has very good public transport,
train and tram lines, although the roads
can get congested,” Wakelin says.
“There has been an injection of
capital into house renovations, thus
lifting values.”
Herron Todd White valuer Fiona Castle
agrees and says there are signs of either
‘renovator delights’ or well-renovated
period properties in Prahran, which
are performing above the rest of the
market “in terms of demand, interest and
prices achieved”.
“This is attributed to Prahran’s location,
public transport links and the general vibe
of the place,” she says.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 30
potential buyers for every listed property.

hot 100 \\ cover story

Hold your smartphone or tablet over this page and use the free Layar app to watch a video
of Prahran with Richard Wakelin of Wakelin Property Advisory. See page 9 for instructions.
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QUAKERS HILL, NSW
Median................ $440,000 (H); $412,000 (U)
Location.................34km northwest of Sydney
Population...................................................26,166
Rent....................................... $430 (H); $410 (U)
Yield........................................ 5.1% (H); 5.2% (U)
12-month growth................3.2% (H); 3.0% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	Close to shops and transport as well as
schools and parks.
Avoid 	Busy roads and cheaper public
housing localities.
Buy 	Will depend on the buyer’s intention
but detached housing in good
positions are best.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is supportive when it comes to
development friendliness.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Quakers Hill Parkway connects to the Westlink M7
to provide arterial access to and from the suburb.
Quakers Hill also has train services as well as bus
services.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Retail facilities are mostly neighbourhood centres.
Medical facilities consist of smaller practices. There
are public primary and high schools.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There’s no major infrastructure planned for
Quaker Hill.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Changing
demographics
3 Strong rent returns

3 Homebuyer
3 Investor
3 Cash flow investor
3 Small developer

Source: Jacque Parker, House Search Australia

Quakers Hill is a well-established
residential locality west of Sydney that
is allowing entry-level buyers the chance
to acquire their own bricks and mortar,
according to Jacque Parker, a buyers’
agent with House Search Australia.
“The suburb is dominated by housing
and it’s mostly for the homebuyer. It’s a
well-established owner-occupier area.
“It’s in the Blacktown precinct but it’s a
younger suburb than Blacktown. It’s very
popular with first homebuyers.”
For those wishing to get their hands
dirty there are options available to add
value, however set and forget investors
are finding good fundamentals there too
with some ready sources for tenants.
“Renovators are getting in there but
investors like it because there’s a train
line and good schools in the area.”
Many buyers view Quakers Hill as a
more desirable area than Blacktown itself.
“Quakers Hill is a little bit removed
with newer housing and more
stable tenancies.”
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 33
potential buyers for every listed property.
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REDFERN, NSW
Median............... $860,000 (H); $600,000 (U)
Location............................ 3km south of Sydney
Population...................................................12,034
Rent....................................... $690 (H); $503 (U)
Yield........................................4.1% (H); 4.3% (U)
12-month growth................. 1.1% (H); 9.1% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	The eastern side of the railway station
in walking distance to universities.
Avoid 	There’s a bit of stigma attached to
pockets near the rail line.
Buy 	Terraces priced below $800,000 and
apartments in lower price brackets.
One-bedroom units between Baptist
and South Dowling streets as well
as between Elizabeth and Gibbons
streets represent good value.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The area’s history and demographics pose many
challenges but the local council is increasing its
involvement in the area.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Rail links are excellent via a local station and
Central Station is only a short walk away.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
It’s an education hub with the University of Sydney
and University of Technology Sydney campuses a
short walk away. Bars and cafés are popping up and
Redfern is next to trendy Surry Hills and Newtown.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The nature of Redfern is changing, driven by
government initiatives and growing demand for
student housing. There’s an effort under way to
redistribute government housing.
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RENMARK, SA
Median........................... $185,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location............. 213km northeast of Adelaide
Population.....................................................4,387
Rent......................................... $195 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................5.5% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth................ 0.0% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Close to town for investors, close to
the river for retirees.
Avoid 	Unusual or atypical properties.
Buy 	A three-bedroom house around the
median asking price.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is development friendly but recently
released many building lots. It also introduced a
waste management system in 2012.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
There are bus services operating from Sydney
to Adelaide, which travel through Renmark. The
Eastern Riverland Public Transport
Service connects Loxton, Berri, Renmark,
Paringa and Renmark.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
There’s a district hospital and medical centre, two
primary schools and one high school.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There’s nothing on the horizon.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Rural recovery

3 Speculator
3 Retiree/SMSF

Source: John Lindeman, Property Power Partners.

The efforts required to revitalise this
pocket are perhaps too big for the local
council alone to manage, PRDnationwide
research director Aaron Maskrey believes.
That’s why the State Government has
stepped in with funding for major projects.
Redfern is in the centre of it all, a stone’s
throw from the city and on the edge of
already gentrified pockets.
The ripple effect is being felt and
there’s a growing trend of older,
neglected properties being renovated by
savvy investors.
There are several developments
under way that’ll drive a change in
demographic, with students and young
professionals most likely to move in.
The future is looking bright for this onceavoided urban enclave.

There has been “virtually no house price
growth” over the past 12 months in
Renmark, according to Property Power
Partners chief property consultant
John Lindeman.
Despite that disappointing result,
rents have risen by around 10 per cent,
indicating people are starting to return to
the area.
It’s also a positive sign for investors. The
lift in spirits can be attributed mainly to
one thing – the weather.
“The drought has ended and harvests
are improving,” he says.
“Tourism is returning to Renmark. The
river is full and confidence is returning.”
Apart from irrigation, the river is used for
cruising, with water sports such as water
skiing, jet skiing and fishing common.
Lindeman says although the population
of Renmark only grew by one per cent
from 2006 to 2011, this figure could hide
the fact people left the town during the
drought, due to lack of employment.
That’s now changing, although a
number of commercial vacancies in
the town indicate that recovery is yet
to return.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 36
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is low. There are around five
potential buyers for every listed property.

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Changing
demographics
3 Gentrification
3 Proximity to CBD

3 First homebuyer
3 Investor

Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide
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ROCKHAMPTON, QLD
Median.................$318,000 (H); $275,000 (U)
Location............522km northwest of Brisbane
Population...................................................73,681
Rent....................................... $340 (H); $260 (U)
Yield........................................5.5% (H); 4.9% (U)
12-month growth.............. 0.0% (H); -3.5% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Berserker and Park Lane.
Avoid 	Depot Hill – it floods regularly and has
a lot of Housing Commission houses.
Buy 	A house on a larger block with future
development potential – council may
reduce allowable subdivision size.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council needs to overhaul its development
processes and be more amenable to subdivision.
Rockhampton is full of prime subdivision blocks
but council can be difficult with applications.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
The Bruce Highway runs through town, meaning
it’s accessible by road from the north and south.
The airport is increasing capacity and it’s well
serviced by rail and the Tilt Train too.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
This is an area that needs attention, especially
as the region expands. Better services are the
cornerstone of future growth.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Road flooding can cut essential supply routes, so
this is being alleviated via upgrade projects. There
are plans to upgrade the waterfront precinct and
invest in new industrial land.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Strong rent returns
3 Mining

3 Cash flow investor
3 First-time investor
3 Speculator

Source: Margaret Lomas, Destiny

‘Rocky’ was once famous for being the
beef capital of Australia. There are now
new reasons to focus on this regional hub.
Destiny founder Margaret Lomas tips
it as the next big thing, thanks to its
proximity to major mining projects and
the diversity of its own economy.
“The population is shifting from one of
farmers and other agriculture workers to a
mining-based demographic,” she says.
For those who work on mine sites to the
west or in Gladstone’s expanding liquefied
natural gas industry, Rockhampton makes
sense. For one, they’ll pay a lot less for a
house there.
Development has kicked off, with new
housing estates popping up where once
there would’ve been cow paddocks.
There’s change in the air, as this oncequirky town becomes a regional city in
its own right. For investors, shop carefully
and avoid flood-prone pockets.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 17
potential buyers for every listed property.
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ROCKINGHAM, WA
Median................$368,000 (H); $320,000 (U)
Location....................38km southwest of Perth
Population................................................ 104,105
Rent....................................... $360 (H); $270 (U)
Yield........................................ 5.1% (H); 4.4% (U)
12-month growth............ -1.7% (H); 20.0% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Anywhere between the rail or road
links and the beach.
Avoid 	There aren’t any specific no-go areas.
Buy 	Established houses close to the
train station or Rockingham City
Shopping Centre.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council has a solid reputation.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There are very strong road and rail links north
to central Perth and south to lifestyle areas
like Mandurah.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
There are lots of major job nodes in the area and
plenty of tourist attractions. The shopping centre
recently underwent a $160 million expansion.
Rockingham is home to a university campus
and TAFE.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There are two marina-based developments in the
planning phase.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Employment
3 Infrastructure
3 Gentrification

3 First homebuyer

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au

For the full API report on Rockingham,
turn to page 112.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 12
potential buyers for every listed property.

What’s available
An example listing:
Waterloo Street,
Frenchville,
Qld 4701
Listing price: $299,000
Looking to invest or develop?
This property could be for you,
located in the fantastic spot of
Frenchville.

House
2

And best of all, it already has
development approval that
doesn’t expire until May 2014.

1

2

Opportunity truly waits for the savvy
investor! There are tenants already in
place in the home at the front of the
block, meaning you can continue raking
in income while building two units at
the back.
Land size: 1009 square metres.
www.realestate.com.au
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ROMA, QLD
Median.......................... $340,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location............431km northwest of Brisbane
Population.....................................................6,906
Rent.........................................$550 (H); SNR (U)
Yield........................................ 8.4% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth...............13.3% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Flood-free areas to the south and west
of Roma. There are a few mooted land
estates in those pockets.
Avoid 	Anywhere that’s prone to flooding.
Buy 	A house that appeals to families but
can also accommodate workers on
a block of land no smaller than 800
square metres. Aim for something
priced between $350,000 and
$450,000.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is proactive in facilitating development
that provides value to the community.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It has a recently upgraded airport and is linked to
other regional centres via highways.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
One of the best-serviced regional areas in the
state, with an adequate provision of education,
retail, recreational and community facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There’s plenty going on in Roma from major land
releases to the emergence of a liquefied natural
gas industry and planned upgrades of road links.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Population growth
3 Employment
3 Infrastructure
3 Mining

3 Cash flow investor
3 Retirees/SMSF

Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide

There’s plenty going on in Roma, from
infrastructure to escalating mining.
Just like a modern play on a gold rush,
investors are flocking to the region.
Roma’s rate of population growth is
strong, according to PRDnationwide
research director Aaron Maskrey. It isn’t
just new residents driving demand – there
are a number of fly-in, fly-out and drive-in,
drive-out resource sector workers around.
“The performance and outlook for the
real estate market can provide excellent
investment opportunities for those who
buy well,” Maskrey says.
Authorities are investing in improving
services and infrastructure to help the
town cope with its surge in popularity.
Buyers shouldn’t forget that this is a
regional market and might feel a market
slowdown more than other areas.
“Anyone looking at investment-grade
stock should consider future rental and
resale potential,” he says.
Buyer demand is low. There are around two
potential buyers for every listed property.

$

$

SHELLHARBOUR, NSW
Median.................$514,000 (H); $325,000 (U)
Location..........................87km south of Sydney
Population..................................................... 3,327
Rent.......................................$405 (H); $340 (U)
Yield........................................ 4.1% (H); 5.4% (U)
12-month growth............ 15.4% (H); -4.7% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Flinders on the edge of Shellharbour
is priced lower than other housing
estates.
Avoid 	There are no specific pockets to steer
clear of.
Buy 	Something with potential to add value
that’ll later appeal to families.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is very pro-development and has
driven a number of projects that have benefited
the area and boosted housing supply.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
The road system has been upgraded and there’s
a railway station at Oak Flats but only limited bus
infrastructure. The Albion Park Airport caters for
light aircraft only so residents drive or take a train
to Sydney Airport to catch a flight.
Services and amenities: ................. Average to good
There’s a TAFE but the nearest university is at
Wollongong. Most health services are provided by
the local base and private hospitals. The Stockland
Shopping Centre was recently expanded.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There’s a bit going on – a four-storey multi-purpose
Civic Centre, the Shell Cove Boat Harbour, a
workers club and a new hardware warehouse store.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Infrastructure
3 Changing
demographics

3 First homebuyer
3 Families

Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide

Shellharbour is becoming more popular
with tourists given its status as a gateway
to the South Coast, PRDnationwide
research director Aaron Maskrey says.
“The make-up of pockets like Warilla and
Oak Flats is changing as older residents
move out and younger families move in,”
he says.
“There are new suburbs like Shell Cove
that are attracting more young families
and retirees.”
Some of the more established suburbs
are also undergoing regeneration and
there’s a growing sense of “community”.
“The area’s population growth was
below the state average but better than
the neighbouring Wollongong LGA (local
government area) in the 2011 Census.”
Median house and unit prices increased
in the first two quarters of 2012 but
softened in the third, he says.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 54
potential buyers for every listed property.
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SOUTH BRISBANE, QLD
Median................$593,000 (H); $460,000 (U)
Location..........................2km south of Brisbane
Population..................................................... 5,416
Rent....................................... $495 (H); $520 (U)
Yield........................................4.3% (H); 5.8% (U)
12-month growth............... -7.4% (H); 5.7% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Near transport and employment
opportunities.
Avoid 	Low-lying areas.
Buy 	A newer property in a prime location
with good depreciation benefits.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is supportive of development.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
South Brisbane is close to major roads including
the Pacific Motorway. There’s the South Brisbane
train station and also ferry services available.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
It’s close to art galleries, the Performing Arts
Centre, Maritime Museum and Queensland College
of Art. The South Bank precinct is down the road.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
South Brisbane continues to benefit from
infrastructure upgrades.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Population growth
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Investor
3 Renovator
3 Small developer

Source: John Tsoulos, Indigo Financial

Recently completed transport projects
have significantly lifted South Brisbane’s
stocks, according to Colliers International
research director Mark Courtney.
“Higher than average growth should
be delivered to those properties within
inner Brisbane suburbs that feature a
combination of key attributes, such as the
presence of efficient transport networks,
including public transport that facilitates
easy access to employment nodes, health
and education facilities, and a good mix of
retail and sporting facilities.
“Suburbs where there’s a ‘buzz factor’,
defined by a critical mass of people
taking part in a range of cultural and
entertainment activities, such as South
Brisbane, are very well positioned to
perform at above average trends.”
MacroPlanDimasi chief economist Jason
Anderson adds South Brisbane is likely
to see rising demand from renters as
Brisbane’s population expands.
“While migration policy remains reliant
on long-term visitors, inner-city rental
properties will account for a rising share
of housing demand,” Anderson says.
“Several inner-city unit markets
remain undersupplied.”
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 19
potential buyers for every listed property.

Investor Snapshot

Rewarding
Renmark

Miner Mick Burgess travels
back and forth to the
Pilbara in Western Australia
every month. He’s seen the ups and downs of mining towns
and the huge rental returns investors can achieve, but despite
the temptation of big bucks, he prefers to seek cash neutral
opportunities in the slow and steady ‘safer’ areas.
For that reason, he and his wife Lisa bought a duplex pair in
the South Australian tourism town of Renmark early last year.
They paid $176,000 for two three-bedroom units, which rent
for a combined $330 per week, offering nearly 10 per cent
rental yield.
“I was able to borrow 100 per cent and still almost positively
gear, as long as it’s rented out all year round,” Mick says.
“I still have to put in a bit of money but it’s not a large
amount. I didn’t want something that would send me broke.”
The 48-year-old is a big fan of Renmark, noting the property
market there is still suffering, so there are plenty of bargains
around. It’s very popular with families and considered a great
holiday destination, while also in demand from those looking
for a retirement tree change.

EXCLUSIVE
DISPLAY HOME
INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
ARE NOW FOR SALE IN WA

TOP
10 overseas hotspots
1. London, England
London will continue to benefit from its infrastructure and
ability to trade on its open, transparent governance. London
also gains from its status as a safe place to invest money.
2. New York, USA
New York’s strength is reflected in its consistent economic
activity, political power, quality of life and influence.
3. Singapore, Singapore
The area was the main source of positive news for the luxury
residential sector in 2012 and will attract more Asian investors.
4. Hong Kong, China
Despite restrictions on buyers, most notably an additional 15
per cent stamp duty for foreign buyers, price growth almost
doubled from 4.6 per cent in 2011 to 8.7 per cent in 2012.
5. Geneva, Switzerland
Geneva has low crime and good environmental quality. It has a
reputation as the ultimate urban utopia and a safe haven.
6. Shanghai, China
China’s economy quadrupled in 10 years. Shanghai’s economy
expanded 7.4 per cent in the first three quarters of 2012.
7. Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Dubai rebounded in 2012 on the back of a resurgence in
demand, underpinned by its location as a strategic hub.
8. Miami, USA
The housing market downturn during the 2008 credit crunch
means US markets are now appealing to global investors.
9. Paris, France
Paris will continue to benefit from its technological and travel
connections, its governance and status as a safe haven.
10. Beijing, China
The amount of money chasing prime property in Beijing has
been sufficient to ensure continued price growth.

Fixed term leases. 7% leaseback. From $695,000.
Secure the lucrative investment opportunity
that is a Webb & Brown-Neaves display
home. Recognised as one of WA’s finest and
most awarded home building companies,
Webb & Brown-Neaves have opportunities
in highly sought after locations within the
exciting Perth market. Each display home
features quality craftsmanship, captivating
interior design and superior specifications.
And when you consider the high yields,
enormous depreciation deductions and zero
property management fees associated with
investing in a display home, now is the time.
Enquire now. Call (08) 6365 4608 or
email invest@wbhomes.com.au for
more information or sign up to receive
notifications of future Webb & Brown-Neaves
investment opportunities.

Source: Knight Frank, The Wealth Report, 2013: The global perspective on prime property and wealth.
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Names: Mick and
Lisa Burgess
Invest: Renmark
Properties: 3
Strategy: Buy and hold
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SPEARWOOD, WA
Median................$470,000 (H); $323,000 (U)
Location.................... 18km southwest of Perth
Population.....................................................9,096
Rent....................................... $420 (H); $310 (U)
Yield....................................... 4.6% (H); 5.0% (U)
12-month growth............... 1.3% (H); -1.4% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Areas closer to the western side near
the Port Coogee marina.
Avoid 	The northeastern pocket, which has a
higher level of Housing Commission.
Also the east side is closer to the
industrial pocket. Stay away from the
freight line and high transmission
lines in the southeast.
Buy 	Properties in rezoning areas, which
have a development angle and are
likely to perform better.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is considered proactive. Rezoning has
occurred throughout Spearwood in the past couple
of years and more is planned.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
The suburb is well linked to Fremantle along
Rockingham Road and there are plans to link it
to the Kwinana Freeway via an extension of Roe
Highway. There’s no train service.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
The area is well serviced in terms of education,
health, retail and public amenities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Port Coogee Marina to the west of the suburb will
be a major recreational centre and a drawcard. The
Cockburn Coastal Structure Plan aims to transform
the coast further north. Roe Highway stage eight
to Stock Road is also in the planning process.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Changing
demographics
3 Infrastructure

3 Renovator
3 Small developer
3 First homebuyer

Source: Damian Collins, Momentum Wealth

The Port Coogee Marina development
and development of land along the coast
between Port Coogee and South Beach
will provide for “some growth in the
region as a whole”, managing director and
founder of Momentum Wealth Damian
Collins believes.
“As this occurs, it’ll improve the amenity
of the area and perception.”
Collins notes prices in Perth have
increased over the past few months but
Spearwood in particular is doing well.
“Outperforming Perth is the price for
older houses in the Phoenix Shopping
Centre area,” he says.
“These houses have recently changed in
zoning and are now developable. Prices
reflect this.”
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 18
potential buyers for every listed property.
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ST KILDA EAST, VIC
Median.................$745,000 (H); $473,000 (U)
Location............. 4km southeast of Melbourne
Population....................................................17,795
Rent....................................... $525 (H); $350 (U)
Yield........................................3.6% (H); 3.8% (U)
12-month growth.............. -6.8% (H); 0.5% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Sections off Brighton Road have nice
art deco apartments.
Avoid 	Hotham Street, which has too many
apartments.
Buy 	For investors, a quality apartment in a
small building in an established street.
For homebuyers, something with
period detailing.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The local council is proactive in improving
infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
St Kilda East is close to Dandenong Road and
Brighton Road. It’s also close to the tramline.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
The Masada Private Hospital is located in St Kilda
East. Melbourne Grammar School and Shelford
Girls’ Grammar School are also in St Kilda East.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Trams on Brighton Road are a bit of a walk and the
area could do with another tramline.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Gentrification
3 Population growth
3 Proximity

3 Investor
3 Renovator
3 Homebuyer

Source: Cameron Deal, Infolio
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SUMMER HILL, NSW
Median................$985,000 (H); $520,000 (U)
Location.......................... 6.8km west of Sydney
Population...................................................13,234
Rent.......................................$640 (H); $400 (U)
Yield....................................... 3.3% (H); 4.0% (U)
12-month growth..............15.9% (H); 2.0% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	In quiet streets close to transport,
shops and amenities.
Avoid 	High-rises on busy roads.
Buy 	An apartment in a small block, priced
between $400,000 and $550,000.

$

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The local council is active in regards to services and
infrastructure. Development friendliness is on a
case-by-case basis.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
Summer Hill is located close to Sydney’s CBD and
well serviced from a public transport perspective.
Also close to the airport.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Most shops and amenities are within walking
distance.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
Work continues on the 5.6-kilometre Inner West
Light Rail extension.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Changing
demographics
3 Population growth
3 Gentrification

3 Homebuyer
3 Retiree/SMSF
3 Investor
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Source: Michael Yardney, Metropole Property Strategists

St Kilda East isn’t near the beach or
the CBD but it’s a more affordable
option than St Kilda and becoming
increasingly popular.
Infolio’s Cameron Deal says St Kilda
East has always been the poor cousin of
Elwood and St Kilda, but it now has its
own personality.
“In recent times, it’s really taken off,” he
says. “It’s a good, central location, close
to the bay and also has access to Chapel
Street via the tramline.”
St Kilda East also gives investors and
families more bang for their buck and
so as more families are pushed out of St
Kilda, St Kilda East’s popularity will grow.
“It’s still an affordable inner bay suburb.
As you come closer to the bay, homes go
beyond a million dollars. In St Kilda East,
you can get a home for $750,000 and a
decent parcel of land.”
Deal says while parts of St Kilda East are
“absolutely brilliant”, investors need to be
aware that some roads are “highly diluted
with flats”. Investors should look for quiet
streets with more homes than units.

Metropole Property Strategists director
Michael Yardney says the sun is set to
shine that little bit brighter on Summer
Hill, thanks to new infrastructure and
changing demographics.
Its main attraction is its proximity to the
CBD and the fact it’ll soon benefit from the
Inner West Light Rail extension.
The Department of Transport says the
extension will improve access to public
transport and connections to where
people work and live.
As well as making it easier to get
around, those improvements will mean
there’s a good chance of capital growth.
Yardney says Summer Hill is
increasingly becoming ‘trendy’
with a growing number of cafés and
restaurants nearby.
In fact, there are a massive 93 potential
buyers for every property listed, making
Summer Hill one of the most searched for
and wanted suburbs in API’s Hot 100 list.
Proving savvy buyers are already
cottoning on, the median house price also
jumped more than 15 per cent over the
past 12 months.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 44
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 93
potential buyers for every listed property.

THORNBURY, VIC
Median.................$657,000 (H); $372,000 (U)
Location.............. 7km northeast of Melbourne
Population...................................................17,434
Rent....................................... $450 (H); $295 (U)
Yield........................................ 3.5% (H); 4.1% (U)
12-month growth................ 1.1% (H); -1.6% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	The southern parts of the suburb are
great as the homes are close to
Merri Creek.
Avoid 	Buying in East Thornbury should
be cautioned against. The amenity
isn’t as good and the lifestyle is
more limited.
Buy 	California bungalow homes, period
properties or post-war clinkers. It’s
best to stick to houses with land.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council has been more proactive in recent
years in working alongside developers.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Given it’s less than 10 kilometres from the CBD,
accessibility is very convenient.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Thornbury has good schools, decent health
facilities and overall the public amenity is good.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
A number of new apartment buildings are
proposed for High Street.

$

$

TOOWOOMBA, QLD
Median................$256,000 (H); $245,000 (U)
Location....................... 115km west of Brisbane
Population...................................................96,567
Rent........................................$280 (H); $195 (U)
Yield.........................................5.7% (H); 4.1% (U)
12-month growth.............. -9.0% (H); 9.9% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Close to schools, shopping, transport
and parks.
Avoid 	Avoid main roads and areas with a
high concentration of investors.
Buy 	Established homes on big blocks
around the high $200,000s to
low $300,000s and within three
kilometres of the city.

Local council: ............................................................Good
Toowoomba City Council’s attitude towards
development is proactive.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
The road network provides the primary
transport network throughout the city.
Buses service the area and a small airport
services mostly light aircraft.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
Toowoomba is the commercial centre for this
region and is very well serviced on all levels.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There are gas projects west of the city that could
prove positive for the local market.

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Changing
demographics
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Homebuyer

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Mining
3 Strong rent returns

3 Speculator
3 Cash flow investor

For the full API report on Thornbury, turn
to page 108.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 67
potential buyers for every listed property.

Thornbury attached housing

Thornbury two-level detached home
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Source: Scott McGeever, Property Searchers

Toowoomba is located on the crest of
the Great Dividing Range and lies about
90 kilometres west of Ipswich and 115
kilometres west of Brisbane.
According to Scott McGeever, a
managing partner at Property Searchers,
the potential for growth in the city is good
given its status as a major regional centre.
“The city is perceived as a mix of a
university town and a commercial hub
for the southwest and Toowoomba has
seen increasing development activity,
to accommodate the population growth
resulting from jobs being established in
the mining sector,” McGeever says.
Investors should keep in mind the
diversity in Toowoomba. Its demographics
between suburbs can vary dramatically.
It’s also a locality where investors need
to be conscious of what they’re trying to
achieve with their investments.
“It’s easy to overcapitalise in
Toowoomba so buyers must be across the
cost of any renovation when considering
a purchase.”
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 23
potential buyers for every listed property.
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TURNER, ACT
Median................$842,000 (H); $470,000 (U)
Location..........................5km north of Canberra
Population.....................................................3,595
Rent.......................................$550 (H); $500 (U)
Yield........................................3.4% (H); 5.5% (U)
12-month growth............... -3.8% (H); 1.1% (U)
Shelf life.............................................. Short-term
Look 	Newer pockets or streets with large
lots with development potential.
Avoid 	There’s nowhere in particular to steer
clear of.
Buy 	There are new or near-new
townhouses that may suit a young
family as well as older homes on large
lots that may appeal to developers.

Local council: ............................................................Good
Turner has been zoned for redevelopment and
experienced a strong renewal over the past decade.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
It’s a central suburb with easy access to main
arterial roads and within relative walking distance
to the city. There are regular bus services. The
airport is 15 minutes away by car.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
The local public school has a very good reputation
and there are shopping facilities just a short drive
away. The Australian National University campus
is in neighbouring Acton.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There are plans to redevelop Northbourne Flats,
which is a government housing site.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT
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3 Investor

Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide

Turner’s population is in transition mode,
according to PRDnationwide research
director Aaron Maskrey. Units are
becoming the more common dwelling so
the number of single person households
is on the rise. The area is also becoming
younger thanks to an influx of students.
“This has always been one of Canberra’s
more salubrious suburbs,” he says.
“Development in the area has been
robust for several years and now there’s a
masterplan for the Northbourne Flats area
to increase the density of the site.
“It’s currently government housing,
however most of the new apartments will
be sold to the public.”
There’s also a wave of renewal
sweeping over Turner in the form of small
developments, Maskrey says.
He believes the area’s inner-city location
makes it a relatively low-risk investment.
Buyer demand is low. There are around seven
potential buyers for every listed property.
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WAGGA WAGGA, NSW
Median................ $326,000 (H); $225,000 (U)
Location............. 380km southwest of Sydney
Population.................................................. 59,458
Rent....................................... $320 (H); $245 (U)
Yield........................................ 5.1% (H); 5.6% (U)
12-month growth............. -4.1% (H); -5.4% (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look 	Ex-Housing Commission pockets
in Ashmont, Tolland, Mount Austin
and Kooringal, where homes can be
purchased for less than $200,000.
Avoid 	Pockets with significant development
where there might be risk of
oversupply.
Buy 	A modern four-bedroom home is likely
to attract professionals who work in
short-term construction projects in
the city. They’re also popular with
military personnel from the local air
force base.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is pro-business and pro-development
and even organises tours for foreign investors.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It’s accessible via the Hume, Sturt and Olympic
highways with flights to Sydney and Melbourne
from the airport. Rail and bus services are good.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
It’s home to a hospital, university, large shopping
facilities and a variety of recreational amenities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The hospital is being redeveloped at the moment.
The expansion of the Bomen Business Park
is underpinned by a new oil refinery and an
integrated oil-seed processing plant.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
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3 Renovator
3 First homebuyer
3 Cash flow investor
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WARNERS BAY, NSW
Median................$410,000 (H); $463,000 (U)
Location............... 108km northeast of Sydney
Population......................................................7,457
Rent....................................... $370 (H); $335 (U)
Yield........................................ 4.7% (H); 3.7% (U)
12-month growth................. 1.2% (H); 3.1% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	The Lakelands area where you can
get a four-bedroom home for under
$400,000.
Avoid 	There isn’t anywhere that should
be avoided.
Buy 	Well-located apartments within
walking distance of cafés and the lake
or a sub-$400,000 house.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council has been known to be challenging to
deal with at times, but a recent change of Mayor
has signalled a more friendly approach.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There are good links to the F3 motorway to Sydney
and Newcastle is only a short trip. The completion
of the Hunter Expressway will be a big boost.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
There are good shopping facilities, cafés and
recreational amenities located in the area. The area
is home to a private hospital.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
There are large land developments under way in
the northern part of the area. The expansion of
the nearby Newstan Coal Mine is seeing increased
investment in the region.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT
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Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide

The regional hub of Wagga Wagga
has long had a reputation for being an
emerging economic hotspot. Its diverse
range of industries, mix of housing and
leading status in the fields of education
and research make it a hotspot worth
exploring, according to PRDnationwide
research director Aaron Maskrey.
Local, state and federal governments are
splashing around the cash, he says.
He tips retirement living as one of the
major emerging markets in this property
sector. There has been a significant lift in
demand for these types of properties.
Wagga Wagga is also home to a Royal
Australian Air Force base, which helps
keep housing demand and rents steady.
Of course, meeting this particular market
requires the right type of housing.

Warners Bay is a popular lakeside suburb
with a cosmopolitan atmosphere, just a
few hours north of Sydney by car and not
too far from the regional city of Newcastle.
It’s very much an area in transition,
according to PRDnationwide research
director Aaron Maskrey.
For one, local retirees are selling up
their family homes and moving on to
retirement living, resulting in a gradual
shift of demographics.
The lakeside foreshore is where you’ll
find an abundance of cafés, restaurants
and recreational amenities. It’s a popular
destination for those who enjoy waterbased activities, Maskrey says.
Population growth has been relatively
steady, he says, and there are a couple of
unit developments under construction in
the area to cater for increased demand for
this type of dwelling style.

Buyer demand is low. There are around five
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is medium. There are around 26
potential buyers for every listed property.

Source: Aaron Maskrey, PRDnationwide
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WESTMEAD, NSW
Median.................$675,000 (H); $376,000 (U)
Location.................22km northwest of Sydney
Population.................................................... 14,171
Rent....................................... $420 (H); $410 (U)
Yield........................................3.2% (H); 5.6% (U)
12-month growth.............. 18.4% (H); 1.2% (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look 	Pockets near parklands, the river
and other open spaces. Alternatively,
in proximity to transport links and
the hospital.
Avoid 	There’s nowhere in particular to steer
clear of.
Buy 	Older houses on decent blocks
with development potential or the
opportunity to add value.

Local council: ............................................................Good
Westmead falls under either Holroyd or
Parramatta. Both are development-friendly if
projects meet growth objectives and there are
planning changes in the works.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There’s a 30-minute express train to Sydney’s CBD,
good road links and bus routes to Parramatta.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Westmead is well serviced by health, education,
recreation and lifestyle amenities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There are a few interesting proposed projects in
the area, including a major medical research hub.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Gentrification

3 Small developer
3 First homebuyer

Source: Max Fragar, Fragar Planning & Development

Like many parts of Sydney’s western
middle ring, Westmead has benefited from
a year of increased interest from buyers.
Andrew Wilson, senior economist with
Australian Property Monitors, says it’s a
classic case of the ‘ripple effect’.
“Activity is rippling out from the innerwestern suburbs to the next pockets,”
Wilson explains. “As prices rise, buyers
will look for cheaper options – more house
for their dollar.”
Westmead is a mid-sized suburb of
Parramatta and a health services hub,
with hospitals and research facilities in
the neighbourhood. There’s also some
light industrial businesses.
“It’s a solid area with good infrastructure
and amenities, it’s on the river, and it has
been very active in recent times.”
Max Fragar is a town planner and
the principal of Fragar Planning and
Development and says the suburb has
a lot of pre and post-war, low-density
housing stack that has ideal potential to
meet (planning) objectives.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 30
potential buyers for every listed property.

To learn more about incentives offered by Council please visit:
www.toowoombaRC.qld.gov.au/incentives
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The many reasons for investing in Toowoomba adds up. Toowoomba Regional Council is serious
about generating medium density development growth in Toowoomba and has implemented
an incentive package that really makes these developments add up. Infrastructure charges for
qualifying medium density developments have been slashed, and in some cases waived, making
an already affordable and high performing investment even more attainable.
TRC_SEC_0313_PropertyInvestor
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WHYALLA, SA
Median.................$258,000 (H); $157,000 (U)
Location............230km northwest of Adelaide
Population................................................... 21,991
Rent....................................... $265 (H); $240 (U)
Yield........................................5.3% (H); 7.9% (U)
12-month growth.............. 6.4% (H); -4.3% (U)
Shelf life...........................Medium to long-term
Look 	Older pockets in newer estates that’ll
be boosted by new development.
Avoid 	Nowhere in particular.
Buy 	New houses leased to resource-related
companies can provide strong rental
returns. Older maisonettes are good
for cash flow.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council seems proactive in encouraging
development, new amenities and infrastructure.
Accessibility: ......................................................Average
It’s close to a five-hour drive from Adelaide, but
there are air links to the state’s capital.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Whyalla is well served in terms of health,
education, retail etc. and has a hospital, airport,
TAFE campus and two deep-sea ports.
Infrastructure on the radar: ..............................Strong
The hospital is undergoing a major expansion.
There are numerous major resource sector projects
in various planning phases including a $1 billion
raw earths processing plant.
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WINDSOR, VIC
Median.................$746,000 (H); $415,000 (U)
Location..........4.2km southeast of Melbourne
Population.....................................................7,069
Rent....................................... $520 (H); $360 (U)
Yield........................................3.6% (H); 4.5% (U)
12-month growth...........-4.4% (H); -13.5% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Anywhere close to the transport
network.
Avoid 	Dandenong Road, which is a
busy arterial thoroughfare with
heavy traffic.
Buy 	Preferably a house, which is either
a period dwelling or a factory
conversion. These show the best
returns and are trending upwards.

Local council: ......................................................Average
The council is average in terms of development
friendliness.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
It’s located in a pocket bounded by two main
arterial roads, Dandenong Road and Punt Road, and
has a dedicated train station and several tramlines.
Services and amenities: .................................Average
There is some retail, Swinburne University of
Technology, Presentation College, Stonnington
Primary School and other education facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ................................Weak
There’s nothing on the radar.

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Mining
3 Infrastructure
3 Strong rent returns

3 Cash flow investor

3 Changing
demographics
3 Population growth
3 Gentrification

3 First homebuyer
3 Renovator
3 Small developer
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WOOLLOONGABBA, QLD
Median................. $585,000(H); $410,000 (U)
Location..........................2km south of Brisbane
Population.....................................................4,789
Rent....................................... $468 (H); $330 (U)
Yield.........................................4.1% (H); 4.1% (U)
12-month growth............ -4.5% (H); -4.8% (U)
Shelf life......................................... Medium-term
Look 	Near transport and employment
opportunities.
Avoid 	Low-lying areas or areas too close to
main roads.
Buy 	A newer property in a prime location
with good depreciation benefits.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is open and receptive to development,
provided it’s in the right location.
Accessibility: ............................................................Good
Woolloongabba has easy access to Ipswich Road
and the Pacific Motorway and is close to a number
of train stations.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
Woolloongabba is home of the famous ‘The Gabba’
and also close to Princess Alexandra Hospital and
Dutton Park State School.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
Woolloongabba has benefited from recent
infrastructure upgrades.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Employment
3 Population growth
3 Proximity to CBD

3 Investor
3 Renovator
3 Small developer

Source: John Tsoulos, Indigo Financial

Source: Terry Ryder, hotspotting.com.au

Source: Fiona Castle, Herron Todd White

Whyalla has had quite the “topsy-turvy”
run of luck, according to hotspotting.com.
au founder Terry Ryder. It was to benefit
from the major Olympic Dam expansion,
until BHP Billiton pulled the pin last year
and shelved its plans indefinitely.
Despite that, Ryder says the city is still
growing and experienced moderate house
price growth in 2012.
For those unfamiliar with Whyalla,
he says to imagine an industrial sector
city similar to Gladstone in central
Queensland. Its importance as a major
projects hub is growing and there’s a lot of
focus from resource companies.
“Several export port developments are
happening or proposed for the region. As
well, there are several big infrastructure
projects related to the mining sector.”
Residential development is on the rise,
with new housing estates popping up.
“Of course, Whyalla’s potential for
property investors is dependent on some
of the major proposed projects going
ahead,” he says.

Windsor is attracting a young professional
demographic, due to its proximity to the
Melbourne CBD and period architecture.
Herron Todd White valuer Fiona
Castle describes it as “the poor cousin
of Prahran” but says it’s still edgy and a
more affordable option for buyers looking
for a blue-chip location.
“It’s becoming more gentrified and small
industrial uses are relocating, freeing up
possible development sites,” Castle says.
“Residential development is starting to
increase, as South Yarra is oversupplied
and Prahran is too expensive.”
Castle says the pocket between
Chapel Street and The Avenue has
a good mix of ‘renovator’s delights’,
well-refurbished period homes and
contemporary townhouses.
“I can attribute this to location, within
five kilometres of the CBD, public
transport links and the general vibe
of the place, which is a mix of young
professionals and young families.”

Woolloongabba is famous for its famous
cricket ground ‘The Gabba’. But it’s not
just the pitch that’s giving this suburb
runs on the board.
Woolloongabba’s location, close to major
hospitals and universities, along with its
proximity to the CBD, is what will really
give this suburb a good innings in the
medium term.
“It’s becoming very trendy and busy. It’s
a place where people want to be seen,”
John Tsoulos, Indigo Financial managing
director Indigo Financial, says.
Colliers International research director
Mark Courtney says it’s likely to see
strong growth in the near future.
“The Brisbane Inner Rail Solution,
which forms part of the Cross River Rail
project, will be a longer term project that
will aid growth prospects over 2013 in
established suburbs such as Yeerongpilly,
Woolloongabba and Dutton Park,”
Courtney says.
The Cross River Rail project includes two
running tunnels from Yeerongpilly in the
south of Brisbane to Victoria Park in the
north, under the CBD and Brisbane River.

Buyer demand is medium. There are around 21
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is strong. There are around 38
potential buyers for every listed property.

Buyer demand is low. There are around five
potential buyers for every listed property.
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Cash Positive Property
from Day One

‘WE NEED 186 HOUSES TODAY’

Western Downs Regional Mayor
Ray Brown - 6th Feb 2013

Thousands of permanent new jobs are being created and housing needs to be built to accommodate these new families.

CASHFLOW POSITIVE
INVESTMENT PACKAGES
All our properties are Cash Positive from Day
One plus we have had an average of 16%
capital growth for the past 10 years. Rents are
on the increase so your cash position is only
going to improve. Move quickly as there are
only limited packages remaining. Clients who

bought in the early stage of our Miles Estate
have already enjoyed up to a 42% increase in
their land value whilst waiting for their house
to be completed.
Don’t wait until prices are through the roof
like Western Australia. We offer a complete
package right through to tenant selection and
managing your property.

Save! Buy direct from the builder/developer.
Turn-key packages from $406,600
Call 1800 041 411 • www.suratbasinhomes.com.au/api
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Investor Snapshot

Cashing in on cash flow
Saying Ann Sinclair and Richard Muhling have done well out of
investing in the Queensland mining town of Mount Isa would be
an understatement. Not only do they own about $2 million worth
of property there, they’ve also bought and sold a number of other
properties, making tens of thousands of dollars in profit. If that’s
not enough, they earn more than $5000 per month as positive
cash flow after all expenses on their current Mount Isa properties
are paid. It has allowed both of them to leave the workforce and
concentrate on their portfolio.
“Mount Isa has been very good to us but we’ve worked very hard,”
Ann says.
“It’s all cash flow positive, which is our reason for investing there.”
Former nurse and midwife Ann started looking in Mount Isa in
2004, after doing a property course with an emphasis on positive
cash flow property and opting to look in regional areas with high
rental yields.
“The town was a bit glum at that stage, locals would quiz me as
to why I was buying there,” Ann says.
“But we could see value in renovating there. We had good jobs,
but the work we took didn’t have much of a super component
attached to it. So like many people our age, we needed to look at
something that would replace our income.”
Ann and Richard found a block of four units for $180,000.
Although Richard wasn’t a big fan of the area, realising the purchase
price was just $45,000 per unit became the juicy carrot. Ann
explains you couldn’t even build the units for such a cheap price
and they easily paid for themselves. Renovating them in 2004 and
2005 was a challenge, as materials and skilled labour were in short
supply. To complete the renovation
on all four units, Ann and Richard used
local trades and a number of skilled
people from the Sunshine Coast,
including a property maintenance duo
from ‘Hire A Hubby’. These days, there
are many more tradies in town.
They spent about $20,000
renovating each unit and then
refinanced. Ann explains before the GFC it was easy to refinance
through the banks and use equity as the deposit for their next
property. In the meantime, they’ve held the block of units and
three now rent for $450 per week, the other at $440. That’s a huge
$1790 per week or a yield of 14.3 per cent, after refinancing and
including the cost of the renovation!
Following the refinancing, Ann and Richard were able to buy the
property next door – a duplex with one bedroom and one study
in each of the units. They paid $135,000 and then also set about
renovating them, this time spending $20,000 but also including
furniture.
The two units in this particular duplex
now rent for $755 per week, or $375 and
$380 each per week. This, again, is a great
yield of 12 per cent, including the renovation
expenses and refinancing on completion.
But the deal got even better, as the duplex
was located in a residential medium-density
zoning area, which meant they could build
another two townhouses at the back.
“After we renovated the duplex, we went
back to the bank and got a construction loan
Laundry before
in 2007,” Ann says.

Names: Ann Sinclair
“We built two townhouses
and Richard Muhling
at the rear, each with two
Invest: Mount Isa
bedrooms with their own
Properties: 8
ensuite, open plan kitchen,
Strategy: Buy and hold, buy and
living and dining as well as
develop and sell
private courtyards and two
covered car parks.”
The townhouses were
completed in 2008 and
although the original
plan was to sell them on
completion, Ann and Richard
realised they were simply
Land at rear of duplex
too good to let go off. They’d
spent $480,000 building
the townhouses but the two
now rent for $600 and $620,
giving them a rental yield of
13.2 per cent.
“When we finished the
townhouses, they rented for
$500 per week but the rent
The newly built townhouses
has gone up incrementally,”
Ann explains.
Ann and Richard prefer to strata title every duplex or block
of units they buy in Mount Isa, as that gives them higher bank
valuations. They also bought a duplex in Mount Isa with a
block, garage structure at the rear. Ann saw the potential to
put up internal walls and turn it into a two-bedroom unit after
development approval.
Over the past year, they’ve sold off
each part of the duplex and the unit
for a combined total of $956,000,
freeing up equity, paying down some
debts and enabling them to have
some savings for their next project.
Ann says they’re earning $5325 per
month after all expenses are paid and
now have close to $2 million worth of property in Mount Isa.
“We’ve done these projects later in our working life and it’s made
a big difference,” Ann says.
“It’s been a lot of fun. If you had told me back then rents would
be where they are now I wouldn’t have believed it. In terms of cash
return, it ended up being better for me to leave work so I can keep
moving ahead.
“Richard also finished work
recently, we’re now up for
more projects.”

æIt’s all cash flow positive,
which is our reason for
investing there.Æ

Kitchen before the renovation

Laundry after

Kitchen after the renovation
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WYNNUM, QLD
Median................$485,000 (H); $385,000 (U)
Location.......................... 15km east of Brisbane
Population...................................................12,229
Rent....................................... $420 (H); $330 (U)
Yield........................................4.5% (H); 4.5% (U)
12-month growth............... 1.7% (H); -3.8% (U)
Shelf life............................................... Long-term
Look 	As close as possible to the Moreton
Bay foreshore.
Avoid 	Main road locations.
Buy 	Detached homes up to and around the
$500,000 price point.

Local council: .................................................. Very good
The council is proactive in improving
infrastructure, services and amenities.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
It has good road access with Wynnum Road
providing a connection to the Gateway Motorway
and further into the CBD. The area is well serviced
by trains and buses.
Services and amenities: .......................................Good
The area has good access to educational, retail and
health facilities.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There’s no major infrastructure plans in the
foreseeable future, but there has been an increase
in attached housing development.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Changing
demographics
3 Proximity

3 Renovator
3 Small developer
3 Homebuyer

Source: Max Collins, freelance property valuer

Wynnum’s bayside location and relatively
easy access to the Brisbane CBD make
it a strong pick for this year’s Hot 100,
according to property valuer Max Collins.
Collins notes the perception of the area
is improving as more young couples move
in and start renovating.
Wynnum is adjacent to Moreton Bay
with many properties afforded water
views. This suburb is also seen as a
lifestyle location as much of the activity
for the area revolves around the foreshore.
It’s undergoing a renewal, with many of
the older homes ripe for renovation.
Herron Todd White property valuer
Malcolm Swney agrees gentrification is
the notable growth activity in Wynnum.
“Lowset post-war detached timber
homes are being raised and renovated.
Places where you get the bay views are
best. Once you move further from the bay
it’s a different story,” Swney says.
For entry-level investors looking to
get into the suburb but unconcerned
about seeing the water, the options are
very affordable.
Buyer demand is medium. There are around 17
potential buyers for every listed property.
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YEERONGPILLY, QLD

Median...........................$520,000 (H); SNR (U)
Location.......................7.1km south of Brisbane
Population..................................................... 1,984
Rent......................................... $410 (H); SNR (U)
Yield.........................................4.1% (H); SNR (U)
12-month growth...............14.3% (H); SNR (U)
Shelf life........................ Short to medium-term
Look 	Near transport, employment or the
road network.
Avoid 	Low-lying flood areas.
Buy 	A property in a prime location with
depreciation benefits and small land
size for less maintenance.

Local council: ............................................................Good
The council is open and receptive, although
development applications must be in the
right area.
Accessibility: .................................................. Very good
There’s accessibility due to the infrastructure
improvements, including the Clem7 tunnel and
the AirportlinkM7. The Eleanor Schonell Bridge,
also known as the Green Bridge, takes buses
and pedestrians back out to the University of
Queensland. This also brings many students to
the area.
Services and amenities: ............................. Very good
The area is well serviced, with a large number
of hospitals including the Mater and Princess
Alexandra hospitals. Also TAFE and University of
Queensland are nearby.
Infrastructure on the radar: ........................ Moderate
There was a lot of recent infrastructure but nothing
else major is in the pipeline.
KEY DRIVERS

MOST LIKELY TO SUIT

3 Affordability
3 Population growth
3 Infrastructure

3 Speculator
3 Cash flow investor
3 Renovator

Source: John Tsoulos, Indigo Financial

There are some “great drivers of growth”
in Yeerongpilly, according to Indigo
Financial managing director John Tsoulos.
He says nearby hospitals and education
facilities are major employers but the big
benefit is the suburb’s location.
“Being only seven kilometres from the
Brisbane CBD is a massive drawcard.
Also having the Clem7 tunnel and
AirportlinkM7 infrastructure projects
allows for great accessibility. Yeerongpilly
is becoming very trendy with strong
entertainment precincts.”
Improved infrastructure is likely to lead
to population growth, which will also push
capital growth and rental returns up.
“There are opportunities for the
renovator and homebuyers, with some
nice old homes in the area. They could
renovate to live in or for growth later on.
Also the developer has opportunity due to
the size of land parcels.
Buyer demand is strong. There are around 42
potential buyers for every listed property.

hot 100 Top 10 most expensive houses
NO.

SUBURB

MEDIAN

1

Bronte, NSW

$2,000,000

2

Kensington, NSW

$1,434,000

3

Bondi, NSW

$1,373,000

4

Cremorne, NSW

$1,220,000

5

Maroubra, NSW

$1,051,000

6

Elwood, Vic

$960,000

7

Annandale, NSW

$889,000

8

Prahran, Vic

$860,000

9

Frenchs Forest, NSW

$844,000

10

Dulwich Hill, NSW

$842,000

hot 100 Top 10 most expensive units
NO.
1

SUBURB

MEDIAN

Bronte, NSW

$686,000

2

Balmain, NSW

$675,000

3

Cremorne, NSW

$640,000

4

Bondi, NSW

$635,000

5

Redfern, NSW

$600,000

6

Maroubra, NSW

$572,000

7

Kensington, NSW

$564,000

8

Summer Hill, NSW

$520,000

9

Elwood, Vic

$513,000

10

Geelong, Vic

$510,000

hot 100 Top 10 cheapest houses
NO.

SUBURB

MEDIAN

1

Broken Hill, NSW

$115,000

2

Renmark, SA

$185,000

3

Cobram, Vic

$209,000

4

Mildura, Vic

$220,000

5

Hackham West, SA

$244,000

6

Cessnock, NSW

$255,000

7

Toowoomba, Qld

$256,000

8

Griffith, NSW

$263,000

9

Annandale, WA

$270,000

10

Dubbo, NSW

$270,000

hot 100 Top 10 cheapest units
NO.

SUBURB

MEDIAN

1

Mildura, Vic

$145,000

2

Dubbo, NSW

$195,000

3

Cessnock, NSW

$195,000

4

Bathurst, NSW

$205,000

5

Ballarat, Vic

$210,000

6

Griffith, NSW

$213,000

7

Orange, NSW

$226,000

8

Kalgoorlie, WA

$230,000

9

Bayswater, WA

$240,000

10

Jesmond, NSW

$241,000
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hot 100 suburbs where rentals are most in demand
STOCK FOR SALE
SUBURB

STOCK FOR SALE

STATE

VACANCY RATE

HOUSES

UNITS

SUBURB

STATE

VACANCY RATE

HOUSES

Cobram, Echuca, Yarrawonga

Vic

0.1%

105

14

Dubbo

NSW

0.9%

263

UNITS
22

Rockingham

WA

0.1%

187

86

Enmore, Marrickville

NSW

0.9%

49

26

Bayswater

WA

0.3%

77

20

Karama

NT

0.9%

52

19

Spearwood

WA

0.3%

351

96

Newtown

NSW

0.9%

49

26

Armadale

WA

0.4%

928

58

Nudgee

Qld

0.9%

84

5

Broken Hill, Cobar

NSW

0.4%

475

13

Palmerston

NT

0.9%

118

29

Belmont, Cloverdale

WA

0.5%

213

46

Mildura

Vic

1.0%

388

107

Northbridge

WA

0.5%

10

18

Renmark

SA

1.0%

144

34

Abbotsford, Collingwood

Vic

0.6%

16

13

Alawa, Lyons, Nakara, Tiwi, Wagaman

NT

1.1%

80

57

Dianella, Yokine

WA

0.6%

150

45

Campbelltown

NSW

1.1%

210

54

Griffith

NSW

0.6%

280

30

Emerald

Qld

1.1%

47

5

Kinross

WA

0.6%

234

23

Geraldton

WA

1.1%

902

132

Bracken Ridge

Qld

0.7%

247

34

Moorooka, Salisbury

Qld

1.2%

104

66

Carlisle

WA

0.7%

98

40

Warners Bay

NSW

1.2%

69

23

Craigie

WA

0.7%

199

21

Yeerongpilly

Qld

1.2%

104

66

Edgewater

WA

0.7%

293

53

Dulwich Hill

NSW

1.3%

11

28

Hackham West

SA

0.7%

95

13

Shellharbour

NSW

1.3%

148

26

NSW

0.7%

16

23

Toowoomba

Qld

1.3%

1,166

221

Mount Isa

Qld

0.8%

197

40

Wynnum

Qld

1.3%

248

78

Banyo

Qld

0.9%

84

5

Aspley

Qld

1.4%

323

97

Redfern

GLADSTONE INVESTMENT HOTSPOT
35 New Homes Limited Release, adjoining golf course,
walk to Kin Kora shops and schools

$440,400

TO

$584,800

Display suite open: Thurs – Sun 10am – 4pm • 2 Lorikeet Avenue, New Auckland, Gladstone
147-147-0065

Phone: (07) 3823 4458
*Conditions apply

Mobile: 0409 624 628
Website: www.gladstonegreen.com.au
www.indigohomes.com.au
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